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OBJECTIVES
The main objective of the research described in this thesis was t~ investigate and
understand the origins of culturally-determined usability problems in the context
of Human Computer Interaction (HCI) to develop a method for treating this issue,
when designing systems intended to be shared by culturally-heterogeneous user
groups, such as Computer Supported Co-operative Work (CSCW) systems and
the Internet. The resulting approach supports HCI designers by providing an
alternative to internationalisation and localisation guidelines, which are
inappropriate for tackling culturally-determined usability problems in the context
of shared-systems.
The research also sought to apply and test the developed approach in order to
assess its efficacy and to modify or improve it accordingly.
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ABSTRACT
Cultural diversity is a phenomenon of increasing interest to Human-Computer
Interaction (HCI) designers given the development of global markets and shared-
systems, such as the Internet and Computer-Supported Cooperative Work
(CSCW). However, there is still a lack of HCI methods to support designers
dealing with culturally-diverse user groups. Current approaches such as
internationalisation and localisation (here called Culturalisation) have important
limitations in this respect. We question the value of Culturalisation (Bourges &
Scrivener, 1996) as an approach to designing usable shared-systems mainly
because it is based on the segmentation of culturally-diverse users, when in the
case of shared-systems their integration is a basic requirement. Hence, we
conducted a study to elicit and understand the origins of culturally-determined
usability problems in the context of interaction. From this study, we conclude that
culturally-determined usability problems can be characterised as the user's
difficulties in understanding the intended meaning of representations (any aspect
of the system conveying meaning), and we propose a model to analyse these
problems based on establishing whether representation (R) means (M) in context
(C) and whether the root-context (RC) of(R) is shared by the culturally-diverse
members of a given user group. Using this model, we develop an integrated HCI
approach called Meaning in Mediated Action (MMA) to assist designers to
understand how representations mediate the actions of culturally-diverse users,
and to tackle culturally-determined usability problems. MMA is integrated into
the Star Model (Hix and Hartson, 1993) to ensure that culturally-determined
usability problems can be tackled within the wider context of HCI design. The
MMA approach is novel in that it deals with design for culturally-heterogeneous
user groups. An advantage obtained using this approach is that it focuses
attention directly at the point where culturally-determined usability problems
typically occur, i.e., in the understanding of representations. Hence, the
occurrence of these type of problems can be substantially reduced. Also, it is
applicable in different design situations and contexts; it relieves the designer of
the task of consulting and assessing Culturalisation guidelines or from having to
become an expert in Cultural Studies or Linguistics; and it is cost effective as, for
example, it eliminates the need to produce different culturally-adapted versions of
a system.
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INlRODUCTION
With developments in communication and computer technologies, a number of
new possibilities have arisen for interaction between peoples world-wide. For
example, geographically-dispersed individuals and groups can now work together
through the computer, can communicate in new ways, and can interact in many
other transactions, from playing a computer game, to exchanging knowledge, or
trading with a range of products and services. However, for the system designer,
the use of shared computer systems, such as Groupware, Computer-Supported
Co-operative Work (CSCW), Computer-Supported Communication (CSC), and
the Internet presents a great challenge, particularly in how one deals with cultural
factors in design, as geographically-dispersed user groups will often be culturally-
diverse. How should cultural factors be integrated into the process of designing
these shared computer systems? How can designers deal with culturally-
heterogeneous user groups? These are the main questions that motivated the
research described in this thesis. Existing Human-Computer Interaction (HCI)
design methods do not deal specifically with these issues. Traditional HCI
approaches, such as internationalisation and localisation (which for simplicity we
call Culturalisation) cannot be used effectively in the case of systems shared by
culturally-diverse users because they are based on recognising the differences that
exist between cultures in order to produce specific versions adapted to the needs
of a given 'target' culture. Instead, an approach is needed, capable of dealing
directly with culturally-heterogeneous user groups, and capable of integrating
cultural diversity, rather than diversifying the user groups into target-cultures. The
Culturalisation of, for example a word processor, may be helpful if the culturally-
adapted versions of the application are intended to be used only within a specific
target-culture. However, if a system is aimed to support interaction between users
of different cultures -as for example in the case of a multinational company
Intranet- a different approach to dealing with cultural factors is needed because
the existence of several 'target-culture adaptations' can complicate user-user
interaction instead of facilitating it.
In order to develop such an approach, it is essential first to understand the nature
of culturally-determined usability problems in the context of interaction. Many
studies have identified and classified a number of different culturally-determined
usability problems (c.f., del Galdo, 1990; Fernandes, 1995; Nielsen, 1990).
However, these studies did not attempt to understand the origins of these
10
problems. Therefore, the research described here includes a study aimed at
eliciting culturally-determined usability problems in a World-Wide Web (WWW)
shared-system to identify any common roots or emerging patterns determining
their character.
The results of this study led us to conclude that culturally-determined usability
problems have a common root in understanding the intended meaning of the
representations used in the system (including those involved in the user's
interaction with the task, the environment, the tool and other users). The term
representation is here used to refer to any aspect of a system conveying or
intended to convey meaning, from words, icons and keyboard layout, to the way
tasks are structured. According to our analysis, which we shall elaborate in
Chapter Two, the cultural differences affecting HC! design are mainly
representational, rather than cognitive or perceptual differences, and a culturally-
determined usability problem can be characterised as the user's difficulty in
understanding that representation R means M in context C (adapted from Searle,
1995). In order to understand that representation R means M, knowledge of the
context in which that meaning is rooted is needed. The culturally-determined
usability problems reported in previous studies (such as del Galdo's, 1990)
confirm this hypothesis; interface elements affected by culture, such as colour,
words, numbers and sound, appear to be problematic largely because they are
representations and the meanings they intend to convey can be understood
differently by culturally-diverse people when they do not share the context in
which these meanings are rooted. On the other hand, it will be argued that cultural
factors such as values, traditions, language, beliefs, religion, and sense of humour,
are only an issue to the extent that they function as culturally-specific contexts
affecting the interpretation of a representation's meaning in the system context.
Considering the argument above, we postulate that culturally-heterogeneous user
groups are particularly difficult to deal with as their members may not share the
contexts in which the intended meanings of representations are rooted, and this
can produce serious understandability difficulties with the system. However, it is
important to recognise that culturally-diverse users may also share some of these
contexts independently of the culture they pertain to. Hence, understanding a
representation's meaning, according to the model we propose, has more to do
with knowing the context in which that meaning is rooted, than with pertaining to
a particular culture. A single representation can mean different things in different
contexts and, although people are capable of shifting from context to context, if a
particular context is unknown to them they will probably have difficulties in
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understanding its meaning in that particular context (and consequently any
metaphor based on it). On the other hand, people from diverse cultures can
understand a representation if it is rooted in a shared-context. The word "rooted"
should not be confused with the cultural origin of a representation, as it refers to
the source of the meaning and not to the culture from which a representation or a
context originates, e.g., the word "pizza" is originally Italian but the root-context
in which this representation R means a kind of food M is shared by people from
diverse cultures. If the context in which a representation's meaning is rooted is
shared by culturally-diverse people, the interpretation of meaning is likely to be
easier despite the cultural origin of the representation and/or of the people. For
example, if two individuals speak different native languages but share a common
second language, the former will not necessarily affect the understanding of, for
example, a word in the latter. Translating the word to their native languages will
tend to separate these individuals instead of providing an effective bridge for
human-human interaction. This interaction can be enabled through the linguistical
shared-context independently of the cultures the users pertain to. Thus, a shared
root-context should not be understood as the least common cultural denominator.
A shared-root-context is more a shared conceptual system or network, than a set
of universals or shared cultural features. We can speak of a shared root-context
when culturally-different people have knowledge of a particular conceptual
system -which mayor may not be a characteristic part of the nation or culture of
all these people. In summary, a person does not necessarily need to belong to a
specific culture to share a root-context. Shared root-contexts occur because
neither people nor cultures are isolated entities ignorant or blind to the 'different
other'.
Thus, from a design point of view, we argue that the problem is mainly centred on
how to communicate the functionality of the system to the members of a
culturally-heterogeneous user group when representations and contexts can be
culturally-relative and therefore misunderstood. To tackle this problem the
designer needs to pose two basic questions (1) Will the users understand that
representation (R) means (M) in the context of use (C)?; and (2) Will a culturally-
heterogeneous user group share the root-context (RC) in which that meaning is
based, independently of the culture they pertain to. For example, if the designer is
working on a tourist information webpage and needs to communicate the
existence of a link to a restaurants database, then, he/she needs to evaluate if the
representation chosen to communicate this function, say a fork-and-knife icon,
will convey the target-meaning. Therefore, he/she needs to ask whether the users
will understand that the fork-and-knife icon (R) means restaurant (M) in the
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context of the webpage interface (C); and whether the culturally-diverse members
of the user group share the knowledge of the root-context (RC) -say tourism,
airports, etc.- in which the fork-and-knife icon (R) is based. If the answer is yes to
both questions, then these users will probably understand the represented
function, i.e., a link to a restaurant database, despite the fact that in some cultures
people eat using chopsticks. The second question focuses on examining the
'shareability' of the root-context, rather than the representation, because when a
root-context is not shared the result will automatically be a lack of understanding
of the representation's intended meaning. In this way, the designer seeks to
identify shared root-contexts in which he/she can base representations, instead of
focusing on discovering cultural factors and classifying users according to cultural
differences, as is the case in Culturalisation.
This interpretation of the problem contributes to the design process by revealing
where the designer of shared-systems should concentrate in order to tackle
culturally-determined usability issues, making hislher work more efficient and
effective. Having established that representations are the key in shared-systems
usability e,valuation and design, we describe the development of an HCI approach
designed to help designers (1) evaluate whether the user understands that
representation (R) means (M) in context (C), and if not, why not; (2) determine
whether the culturally-diverse users share the root-context (RC) in which the
meaning of a representation is based; and (3) design representations from
identified shared root-contexts. The approach called Meaning in Mediated Action
(MMA) uses meaning as an analytical tool, and shared root-contexts as a design
tool. Representations are analysed in terms of their mediational properties, and
meaning is used to provide a link between the user, the contexts in which hislher
interpretations are rooted, and the relation of both to culture (Wertsch, 1991). This
link can be established because meaning is both experienced individually and
determined by collective intentionality. Any user definition will carry this socio-
cultural component which helps us, to understand whether a specific cultural-
context is affecting the interpretation of a representation.
The MMA method consists of four basic steps: observation, evaluation, analysis,
and design, which are also integrated into a broader HCI model. The aim of MMA
observation is to understand how representations mediate the actions of the users
and to identify any problem in the human-computer interaction. MMA evaluation
and analysis seek to determine whether the users understand a representation (R)
meaning (M) in context (C) and whether the culturally-diverse users share root-
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context (RC). MMA design focuses on designing representations based on
identified shared root-contexts.
Summarising, the main contributions of this research are (1) the insight that the
main issue when designing interculturally shared-systems is establishing whether
representation (R) means (M) in context (C) and whether the root-context (RC)
of (R) is shared by the culturally-diverse members of the user group; and (2) the
development of a design approach based on this insight.
Chapter One, focuses on analysing the specific problems that the design of
interculturally shared-systems entail. We will also elucidate why existing design
methods cannot be applied to design such systems. In particular, we analyse the
disadvantages of approaches such as Culturalisation. In order to set a foundation
for developing a more effective approach, we begin by analysing the nature of the
cultural differences and the culturally-determined usability problems giving rise
to Culturalisation guidelines, within the existing HCI literature on cultural factors
and design. From the literature analysis, we conclude that the problem of
designing interfaces for culturally-heterogeneous users is mainly that of dealing
with the representational differences that exist between cultures in order to
communicate the system's tools, tasks and functions. We also conclude that,
culturally-determined usability problems are centred in how the representations
used in a system mediate the actions of the culturally-diverse users.
Hence, in Chapter Two, we describe a study in which culturally-determined
usability problems were elicited, in order to establish whether their origin could
be found in the understanding of representations. The study involved a WWW
system evaluation using interviews, usability questionnaires, observation, "think
aloud" and Breakdown Analysis (Urquijo, Scrivener, & Palmen 1993). The
results of the Breakdown Analysis and the interviews and questionnaires lead us
to conclude that culturally-determined usability problems do converge in the
understanding of representations, and to propose a model for analysing these
problems based on two premises: (1) establishing whether representation (R)
means (M) in context (C); and (2) whether the root-context (RC) of (R) is shared
by the culturally-diversemembers of the shared-system's user group.
In Chapter Three, we elucidate how the model described above is used to develop
a method for assisting designers to handle culturally-diverse user groups. We also
explain how this approach (the MMA approach) is integrated into a more general
model of HCI design (the Star Life Cycle developed by Hix and Hartson, 1993),
and describe its main stages which involve (1) observing how representations
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mediate actions, (2) evaluating the relation between representation R meaning M
in context C, (3) analysing whether culturally-diverse users share root-context
(RC), and (4) designing from identified shared root-contexts.
In order to evaluate how MMA works in practice it was applied inthe redesign of
the WWW system involved in the study described in Chapter Two. Chapter Four
focuses on describing this redesign process. After elucidating the particular
requirements of the users of the WWW system, we describe how MMA
observation, evaluation, analysis and design were carried out.
Finally, in Chapter Five we explain how the redesigned representations were
subjected to a subsequent MMA evaluation and analysis, carried out to provide
results of comparison with the data derived from the MMA evaluation and
analysis of the original representations. This comparison was aimed at assessing
the improvements gained by using MMA to design the representations. We also
elucidate the results of a questionnaire designed to examine the users' perceptions
on the understandability of the original and the redesigned representations. The
comparison reveals the number of understandability problems to be considerably
less in the case of the redesigned representations. We conclude the Chapter by
describing some useful insights gained during the redesign process for improving
the MMA approach.
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CHAPTER ONE; CULTURAL DIVERSITY AND
HCIDESIGN
1.1 INTRODUCTION
Cultural diversity is a phenomenon of increasing interest in Human-Computer-
Interaction (HCI) given the development of computer communication
technologies in conjunction with globalisation. The combination of technology
and globalisation has brought exhilarating new possibilities for people world-
wide. Today it is possible for individuals located miles away from each other to
communicate, collaborate, and interact in many different waysjust by plugging in
their computers. However, these new possibilities, have also brought new
challenges for HCI designers. The use of systems intended to support
communication, work, and other types of interaction -such as Computer
Supported Co-operative Work (CSCW) and the Intemet- pose new design
questions' as geographically-dispersed users can often be culturally-
heterogeneous. How should cultural factors be integrated into the design of
systems intended to be shared by culturally-diverse people? How should designers
deal with culturally-heterogeneous user groups'? Generally speaking, there is a
lack of HCI methods dealing specifically with these problems. Existing
approaches such as internationalisation and localisation are inappropriate for
designing systems for culturally-diverse user groups as they are based on
differentiating and grouping users on cultural grounds, instead of integrating them
to enable effective interaction, collaboration and communication. In order to
develop an approach capable of integrating culturally-diverse users, it is essential
to analyse the nature of culturally-determined usability problems. Studies have
identified and classified a number ~f these problems -e.g., del Galdo, 1990;
Sukaviriya & Moran, 1990; Fernandes, 1995; etc. However, little attempt has
been made to understand their nature and to define the main design questions they
entail from the perspective of shared-systems.
, A culturally-heterogeneous user group can be defined as a group of people from different
cultures sharing the same needs, having common aims, working or communicating together,
and/or sharing common tasks.
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1.2 CULTURE, GLOBALISATION, AND DESIGN
In HeI design, as in many other fields, there is a growing interest in studying the
phenomenon of cultural diversity (cf. Nielsen, 1990; del Galdo & Nielsen 1996;
etc.). Of course, this phenomenon is not new. "The most striking single fact about
the history of humankind is the extraordinary diversity of social forms produced
by means of either the same or very nearly the same genetic type. Differently put,
whereas most species have a form of social organisation built into their genes, the
human animal seems to be programmed instead to pay attention to culture.",
(Outhwaite & Bottomore, 1993).
We can also say that there has always been some kind of contact between
different cultures and therefore consciousness of "the other" or "others". Why
then has it lately become such an issue? Perhaps, because there has never been so
much contact and interaction between so many cultures as today. The
globalisation process, together with the development of communication and
computer technologies, plays a central role in the recent preoccupation with
culture and cultural diversity. Although the globalisation process has a long
history', its accelerated development in the past three decades has raised and
motivated a search for answers to a number of new design questions. To
understand these questions we should begin by trying to elucidate the concepts of
design, culture and globalisation.
1.2.1 DESIGN
Winograd and Flores (1988) define design as the "interaction between
understanding and creation". However, it is important to understand the concept
of design not only in this sense, but also in terms of its interaction with culture
and globalisation. Winograd and Flores (1988) argue that in order to analyse new
technologies we should not be confined to the methodology of conscious design
but should also address the broader issue of "how a society engenders inventions
whose existence in tum alters that society". In other words, it is necessary to ask
not only how things operate but also, what they do, what people do with them,
and how they shape and are shaped by a social network. The latter suggests the
kind of relation that exists between culture and design. Design changes culture
and at the same time is shaped by it. In the same way, globalisation and design are
2 According to Robertson (1992), the history of globalisation goes back to the 15th century.
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interdependently linked. We can say that globalisation is a social phenomenon
both influencing and influenced by design, and therefore by culture. For instance,
the development of new communication and computer technologies has been
induced by the globalisation process, but has also helped to shape this process. At
the same time, both globalisation and technology have an effect on culture, and
culture plays a role in shaping them.
1.2.2 CULTURE
Culture is one of the most difficult and complex terms, not only in the English
language but also, generally speaking, in every language (Williams, 1976). Some
people would say that trying to define it is like opening a Pandora's Box.
However, we will not attempt to produce an 'ultimate' definition. Instead, we will
try to understand the concept of culture as it is used in HCI. Although tightly
linked, we can recognise two different uses of the word culture in HCI literature.
(1) As a system of social factors such as values, tradition, religion, language,
conventions, and social behaviour. For example, Fernandes (1995) speaks of the
four main components of culture, these are values, rituals, symbols and heroes. In
a similar sense, culture is also used to denote a particular set of these factors. For
example, "the American culture" (Fernandes, 1995) refers to a distinctive set of
values, symbols, rituals and heroes; "organisational culture" (Bodker and
Pedersen, 1991) refers to the specific factors characterising an organisation or
organisations; and "disciplines as cultures" (Kim, 1990) means that each
discipline has a specific set of distinctive factors. In this context, culture
sometimes appears to be equated with the terms "market", "locale" "country"
and/or "nation". For example, Sukaviriya and Moran (1990) talk about "the
Western market" and "Asian countries" as cultures. Fernandes (1995) equates
"countries and regions" with "locales" each possessing a specific set of distinctive
factors i.e., a culture.
However, it can be difficult to define any particular culture or distinguish a
specific set of factors since cultural boundaries are not generally neat. "Cultural
traits such as language, religious adherence or folk custom frequently cut across
each other" (Outhwaite & Bottomore, 1993). Cultures cannot be treated as
tangible objects because social reality is not ontologically objective, nor is it
epistemically subjective (Searle, 1995). According to Geertz (1993) "though
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ideational, it (culture) does not exist in someone's head; though unphysical, it is
not an occult entity".
Similarly, culture is used to name a group of people identified with a specific or
distinctive set of factors. In other words, "culture" refers to the individuals who
share for example, a similar system of values, history, language, symbols and/or
rituals, i.e., Americans, Navahos, Germans, Europeans, or Asians. In addition,
cultures can also be defined exclusively in terms of race, gender, age-group,
profession, etc. -e.g., "blacks", "females", "elderly people" and "politicians". Del
Galdo (1996) argues that "these demographic groups represent cultures that exist
within and across larger cultures".
In this context, a culture can also be understood as a group of individuals with a
similar way of thinking, feeling or behaving. For example, Hofstede (1991)
describes a culture as a group or category of people with a distinctive "collective
programming of the mind". However, this definition treats the perceiving
individuals as mere products of their cultures. According to Bruner (1996)
although nothing is "culture free" people cannot be treated simply as mirrors of
•
their cultures. It is the interaction between individuals that "both gives a
communal cast to individual thought and imposes a certain unpredictable richness
on any culture's way of life, thought, or feeling".
(2) As an individual attribute or variable. Culture is sometimes used as one of
several marketing variables i.e., skin colour, gender, age, income, zip code,
culture, etc. For instance, Boal (1995) criticises the use of these individual
variables to define a particular "population".
In this sense, culture can also be interpreted as a factor interacting, shaping, or
determining the individual's identity, personality, or even mind. For example,
Hofstede (1991) says that each individual has a "software of the mind" or a
"mental program" learned or acquired from the culture s/he lives in. This
interpretation, has also an inherited danger of perceiving the individual as
programmed by her/his culture. In contrast with this view, Bruner (1996) explains
how life in culture is "an interplay between the versions of the world that people
form under its institutional sway and the versions of it that are products of their
individual histories".
In conclusion, culture is mainly used in two senses, collective (as a system of
social factors or group of people) and individual (as a personal characteristic or a
single factor interacting with the individual). It is in its collective sense that
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culture is usually linked with globalisation. In this context, we can simplify the
definition of culture as that which a group of people have in common or share.
This definition may help to explain an existing concern with globalisation. As
people world-wide share more and more things in common, a preoccupation with
the engendering of a uniform global culture which threatens the existence of other
cultures has arisen. However, this concern can be unfounded for two reasons, (1)
as del Galdo (1996) argues, cultures can exist within and across larger cultures;
and (2) social groups are constantly interacting with each other, therefore it is
difficult to determine the bounds of each culture and the extent to which one
threatens the existence of another. Hence, the growth of a global culture does not
necessarily mean the disappearance of existing ones. Instead, it suggests that
various cultural levels coexist and interact within and across every social-group.
This issue will be discussed in more detail in the following section.
1.2.3 GLOBALISATION
According to Robertson (1992) globalisation as a concept "refers both to the
compression of the world and the intensification of consciousness of the world as
a whole". Robertson argues that this concept has existed for a long time, at least
from the early 15th century. However, the use of the noun "globalisation" and the
focus on the globalisation phenomenon have developed only in recent times: "The
process and actions to which the concept of globalisation now refers have been
proceeding, with some interruptions, for many centuries, but the main focus of the
discussion of globalisation is on relatively recent times.", (Robertson, 1992):
As this discussion has evolved. the term globalisation has been used in numerous
different ways for many purposes. Robertson (ibid) distinguishes two main ways
in which it is used, one referring to the growing interdependence across the world
on a number of different areas (particularly the economic), and the other referring
to the globalisation of institutions, groups and practices, e.g., the globalisation of
education, of science, etc.
1.2.3.1. A THREAT TO CULTURAL DIVERSITY?
The main critique of globalisation in design in general, and in HeI specifically,
centres around the issue of cultural homogenisation. Design is commonly seen as
an accomplice of this homogenisation, being regarded, on many occasions by
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designers themselves, as an instrument capable of wiping-out local cultural
values, millenary traditions, habits and so on'. For instance, Fernandes (1995)
asks "who gave designers the right to roll over other people's cultures and ignore
them?" Braidwood (1984) argues "( ... )a crime against humanity has been
committed in the name of technology. Yet another is now being plotted, (...) It
goes under a variety of names including World Products, World Brands and
Globalisation. (...) Its price is the annihilation of cultures;"
We can probably find the origin of this view in a critique of consumerism and
mass culture along with an interpretation of the term globalisation influenced by
the fields of marketing and economics: "Culture and market combined in the
1970s in the activities of multinational corporations seeking to maximise the
world-wide sales of products through global advertising. ( ...) Globalisation
became known as a marketing strategy soon after, although it remains contested
just how far a global strategy allows for cultural difference.", (Outhwaite &
Bottomore, 1993). In economics, the term has been associated with "a dismantling
of national barriers to the operation of capital markets which began in the early
1980s.", (Outhwaite & Bottomore, 1993)_.
This apparent insensitivity to cultural difference and the dismantling of national
boundaries is what the critics of globalisation regard as the road towards cultural
homogenisation and cultural identity loss. However, the opposite is what seems to
be occurring. Globalisation is "clearly linked to the advance of multiculturalism,
the demand for cultural pluralism in unitary states and movements for national
self determination.", (Outhwaite & Bottomore, 1993). Moreover, according to
Robertson (1992), both cultural diversity and national societies are essential
elements in the contemporary form of globalisation.
Homogenisation is also associated with the idea of cultural imperialism or
colonialism, most specifically, of an "Americanisation" in which cultures are
"forced" to give up to their identities by buying and using American products
which do not meet adequately their particular needs. Authors preoccupied with
this "Americanisation" -e.g., Fernandes, 1995- argue that designers should
consider the needs of each culture and design or adapt products to meet these
local needs. However, paradoxically it is precisely by the strategy of adapting
products to local needs that many American cultural values have penetrated in a
3 Although it is true that design plays a role in shaping cultures, we should not forget that different
cultures also have a role in shaping design. Moreover design alone cannot determine the course of
any culture. Instead, that course is guided by an interaction of many factors, including the
interaction between the individuals constituting each culture.
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wide range of different cultures. For example, translating a Hollywood movie into
many different languages is a form of adapting the product to the needs of
different "locales". However, it is precisely by translating the movie, that the
American values it portrays can easily penetrate diverse cultures. Hence, an
adapted product is still an alien product although in disguise.
People worried by this homogenisation and/or cultural imperialism seem to be
mainly concerned with the idea of everybody in the world drinking the same soft-
drinks, eating the same hamburgers, listening to the same music. "It will be a sad
day when you get on a plane, fly 6000 miles and arrive in a place that looks
identical to the one you left" (Fernandes, 1995). Savater (1995) argues, that it is
paradoxical that people are so preoccupied about becoming identical just when
"there is an increasing contrast between people from some parts of the world (say
Seattle, Tokyo or Stockholm) and those from other parts, for example Guatemala,
Kingali or Fez". We could also add that what is worrying is not that we can buy
the same soft-drinks in every part of the world (would we be more heterogeneous
if we could buy different soft-drinks?) but that so many people cannot even afford
to have drinkable water. Although we can find the same brands and similar
artefacts around the world, they are not available for every group and they do not
represent the main culture of a population. Moreover, we can say that each group
incorporates them (or rejects them) in different ways into their own culture. When
one travels to different parts of the world it may appear that everything is the
same (especially if one only visits tourist attractions which are specifically
adapted to suit Western expectations), however, this superficial impression
changes completely if, for example, one has to live in a foreign place.
Another contradiction of the homogenisation view is, as Savater (1995) points
out, that in attempting to prevent the world from becoming homogeneous, people
tend to proclaim the homogeneity of their own group defending it at all costs
(nationalist extremism is a good example). This "cultural identity
homogenisation" can result in various 'complications as it disregards the fact that
in contemporary societies "the conditions of and for the identification of
individual and collective selves and of individual and collective others are
becoming ever more complex.", (Robertson, 1992).
1.2.3.2 GLOBALITY VERSUS LOCALITY
Generally speaking, we can see the discussion about globalisation going in two
main directions. One evolving towards a polarisation of stand-points (relativism
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versus anti relativism, universalism versus particularism, etc.) and the other
towards the global-local nexus discourse in which the locality is understood as
being apart from the global instead of a part of the global. Both directions can
lead to important difficulties in the understanding of globalisation as a social
process in its broadest sense. On the one hand, opposing the particular to the
universal fails to observe that globalisation involves precisely the simultaneity of
the universal and the particular (Robertson, 1992). Because there is no doubt
about the existence of both particular and universal phenomena, there is no point
in arguing about which is more significant. It is also as absurd to ignore the
particularities of cultures, as it is to ignore the existence of a universalisation
process, reacting hermetically as if cultures were objects which we must protect
from 'alien' influences. This is a false stance especially when we take into
account, as Robertson notes, that particular cultures are, to different degrees, the
result of their interactions with other cultures. Moreover, some of these views
serve to justify the existence of human rights violations shielded by the rationale
that because they represent millenary cultural traditions they should be respected
and protected from alien influence.
On the other hand, the local-global nexus (largely influenced by the popular
phrase "think globally and act locally") can be a very misleading conception.
According to Robertson (1992) :
"This way of thinking has its analytical perils, in that there is an inherited danger
of presenting a view of the world as a whole which excludes the local. In
contrasting the local and the global there is considerable risk that the local will be
omitted by the global. But if we are talking about the increasing unicity of the
world in one sense or another, how could it be that all the localities in the world
are not parts of the world? (...) Part of this problem arises from the mistake of
thinking simply of the local-global relationship along micro-macro or, which is
not precisely the same thing, small-large lines. In my own conception the notion
of the global refers to the world in its entirety and that is a primary basis of my
formulating the process of globalisation as involving the major but not the only,
dimension of social existence".
To summarise, we believe that it is important to note that the process of
globalisation is not new and is not merely an economic process involving world
consumerism. The issue of cultural homogenisation is very questionable, because
among other things each culture adapts foreign elements in a different way.
Moreover, it would seem that instead of homogenising, the world is actually
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becoming even more complex in terms of culture and even more polarised in
terms of wealth distribution', In our opinion, globalisation should be analysed
from a wider perspective. It should be seen as a social process in its broadest
sense. In Robertson's theoretical model globalisation entails "the major but not
the only dimension of social existence". That is how we understand "the global",
as one of the levels in which the individual experiences the social. These levels
exist simultaneously, and are not exclusive of each other. We would argue that the
individual can shift from level to level without actually having permanently to
give up one in particular. In this sense the concept of "global culture" is not seen
as a replacement of every culture but instead, as an aspect of each of them.
1.3 SYSTEMS SHARED BY CULTURALLY-DIVERSE
USERS
According to Hazemi and Macaulay (1996) "the globalization of organizations
will increase the demand for supporting geographically distributed work groups
where team members work either in real-time or asynchronously". However, the
development 'of computer systems supporting these geographically-distributed
users represent new challenges to HeI designers. One of the most important
challenges is avoiding usability problems caused by the diversity of the users'
cultural backgrounds. According to Scrivener et al (1993a, 1993b) if the people
using CSCW systems are culturally-diverse, breakdowns can be expected.
Hazemi and Macaulay (1996) regard usability as a critical demand in groupware
"especially as user's backgrounds differ". However, there is a lack of methods to
help shared-systems developers to design for culturally-diverse user groups. We
shall argue that traditional approaches, such as internationalisation and
localisation guidelines are inappropriate in these cases because they rely on
differentiating and grouping users on cultural grounds in order to produce several
adaptations for each "target-culture" i.e., each culturally-homogeneous user
,
group. In contrast with single-user systems, users of shared-systems' cannot be
separated into culturally-homogeneous groups because, as Hazemi and Macaulay
(1996) note, "different people with different backgrounds may use a CSCW
4 In the same way, the reaction against disappearing national boundaries seems quite contradictory,
now that immigration policies, for example, between "North" and "South" are becoming tougher
than ever before.
S It is interesting to note, for instance, that many contemporary so-called "local" movements have a
global scope, e.g. The Mexican Zapatista movement has an Internet webpage.
6 The term shared-systems is used as a general concept which encompasses other terms such as
groupware, multi-user applications, the Internet, CSCW and Computer-Supported Communication
(CSC) systems.
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system to achieve a common goal". Therefore, in shared-systems, it is either
impossible or impractical to design for a culturally-homogeneous user group;
instead, such systems must cater directly for a culturally-heterogeneous one.
According to Hazemi and Macaulay (1996), CSCW systems have particular
characteristics of their own which have to be taken into account when designing.
They involve "providing the group with shared work objects that provide the
focus of their collaboration, single or multiple entry points, mix of public and
private work, and agreed ways of working supported by social or technical
protocols." These particular requirements entail the consideration of cultural
factors in a special way. Group widgets -e.g., multi-user telepointers- public
views, and view convergence -i.e., "what you see is what I see" - are examples of
system attributes that users have to share in order to interact effectively. Hazemi
and Macaulay (1996) argue that providing identical (replicated) views for all
users may be necessary for shared problem-solving tasks. Hazemi and Macaulay
(1996) also argue that protocols (this is a "mutually understood/agreed upon way
of doing something") are essential to productive interaction. Therefore, cultural
factors cannot be addressed by providing users with different culturally-adapted
versions. Designers need to focus on integrating users instead of on segregating
them in order to enable effective collaboration, communication or interaction, and
to avoid unnecessary confusions and misinterpretations.
Communication and group-working are difficult processes in themselves and the
computer should not make them more complicated. If a Japanese architect is
working with an architect in England and with another in Argentina they will
need to 'negotiate' a way of working together, to communicate in a determined
language(s), and to use or understand similar working practices, tools, etc. The
computer, as a mediator of collaboration and communication needs to support this
negotiation, and/or provide a common protocol that takes into account the cultural
backgrounds of the users. Hazemi and Macaulay (1996) explain that a protocol
can be "achieved through informal agreement by the participants; by use of a
human facilitator; or through explicit software mechanisms". In any case, both
human-computer and human-human interaction will undoubtedly depend to a
great extent on how cultural factors are addressed. If they are addressed through
the cultural adaptation of the interface, interactions can be obscured or
complicated, for example, several conversion processes will be needed to mediate
user-user communication and collaboration.
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In the following pages, different solutions proposed to tackle the problem of
designing shared-systems for culturally-heterogeneous people will be discussed.
These solutions include multilocalisation, standardisation, virtual reality, and
other specialised methods of presentation. We will deal separately with
internationalisation and localisation in Section 1.4.
1.3.1 APPROACHES DEALING WITH CULTURAL
HETEROGENEITY
1.3.1.2 MUL TILOCALISATION
Discussing the use of usability engineering in internationalisation Nielsen (1993)
notes the need to make a distinction between CSCW systems and software for
individual use. He also identifies a situation where intercultural interaction among
users can bring special usability problems: "Even though many users would find
this form of single locale support sufficient, there are also many users who need
multilocalised interfaces. Examples would include anyone who moves to or visits
a foreign country as well as anybody who communicates or exchanges data with
people in other countries".
However, the kind of situation identified by Nielsen has become increasingly
complex as the communication, work and data exchange between people from
different cultures has evolved. Therefore, multilocalisation can also be an
inappropriate approach when designing shared-systems for culturally-diverse user
groups. Multilocalisation is a variation of localisation which refers to the
incorporation of several cultural adaptations in a single interface, as for example,
providing different options for language within the same system. This can provide
more flexibility but at the cost of a more complex interface, and a possible lack of
integration between culturally-diverse users in the case of shared-systems. For
example, users may become confused by the existence of several localised options
in the system, or may need to talk about the computer tools they are using, and if
these tools have different names or appearance, breakdowns in collaboration or
communication may occur. Del Galdo (1990) gives an example of the usability
problems that can happen when two languages are coexisting within a single
windowing environment: "( ...) the case where a person is using two different
applications simultaneously through a windowing environment and one
application is in English and the other is in French (...). If both applications have a
'file' pull-down menu which includes the commands, Save and Exit (Sauver and
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Sortie in French). The mnemonic accelerators for these commands in English
would be '*S' for Save and '*E' for Exit. If the accelerator for Exit in the French
application was '*S' (for Sortie), there would be a confusing overlap. An
additional problem arises due to both commands in the French language
beginning with the letter'S'. The user may end up using four different
accelerators for two commands or the same accelerator for two different
commands." Nielsen (1990) describes a similar problem: "If users have to transfer
between different languages it is probably best not to translate the control-key
assignments since inconsistency in control/function-keys is one of the user
interface problems users hate most."
Tuthill (1993) explains other more technical problems with multilocalisation. He
argues that multilocalisation mechanisms were not designed with distributed
..,.I'f"
computing in mind. "Not only are locales generally a heavyweight mechanism,
making it costly for an application to switch from one to another, but only one
locale can be active at a time. Switching locales is something a window system
server, or an object service, performs regularly. Moreover, multiheaded
applications often must operate in more than one locale simultaneously. Current
technology does not allow processing of data in more than one locale, because
locales are associated only with a process." To address this problem a tool devised
by the XlOpen Internationalisation Working Group that can support multilocale
computing was proposed (Tuthill 1993). The tool is based on the "attribute
handle" and the result is an application that can "call any of a set of multilocale
routines, passing the attribute handle for the locale in question" (Tuthill 1993).
However, multilocalisation, and consequently the tools that support the
development of multilocalised interfaces, are still inadequate for designing
shared-systems because they are also based -as internationalisation and
localisation- on the differentiation and segmentation of users on cultural grounds
and, as argued before, shared-systems need to integrate culturally-different users
instead of segregating them. Hence, this approach also overlooks possible shared
contexts between culturally-different people that may be useful for establishing a
common protocol. For example, users may speak different native languages but
speak a common second language.
Moreover, the traditional notions of locality and homogeneity as two basic
assumptions of use in internationalisation, localisation and multilocalisation, are
not maintained in their original senses in the case of shared-systems, where the
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members of the target user group may be geographically-dispersed and culturally-
heterogeneous.
1.3.1.2 STANDARDISATION
Standardisation has also been proposed to tackle the problem of cultural diversity.
According to Norman (1988) standardisation is only another aspect of cultural
constraints', "with standardization, once you have learned to drive a car you feel
justifiably confident that you can drive any car, any place in the world ( ...)
Standardization is the solution of last resort, an admission that we cannot solve
the problem in any other way. (...) When we have standardization of our keyboard
layouts, our input and output formats, our operating systems, our text editors and
word processors, and the basic means of operating any program, then suddenly we
will have a major breakthrough in usability".
However, although .standardisation can help to establish common protocols, it
may also be insensitive to particular cultural needs and/or provide an advantage
for some users with specific cultural backgrounds at the expense of disadvantages
for some others with different cultural backgrounds. In addition, sometimes
technologies and cultural factors' change while a standard is being defined and
agreed.
1.3.1.3 VIRTUAL REALITY
It can also be argued that virtual reality may offer a culturally-neutral solution for
CSCW since it can avoid the use of culturally-specific elements such as language.
However, virtual environments are not really culturally "neutral" as they
necessarily have to use metaphors, schemes, and other representations which can
be culturally-specific. Even very basic metaphors such ~those of orientation can
be problematic. For instance, Lakoff (1980) explains how orientational metaphors
can vary from culture to culture: "They (orientational metaphors) have a basis in
our physical and cultural experience. Though the polar oppositions up-down, in-
out, etc., are physical in nature, the orientational metaphors based on them can
7 Norman (1988) defines cultural constraints as a number of artificial conventions that rule
acceptable social behavior. According to Norman (1988) "these cultural conventions have to be
learned. but once learned they apply to a wide variety of circumstances".
s Some cultural needs can be determined by rapidly changing factors such as fashion.
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vary from culture to culture." Lakoff (1980) also explains how different languages
organise differently schematic spatial relations: "Humans think in terms of what
are called 'image schemas' -these are schematic spatial relations. For example, if
you take the concept in, it is based on what is called the 'container schemes', a
bounded region of space. The concepts 'from' and 'to' are based on a 'source-
path-goal schema', and so on. Different languages organise these schemas in
different ways."
1.3.1.4 OTHER SPECIAL METHODS OF PRESENTATION
The use of universal or transnational methods of presentation has also been
suggested as a solution for designing shared-systems. For example, Ossner
(1990), analyses the possibility of producing "methods of presentation that do not
have to be adapted to specific national or cultural backgrounds" for designing
learning systems for a European user group. Nevertheless, he suggests that iconic
signs -in contrast with language or photographic images, for instance- are the key
to transnational communication since "as they do not reproduce reality
photographically, can abstract themselves from individual cultural backgrounds".
The latter is very questionable, since iconic signs can also depend on particular
cultural realities, for example, a particular "mailbox" icon can be culturally-
specific as mailboxes differ among cultures (Apple Computer Inc., 1992). In the
same way, there are many existing transnational linguistic and photographic signs,
for example, the "1t". symbol, or a photograph of an exploding "A bomb". Their
transnationality depends on the characteristics of the group defined as
transnational, as well as on the context of use. Ossner (1990) himself, detects this
problem and notes: "Trans nationality, however, has twofold limitations: firstly,
the object or circumstance depicted may not itself be conventional and, secondly
it must be possible to assume that people are actually familiar with the content
depicted or with its shape. (...) trans nationality does not mean that the full
meaning of iconic signs is immediately understood at first glance, but only that
the field of what is meant is understood. Focusing on exactly what is meant must
be learnt or deduced." Therefore, iconic signs do not have a particular
transnational advantage, because any other type of sign might be learnt or
deduced in a similar way depending on its conventionality. Ossner (1990) relies
on a general theory of signs, which broadly focuses on formal structure and not on
the ways in which semiotic systems convey meaning and mediate action. In our
view, there is not a particular sign, type of sign, or sign system that can guarantee
transnational or transcultural understandability and learnability. It is not the
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formal structure of the representation but its intended meaning which is relevant
for designers in regard of cultural diversity.
1.4 CUL TURALISATION
In this section we will analyse in greater depth the internationalisation and
localisation approach and its limitations for the design of shared-systems. Other
more general disadvantages of this approach will also be discussed.
Internationalisation and localisation are among a number of relevant but ill-
defined concepts that have been proposed for dealing with cultural diversity,
which are usually coupled within an overall design process. Fernandes (1995),
equates the term globalisation with internationalisation and defines it as: "the
process of creating a base design that can be changed or augmented for various
countries/markets all over the world." However: "if a company develops a
product with the same features for world-wide consumption, this can be viewed as
a globalised product as well" (Fernandes 1995). He describes localisation as "the
process of making changes to a globalised product to make it usable and viable in
a particular market", and distinguishes between three types of localisation: (1)
Technical localisation: referring to "the technical aspects of adapting a product to
a foreign market, such as double byte conversion, operating system support, etc.";
(2) National localisation: This is the process of making a product "appropriate for
a national setting"; and (3) Cultural localisation: referring to the production of
"designs that are appropriate for a target-culture's values, tastes and history."
In "Solaris International developer's guide" (1993), Tuthill defines
internationalisation as "a way of designing and producing software that can be
easily adapted to local markets" and distinguishes four internationalisation levels:
(I) Text and code sets; (2) Formats and collation: (3) Messages and text
presentation (4) Asian language support. Tuthill describes localisation as the way
of adapting software "for specific languages or regions, called locales".
Generally speaking, internationalisation concentrates on separating the 'cultural
elements' -e.g. character sets- of a product from the rest of it, and localisation is
about adapting those 'cultural elements' for a specific target-culture. Thus, the
concept of internationalisation assumes that it is possible to identify features of a
product that are not affected by culture (e.g. the overall structure of an interface
such as its windows, dialogue boxes and menus). Generally, however, such an
internationalised product is not complete in itself; it needs to be given a particular
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cultural context. For example, a language will have to be selected for the words
used in a window, and readily recognisable icons will have to be designed.
Localisation is then a contextualisation process applied to the internationalised
product in order to adapt it to a particular culture. For simplicity, we shall call this
internationalise-localise process Culturalisation (Bourges & Scrivener, 1996)9.
Typically, the problem of designing usable systems for a culturally-diverse user
group is approached in Culturalisation by focusing on the differences between
cultures and the problems such differences are likely to cause. This has led to the
production of guidelines, design rules, advice, standards and technical
requirements to assist the evaluation, translation and adaptation of software.
However, Culturalisation is inappropriate for designing and evaluating the
usability of shared-systems, because as argued earlier, it is based on the
differentiation of users and not on their integration which is fundamental for
effective collaboration between them. New ways of dealing with cultural factors
are needed as the users of these systems have to share some of their main
attributes to achieve a correct interaction or communication, despite having
diverse cultural backgrounds.
Hence, it is crucial to differentiate between designing systems that will be used
exclusively within a particular culture (Figure la) and those that will be shared"
by users from different cultures (Figure lb). Culturalisation corresponds with
Figure la.
If a shared-system is designed according to Figure 1a, then intercultural
interaction and communication could only be mediated by conversion processes
between particularised versions. Focusing for argument's sake, just on language
conversion, given that there are something like five thousand languages used in
around two hundred countries (Crystal, 1993), it is perhaps obvious that this
approach may not be practical. Even if one select~d a number of languages, some
users must be disadvantaged at the cost of a more complicated interface.
9 Not to be confused with Fernandes (1995) term cultural localisation which we would regard as
being subsumed under the more general term Culturalisation.
10 Including enabling communication and collaboration between users.
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FIGURE 1. THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SYSTEMS TARGETED FOR PARTICULAR CULTURES
(A) AND SYSTEMS INTENDED TO BE SHARED BY CUL TURALL Y-DIVERSE USERS (8).
(a)
Software
(b)
~----Software -III_-.c
In summary, designing shared-systems by focusing on cultural differences may
reduce the possibilities for establishing a shared protocol. For instance, if a
Culturalisation guideline stating that "dates are expressed differently in different
countries" (Ford, 1995) is applied to design a shared-system, and several date
alternatives are provided within the system, misunderstandings in the interactions
between the culturally-diverse users may occur. Instead, the designer should ask if
the users share the knowledge of a particular date format independently of how
dates are expressed in their cultures of origin. The latter can help to define an
appropriate protocol for effective interaction.
Other more general problems that we find with Culturalisation are:
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1.- As noted previously, Culturalisation utilises guidelines, rules, standards and
general advice on both design process, such as "design a global base" and "gather
information about target locales" (Fernandes, 1995) and aspects of culture not
necessarily shared by all or many cultures, for example, "avoid using graphics
that represent holidays or seasons, such as Christmas trees, pumpkins, or snow"
(Apple Computer Inc., 1992). Lansdale and Ormerod (1994) analyse the use of
these' methods in HCI and find several drawbacks with them. First, their use does
not guarantee well designed systems and, moreover, they can be used to legitimise
a poor design. Second, they are generalisations and, as such, can be insensitive to
the context in which they must be applied. Hence, what is suitable for a certain
task in one context may not be appropriate in another. Third and perhaps most
importantly, their long term utility is questionable. Design possibilities and
problems change as technologies, societies and cultures change.
Hence, although guidelines can be useful for delivering some types of knowledge
in the design process, they might not be the best way to deal with sociocultural
issues. In addition, their use cannot guarantee usability in culturally-diverse user
groups, and they are 9uite difficult to follow and use. According to Preece (1994)
they are "important, but difficult to pin down because human beings vary in a
number of ways". Preece (1994) also argues that they can be complex to use
because they may contain overlapping and contradictory advice, and because
evaluating them requires considerable expertise in order to be able to judge when
the arguments behind them "are wrong and whether better arguments can be made
for a poorly presented guideline" (Preece, 1994).
2.- An important step in the Culturalisation process is that of identifying and
describing the "target-culture". However, cultures are not ontologically objective
and they are continuously developing, hence, they are difficult to describe or
measure. As a result, information about a specific culture can produce
inappropriate designs. Furthermore, such descriptions can create or reinforce user
characterisations or stereotypical views, such as "Japanese love the colour white"
or "Germans lack humour", which might then become design rules. For instance,
a design rule such as "present the user with culturally-appropriate aesthetics "
(Fernandes, 1995) puts the designer in the difficult position of determining what
is aesthetically-appropriate in a specific culture, and forces her/him to make
several assumptions or generalisations about that issue, e.g., "Japanese love the
colour white". However, the aesthetics of a given culture are not a simple set of
features that can be easily addressed and which apply in every circumstance.
Hence, the designer will find it very complicated to apply this rule in a way that
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will not result in an inappropriate design. Also, as a result of this kind of advice,
technical requirements can be unnecessarily or misleadingly specified.
In addition, Culturalisation usually regards cultures as isolated entities, and this
can lead to false assumptions about the system's usability. Taking our earlier
example about avoiding the use of graphics "that represent holidays or seasons,
such as Christmas trees, pumpkins, or snow" (Apple Computer Inc., 1992) it can
be argued that despite the fact that the Chinese new year is not celebrated by
Westerners, most of them know of its existence and recognise many of its
symbols. In the same way the fact that Christmas is not celebrated in China does
not mean that Chinese people are ignorant of it and will be unable to recognise a
Christmas tree.
3.- How do we determine the bounds of Culturalisation? For instance, if we are
cuituralising a product for the Spanish speaking market should we take into
account cultural differences between the countries that speak this language? Some
authors would recommend that we should. Alternatively, if we are designing for
Spain should we also consider, for example, the Catalonian culture and language?
Irrespective of how such boundaries are drawn, some differences between
members of the targeted user·group and similarities between excluded user groups
must be ignored. However, no rational basis for such decision making on usability
grounds has been proposed. Culturalisation is best understood as the identification
of markets (Le. highlighting differences in order to create new markets and sell
products) rather than as means of improving usability.
4.- Generally speaking, the way cultural diversity has been approached in
Culturalisation resembles the way in which it is addressed in marketing. This is
by classifying users in distinct "market segments" or "target-cultures", on the
basis of cultural or national differences. Although marketing approaches might be
quite good for selling products they can have important limitations if used to
,.,-~
assess and improve the usability of systems. This is simply because users are not
simply consumers and cultures are not only market segments. The meaning of use
entails the concepts of utility, duration, and tool, while the meaning of consume is
related with the concepts of buy, finish-up and instantaneous. This distinction
becomes particularly important in the case of HCI design. A computer is not a can
of Coke that one just drinks and throws away. Besides being a product it is also an
instrument, a tool, and the user employs this tool for one or several tasks or
purposes. Although a computer could be sold as if it was a can of coke (or a
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"Porsche" in the case of Macintosh"), if it does not fulfill a purpose other than
giving someone some kind of status or pleasure, it is pointless. In fact one of the
main problems with computers today seems to be related to how they are sold, not
used; That is, computers are advertised as "easy to use" or "friendly" when
normally they are not; being complex instruments that require a certain level of
training and experience. Perhaps if they were advertised in a way that reflected
how they are actually used, users would not have so many frustrating experiences,
and would not feel as if they have deficient ability to understand and learn how to
use them.
However, there is a strong tendency to define the problem of culture and design in
marketing terms. For instance, in order to illustrate the need to design interfaces
taking into account cultural factors, a number of examples of cultural
misunderstandings affecting the sales of a product are used: "When Coca-Cola
first went to China and wrote their name phonetically using kanji, the characters
spelled out 'bite the wax tadpole' ."(Fernandes, 1995). This example has more to
do with a mistake in marketing research than with a mistake in design. Moreover,
as we have said, designing an interface is very different from designing a can of
Coke. The example is also questionable because this type of misunderstanding
does not necessarily entail a commercial failure. For instance, in Spanish, both
words in Coca Co/a12 have "funny" meanings, however, these connotations have
not made the soft drink a commercial failure in Spanish-speaking countries.
Lorenz (1986) explains that one of .the main aims of marketing is to produce
goods that consumers will want to buy. In order to produce and sell these goods,
consumers are grouped according to their preferences and needs using, for
example, market segmentation, product differentiation and market research
techniques". In this sense, a computer user is taken as a consumer belonging to a
particular "market segment" or population. When individuals are perceived only
as consumers and cultures as "market segments", usability problems can be
expected because, as noted previously, a user is not a consumer and cultural
factors are not simple features (such as blood type, income, or skin colour), but
complex systems of values, beliefs, traditions, habits, etc.
11 A recent Macintosh advertising strategy consisted of comparing the computer to a Porsche's fine
engine, etc.
12 In Spanish, coca is a common name for "cocaine", and cola is a synonym for "bottom".
13 One important part of marketing is market research. Market research techniques, as Lorenz
(1986) says, are very limited because they" can only probe attitudes, which are often surprisingly
poor guide to actual behaviour. This applies particularly to the sort of quantitative research carried
out through mass questionnaires and consumer testing (...) But it is also true of much of the
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However, this form of classifying people guides to a great extent design decision
making, not to mention important political and economic decision making with all
the dangers that this entails, e.g., discrimination, loss of privacy, etc. As Grandy
(1995) observes: "( ...) The concern was that the entire community would be
classified in terms of the tastes of some subset of consumers. Yet geographically
defined communities are already identified in terms of the average income,
education, and spending habits of neighbors within a zip code or census-defined
boundary. Classifications of communities on the basis of geodemographic
clustering models are used to guide decision making in a wide variety of
economic and political areas." And the problem about this is that members of
these classified groups may not even know they are members, and therefore
cannot even disagree with this classification: "Unlike the groups that have
traditionally been the focus of study by sociologists and anthropologists, the
members of these analytical groups may not actually be aware of their
membership or of the rules that determine their inclusion" (Grandy, 1995).
Marketing techniques can make computers appealing for culturally-diverse
people, and that may ,be good. However, can they provide the means for making
them really usable and useful for those people? People from the same culture may
use a computer in very different ways, while individuals from different cultures
may use it similarly. However, in marketing, they are grouped as if their cultures
will determine in every way how they will behave, think, and/or use any tool. We
are not saying that similarity between individuals on cultural grounds cannot be
found. However, we are questioning the view of individuals as mere reflections of
their cultures and the grouping of people on the basis of cultural generalisations to
tackle usability problems.
5.- Bi-lingualism and multi-lingualism are a natural consequence of globalisation
and of specific historical developments. "Multi-lingualism is the natural way of
life for hundreds of millions all over the world. There are no official statistics, but
with around 5,000 languages co-existing in fewer than 200 countries it is obvious
that an enormous amount of language contact must be taking place", (Crystal,
1993). Culturalisation sometimes seems to equate culture with one single
language, but the statistics above imply that this is not generally the case. Because
native English speakers do not generally have the need to learn a second
language, English-speaking designers might easily assume that users from other
creative -or 'qualitative'- research conducted with the help of psychological techniques by experts
(...)".
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cultures are mono-lingual. If bi-lingualism is not detected, designers will set out
to translate a system perhaps unnecessarily.
6.- Some authors, like Fernandes (1995), appear to be promoting Culturalisation
as a means of opposing a "cultural homogenisation" or "Americanisation" of the
world. However, as we previously argued, Culturalisation contributes to this
Americanisation, because it is precisely by adapting products to "locales" that
many American cultural values have penetrated a wide range of different cultures.
New culturalised products are alien and these cultural impostors might be more
damaging to the receiving culture than the undisguised foreigner.
Moreover, the computer is not a culturally-neutral instrument. Hence, the world-
wide use of computers could also be regarded as a form of Americanisation
according to Fernandes' arguments. In that sense, it will matter little how well an
interface is adapted for a particular culture, if it is the computer itself that is alien
to the culture.
7.- Due to the intensive process needed for target-culture definition and
information gathering, Culturalisation is time consuming and costly. Therefore, it
can sometimes result in inadequate adaptations. Nielsen (1990) gives an example
of a poor Culturalisation: "One of the menus in MacPaint is called 'goodies'
which might be acceptable as the name of a menu in English. The Danish word
used in a translation, 'godter', is indeed a proper translation of 'goodies' but has
another set of connotations (mostly having to do with candy), leading many of our
test subjects to misunderstand it."
To conclude, we question the value of Culturalisation as an approach to designing
usable HCI systems for specific culturally-determined user groups because of its
over dependence on guidelines, rules, etc., the difficulty of determining the user
based on cultural grounds, its teridency to stereotype, its insensitivity to bi- and
multi-lingualism and other forms of cultural heterogeneity, its misplaced
paternalism, its high cost in terms of time and resources, and particularly, its
inappropriateness for the design of interfaces that will be shared by culturally-
different users (Bourges & Scrivener, 1996).
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1.5 HCI LITERATURE DEALING WITH CULTURAL
ISSUES
In order to develop a new approach for designing and evaluating the usability of
systems intended to be shared by culturally-heterogeneous users, it is essential
first to understand the nature of the cultural differences and culturally-determined
usability problems that have led to the creation of Culturalisation guidelines.
Existing literature on cultural issues in HCI can be classified in three main areas",
These are (1) Literature discussing cultural differences -e.g., Sukaviriya and
Moran (1990). Generally speaking it provides important knowledge about the
kind of differences that exist between cultures. However, the problem that these
differences entail in terms of HCI design is not clearly defined; (2) Studies
focusing on the identification and classification of culturally-determined usability
problems -e.g., del Galdo (1990). These are very useful for recognising the
problems that typically occur with international interfaces. However, there is a
lack of studies attempting to understand the underlying nature of these problems;
and (3) Literature providing guidance for international interface designers -e.g.,...
Fernandes (1995). The majority of guidelines provided in this type of literature
are based on knowledge from (1) and (2). Nevertheless, there is still a lack of HC!
methods that incorporate usability design techniques for designing shared-systems
and for dealing directly with culturally-diverse users.
1.5.1 CULTURAL DIFFERENCES
Cultural differences have been extensively discussed in HCI literature. However,
the questions that these differences entail in terms of HCI design have not been
clearly defined yet. We are not going to attempt ,an exhaustive description of all
the cultural differences that have been examined in other studies. Instead, we will
try to understand why cultural differences are problematic from the perspective of
the HCI designer.
An issue often cited in HCI design literature is that of cultural differences in
perception. The common argument is that people from distinct cultures differ in
the way they perceive colour, shapes, patterns, and so on. For example, Salomon
(1990) argues that cultural differences "can affect the number and categories of
14 Some papers and books combine these three areas.
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colours individuals recognise" and that "common colour names can refer to
different ranges of hues in dissimilar cultures. Even occupational differences can
create variations in colour perception".
Sukaviriya and Moran (1990) use the results of a study done by Fussell and
Haaland (1978) on communication using pictures in Nepal, to illustrate the
existence of perceptual differences in shapes, figures and pictures according to
culture. Referring to this study, Sukaviriya and Moran say: "( ...) three tone
drawings -a line drawing with shading and internal detail- produced more correct
identifications of images among subjects than black-and-white photographs of the
same images or the same drawings without shading and internal detail".
Sukaviriya and Moran also cite a study conducted by Ahmad (1978) showing
perceptual variations on size, colour, shape and other picture dimensions
according to native language, and those of Cook (1980) who found a tendency
among Papua New Guinea subjects to order a series of picture frames in circular
manner, clockwise or counter-clockwise, rather than in the "left-to-right top-to-
bottom" Western sequencing style.
Some of the authors discussing perceptual variations according to culture appear
to be influenced directly or indirectly by the work of Edward Sapir and Benjamin
Lee Whorf, both associated with the linguistic-determinism hypothesis, which
states, primarily, that language determines the way we perceive space, time,
causation and other essential elements of the physical world (Carroll, 1956).
However, this hypothesis remains very much contested. For example, Pinker
(1995), questions the Whorfian idea that we see colours differently according to
the language we speak. According to Pinker, Whorf assumes that it is language
which determines the colours in the spectrum because according to Physics,
wavelength is a continuous dimension in which red, yellow, green, blue, etc. are
not delineated, and languages differ in their colour word catalogues -e.g., Latin
does not have words for generic grey and brown" Navajo has one single word for
green and blue, Russian has different words for dark and sky blue, etc. Pinker
(1995) argues: "( ...) although physicists see no basis for colour boundaries,
physiologists do. Eyes do not register wavelength the way a thermometer registers
temperature. They contain three kinds of cones, each with a different pigment,
and the cones are wired to neurons in a way that makes the neurons respond best
to red patches against a green background or vice versa, blue against yellow,
black against white. No matter how influential language might be, it would seem
preposterous to a physiologist that it could reach down into the retina and rewire
the ganglion cells." According to Pinker (1995), people colour their perceptual
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world "using the same palette", and it is this which confines the vocabularies they
develop: "Although languages may disagree about the wrappers in the sixty-four
crayon box -the burnt umbers, the turquoises, the fuchsias- they agree much more
on the wrappers in the eight-crayon box - the fire-engine reds, grass greens, lemon
yellows. Speakers of different languages unanimously pick these shades as the
best examples of their color words, as. long as the language has a color word in
that general part of the spectrum. And when languages do differ in their color
words, they differ predictably (...) Languages are organised a bit like the Crayola
product line, the fancier ones adding colors to the more basic ones. If a language
has only two color words, they are for black and white (...). If it has three, they are
for black, white and red; if four, black, white, red and either yellow or green. Five
adds in both yellow and green; six blue; seven, brown; more than seven, purple,
pink, orange and grey."
Whorfs (1956) claims about the Hopi's different concept of time have also been
seriously questioned. According to Whorf (1956), Hopi Indians do not have an
equivalent for what we call time: "after long and careful study and analysis, the
Hopi language is seen to contain no words, grammatical forms, constructions or
expressions that refer directly to what we call time, or to past, present, or future,
or to enduring or lasting (...)". However, the translation of a Hopi sentence by
Malotki (1983), reveals that Hopi speech includes tenses, time units -e.g. days,
yesterday and tomorrow, day numbers, parts of the day, week days, weeks,
months, lunar phases, seasons and years- time metaphors, and also words such as
"ancient", "quick", "long time", etc.
On the other hand, Pullum (1991), shows how the commonly cited argument that
Eskimos have dozens, hundreds or thousands of words for "snow" to imply that
this must shape their world in a different way from Westerners, is a hoax. Martin
(1986) also reveals the distortions and inaccuracies of this famous anthropological
example. Apparently, there are no more words for "snow" in Eskimo than those
in English. According to Pullum (1991) "( ...)even if there were a large number of
roots for different snow types in some. Arctic language, this would not,
objectively, be intellectually interesting; it would be a most mundane and
unremarkable fact. Horsebreeders have various names for breeds, sizes, and ages
of horses, botanists have names for leaf shapes. Interior decorators have names for
shades of mauve, printers have many different names for fonts (...) naturally
enough ...".
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Although Pullum's questioning of the use of this type of example to support
linguistic relativity is accepted, his words are also useful for defining the main
problem that cultural differences entail for designers. We may say that, from the
perspective of HCI design, it is the type of variability that Pullum describes (that
is, the variability of words and vocabularies according to different professions,
disciplines, or cultures), which appears to be the central issue. In other words, it is
not cultural differences, but the representational or semantic differences which
exist between cultures which specifically affect the design of HCI systems. For
instance, colour differences seem to be an important issue to consider by
designers not because of variations in user perception but instead, because of
semantic variations, e.g., the colour red can mean love, or danger or joy in diverse
cultural contexts, and it can have different names. Hence, the underlying problem
for designers is that the colours whose representations and meanings are
important in the use of a system might be interpreted or understood (instead of
perceived) differently by people from diverse cultures. In the same way, shapes,
patterns, pictures, words, etc. appear to be problematic because they can be
represented differently and/or the.meanings they convey can be misunderstood.
Hence, the important issue for designers is not that cultures differ, but that
representations differ in diverse cultural contexts.
In conclusion, we can say that an underlying preoccupation in the HCI literature
discussing cultural differences appears to be that of demonstrating that these
differences are fundamental and need to be taken into account in HC!. This is
quite understandable as cultural issues have usually been disregarded in this field.
However, the continual stress placed on cultural differences may bias the way in
which culture is approached in design research and practice. Generally speaking,
the tendency to focus on the fact that there are cultural differences and on the
discovery of those differences to formulate practical advice or general design
guides, can cause to be overlooked the fact that from the standpoint of the
designer what is more important is not the differences themselves but the design
and usability questions they pose.
The focus on discovering cultural differences can be illustrated with a passage
from Sukaviriya and Moran (1990): "( ...) the underlying motivation is the same-
discovering differences among cultures which affect choices for effective visual
communication. Knowledge of cross-cultural differences can be used to aid the
process of various kinds of technology transfer (...)". However, as argued above,
knowledge of cultural differences cannot be useful in practice if the design and
usability problems which they cause are not first clearly defined.
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1.5.2 CULTURALLY-DETERMINED USABILITY PROBLEMS
Many HCI studies focus on the identification and classification of specific
usability problems caused by cultural differences. Del Galdo (1990), for instance,
describes a selection of aspects affected by "culture, language and local
conventions". This selection includes: (1) Character sets: there are a number of
different character sets e.g. the Latin alphabet, the Arabic and Hebrew character
systems, etc. (2) Collating sequences: these define the value and position of each
character with respect to other characters. Alphabetic and alphanumeric lists are
sorted according to these sequences. However, different cultures have different
sequences and rules for sorting these characters. (3) Numeric formats: There are
different ways of presenting numbers depending on culture and local conventions,
e.g. decimal fractions can be separated by periods or commas. (4) Date formats:
These can vary for example in the way each component -month, day, and year- is
separated -by a comma, period, space, etc.-, in the sequence in which components
are presented or in the length of month names according to each language. (5)
Currency formats: for example currency symbols can be placed before or after the
numerical value depending on local conventions. (6) Time formats: time can be
displayed differently for example, in some places the 24 hour clock notation is
used while in other the 12 hour notation is more common. (7) Telephone
numbers: These can vary in length and in the way they are separated -with
commas, parenthesis, etc. (8) Icons and symbols: some of them are culturally
dependent for example a mailbox and some are culturally independent for
example an envelope. (9) Colour: they have different connotations in different
cultures (according to del Galdo the perception of colour is universal). (10)
Screen text: the problems related to it are for example the use of abbreviations,
acronyms or jargon, the use of "over-friendly writing style", the use of culturally-
specific examples, the length of the text, the use of references to religious,
national, or racial stereotypes, etc. (11) Menu accelerators and documentation: for
example, mnemonic accelerators cause problems because they are based on the
first letter of the command, and when the commands are translated there might be
a situation where two commands begin with the same letter and this can end-up
confusing the user.
Similarly, Scrivener et al (1993a) classify these problem-areas in terms of the
different cultural factors affecting CSCW systems. These are (1)Language: If the
users are not fluent speakers of the same language there is a danger that
communication difficulties will arise. (2) Sociolinguistic conventions: Different
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cultures have different concepts of what they consider appropriate in the use of
language. (3) Typographical conventions: Cultures vary in the format in which
numbers, dates, times of day, and so, are represented. (4) Pictorial symbols and
icons: The interpretations of symbols and icons differ. (5)Institutions: There are
different legal, economic and monetary systems in different cultures. (6) Psycho-
social conventions: People from different cultures may differ in what issues they
regard as sensitive, humorous etc.
These classifications are very useful for recognising the problems that typically
occur with culturally-diverse users. However, it is essential to understand the
underlying nature of these problems. Considering the above examples, we can
observe that all of the listed problems seem to arise from representational
differences between cultures. Character sets, date and time formats, numbers,
screen text, colour, abbreviations, menu accelerators, icons, symbols, pictures,
etc., are all representations which may vary or may be interpreted differently
according to culture. In the same way, all of the cultural factors reported by
Scrivener et al (1993a) are problematical for HCI design to the extent that they
yield cultural variati?ns in representation that can influence or affect the way in
which a system is understood and used.
1.5.3 GUIDANCE FOR INTERNATIONAL INTERFACE
DESIGNERS
According to Taylor (1990), "While there is a fair amount of literature discussing
the cultural and sociological differences between countries and the challenge of
creating software, hardware, documentation and packaging for international use,
there is very little written about how to actually do it".
In order to provide practical support for designers, some authors focus on
translating knowledge about cultural differences and culturally-determined
usability problems. Generally speaking, they offer principles, advice or guidelines
for Culturalisation. For example, Fernandes (1995) focuses on giving advice for
designing global interfaces by grouping previously identified problem-areas into
four broad design issues: (1) Language: He argues for an all-inclusive approach to
language e.g. "to include all languages in one product" (2) Visual c,ommunication:
He explains that icons do not always work globally because they are based in the
physical world which is different in each place; (3) Appropriateness of features:
He argues that it is necessary to evaluate which design features need to change
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according to the characteristics of each specific culture. (4) Taste: he discusses the
existence of different aesthetics and preferences in different cultures.
In our view, these four issues can be subsumed under a single design question:
how to communicate the functionality of a system when representations can be
understood differently by culturally-diverse people; including language which is a
representational system (Hall, 1997), and cultural factors such as values taste and
traditions which we regard as expressed and constructed through representations.
Other authors like Peterson (1990), Zobel-Pocock (1990) and Taylor (1990) also
provide guidelines and/or technical advice based on identified problems.
However, as discussed in section 1.3, there are few HeI methods for designing
systems intended to be shared by culturally-diverse users. In addition, as noted
previously, the use of guidelines has a number of drawbacks.
In conclusion, if we elucidate the main design problem as that of dealing with the
representational differences that exist between cultures in order to communicate
the functionality of a system, we may be in a better position to develop a more
general framework and a less transient approach to designing interculturally
shared-systems.
1.6 CONCLUSIONS
The development of shared-systems presents special difficulties for HeI
designers. One of these problems is ensuring the usability of the s-ystemwhen it is
intended to be shared by culturally-heterogeneous users. Shared-systems have
particular requirements which entail the joint use of many of their main attributes
in order to enable collaboration and communication. However, there is a lack of
HeI methods incorporating usability design techniques for designing these
collective attributes without neglecting the cultural backgrounds of the system's
users. The internationalisation-localisation approach which we have named
Culturalisation, is the most common way in which interfaces for culturally-
diverse users are designed. However, as this approach was primarily aimed for
building single-user systems it can be inappropriate for designing shared-systems.
Furthermore, Culturalisation focuses mainly on identifying the general, or
culturallyindependent, aspects of a system from the culturally-dependent ones. A
product adapted to a particular culture can then be constructed by combining the
culturally independent and culturally dependent aspects. These culturally
dependent aspects are defined by looking at the differences that exist between
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cultures and designing for the specific features of each "target-culture". This
approach is inappropriate for designing systems that will be shared by culturally-
diverse users because it is based on differentiating and segregating users. Instead,
a way of designing interactive systems that minimise differences, that integrate
the users (but without disregarding their cultural backgrounds) is needed.
In order to develop ways of dealing with culturally-heterogeneous user groups in
shared-systems design, it is necessary to understand the knowledge behind
Culturalisation guidelines. Generally speaking, HCI literature has focused on
three main issues: (1) Cultural differences -e.g., Sukaviriya and Moran (1990); (2)
Culturally-determined usability problems -e.g., del Galdo (1990); and (3)
International guidelines for interface designers -e.g., Fernandes (1995).
Guidelines are commonly based on knowledge about cultural differences and
culturally-determined usability problems. However, the nature of these
differences and the problems they cause have not been investigated in an attempt
to define the main design questions which they entail. From an analysis of the
literature discussing these issues, we conclude that the nature of the problems that
cultural differences cause seems to be mainly linked to the understandability of
representations i.e., of any aspect of the system conveying or intended to convey
meaning. The latter is because the cultural differences that affect the usability of a
system appear to be primarily representational. In this way, we suggest that the
main design issue is that of communicating adequately the functionality of the
system to a culturally-heterogeneous user group. In the following Chapter we will
discuss a study carried out to investigate the origin of culturally-determined
usability problems in the context of interaction. This study aimed to establish
whether these problems could in fact be characterised, as above, being sub-sumed
under the general problem of understanding representations. Establishing the
latter is essential for developing an adequate approach to designing interculturally
shared-systems or to improving their usability.
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CHAPTER TWO; UNDERSTANDING
CULTURALLY -DETERMINED USABILITY
PROBLEMS
2.1 INTRODUCTION
Understanding the origins of culturally-determined usability problems is essential
to develop an approach to designing systems that will be shared by culturally-
diverse users. As argued in Chapter One, earlier studies have focused on
discovering cultural differences and culturally-determined usability problems in
order to formulate design guidelines. However, the origin of these problems in the
context of interaction has not been investigated. We suggest that this origin is
centred in the understanding of representations, and that the cultural differences
that affect HCI design are primarily representational. Therefore, the main problem
from the designer's perspective is centred on how to communicate the intended
meaning of the representations which mediate the actions of the user.
Hence, we designed a study with the aim of eliciting culturally-determined
usability problems, in order to establish whether they could be characterised as
problems of understanding representations. The study involved (1) the evaluation
of an Internet system to uncover culturally-determined usability problems. The
methods used for the evaluation included interviews, usability questionnaires,
observation, "think-aloud" and Breakdown Analysis (Urquijo, Scrivener, and
Palmen, 1993); and (2) an analysis of the culturally-determined usability
problems to establish whether or not they arose from a failure of representations
to mediate actions. This was the first step towards the development of a practical
approach to designing systems intended to be shared by culturally-diverse users.
2.2 AIMS OF THE STUDY
As more and more specific cultural differences and culturally-determined HCI
usability problems have been found, more and more guidelines and rules have
been developed, making the design process ever more complicated without
guaranteeing the cultural usability of computer systems. However, the occurrence
of these problems during interaction has not previously been examined to
understand the influence and character of the cultural factors giving rise to them.
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Given knowledge of why and how cultural factors interfere with interaction, we
should be in a better position to understand the roots of the problem and to
prescribe more generally applicable and less transient approaches to design.
As we discussed in Chapter One, observed usability problems related to cultural
factors seem mainly linked with how representations are designed and then
interpreted and used within the system. Given this observation, we formulated the
primary hypothesis that culturally-determined usability problems have their
origins in how the representations used in a system mediate the actions of the
culturally-diverse users. With this in mind, we designed a study to gather data
about culturally-determined usability problems and to obtain emergent patterns or
relationships within this data. The study involved (1) the evaluation of an Internet
system to uncover culturally-determined usability problems, and (2) an analysis of
the data arising from this evaluation to uncover emergent trends or a common
problem-source, which we also expected to support our hypothesis.
It is important to note that the main aim of this study was not to test any cross-
cultural hypothesis or to compare users from different cultures. Our objective was
purely to gain evidence to support the hypothesis that culturally-determined
usability problems have their origins in how the representations used in a system
mediate the actions of users, and gain more insights into the problem of designing
systems for culturally-diverse users from a new perspective, one in which culture
is neither regarded as ontologically objective nor as epistemically subjective, and
from which cultures are not merely viewed as market segments. The ultimate aim
of this study was to gain insights from the results to assist the development of a
practical approach to designing shared-systems for a culturally- diverse user
group.
2.3 THE EVALUATION
The evaluation focused on several aspects affecting the usability of the system.
These aspects being the task, the users, the tool and the environment (Shackel,
1991). We looked in particular at the user-user communication and collaboration,
user-tool interaction, user-environment interaction and user-task interaction
(Urquijo, Scrivener, and Palmen, 1993).
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2.3.1 METHODS
Several methods of evaluation", such as usability questionnaires, Breakdown
Analysis (Urquijo, Scrivener, and Palmen, 1993), interviews, "think-aloud" .and
observation, were used to evaluate a WWW server and a browser. We selected
Netscape's browser for evaluation because although it is widely used and shared
we expected culturally-determined usability problems to occur. This expectation
was based partly on the fact that the Netscape interface is designed to suit a
culturally-specific user group, and on the results of other cross-cultural
evaluations of interactive systems (cf. Baird, 1990). We chose "the Nemeton"
website (comprising a series of pages about a pop-music band called "The
Shamen") because we considered that although it dealt with a topic of possible
cross-cultural interest, it was designed in a very culturally-specific way.
2.3.1.1 BREAKDOWN ANALYSIS
Urquijo, Scrivener and Palmen (1993) proposed a method for evaluating CSCW
systems based on "breakdowns" within the model of interaction described earlier
i.e., user-user interaction, user-task interaction, user-environment interaction and
user-tool interaction. Winograd & Flores (1988) explain the concept of
breakdown as a situation "in which the recognition that something is missing
leads to unconcealing (generating through our declarations) some aspect of the
network of tools that we are engaged in using". Generally speaking, a breakdown
is an indicator of a usability problem. Wright & Monk, 1989 analyse the use of
breakdowns and critical incidents in design evaluation. They explain that a
breakdown entails both that something is wrong with the system and that the user
has to break down the system in order to elucidate the problem. Critical incidents
are defined as "errors or other suboptimal behaviour". Although both critical
incidents and breakdowns are seen as providing valuable data for system
evaluation, they recommend the use of breakdowns because they are easier to
detect and because critical incidents are generally followed by a breakdown but
the reverse is not always the case.
Urquijo, Scrivener, and Palmen (1993) propose Breakdown Analysis as an
evaluation method for CSCW systems as it provides a systematic way of
I~ These being some of the methods commonly used for evaluating culturally-determined usability
problems.
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approaching large quantities of data, and identifying problematic areas in an
relatively simple way.
Based on this approach the analysis of the WWW system was carried out in three
steps:
Step One. Detection: Identifying the fact of a breakdown. The detection of
breakdowns within the WWW system was done with the data from the sessional
video recordings (of the workstation, and the participants' "think aloud"
utterances) and from communication logfiles.
Step Two. Categorisation: The breakdowns were transcribed and a category was
assigned to them with codes. The codes are described below. As we have
mentioned, a breakdown occurs between the user and some aspect of the system
with which s/he is interacting. The user is directly involved in four main
interactions that can produce breakdowns. Urquijo, Scrivener, and Palmen
(1993) describe the type of breakdowns that are likely to occur in each
interaction:
1.- User and task: When the user has problems understanding the task or does not
have the necessary knowledge to complete the task.
2.- User and tool: Here, breakdowns can be of two types, when the user has
problems understanding the tool (both hardware and/or software interfaces)
producing a user-tool mismatch, and when there are technical problems with the
tool, in other words when a tool failure occurs.
3.- User and environment: When the user becomes conscious of some intrusive
element in the environment.
4.- User and user: Here the breakdowns are typically in communication and can
be of several types:
4.1.-Sufficiency: When the information provided to a partner is not enough
to understand the intention of the sender.
4.2.-Clarity: When a message is inaudible or illegible, e.g. poor
handwriting.
4.3.-Comprehension: When for example cultural differences lead to failures
of mutual understanding, e.g. when one user refers to specific aspects of
her/his culture which are alien to the other.
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4.4.-Attention: When the receiver is either too concentrated on the task or
distracted by something.
4.5.-Coordination: When users interrupt one another because of a lack of
coordination.
4.6.-Feedback: When the source does not receive any reply from the
receiver.
Step Three. Interpretation: Establishing a cause for breakdowns. This was done in
parallel with the categorisation. Culturally-determined breakdowns were
identified with the aid of data from earlier studies -e.g., del Galdo (1990), Nielsen
(1990), etc.- and coded with the letter "C". Then, a (*) was added to the codes in
order to highlight all the breakdowns (cultural and non-cultural) which were
caused by a problem in understanding the intended meaning of representations
(see Appendix 1).
2.3.1.2 INTERVIEWS AND QUESTIONNAIRES
Other problems with the system were uncovered through the interview and
questionnaire data (see Appendixes 2 and 3 for transcriptions of interviews and
questionnaires). The semi-structured interviews each lasted around 20 minutes
and comprised questions reflecting some of the primary issues identified in earlier
studies e.g., language, preferences, icons, colors, etc.-. The interviews were video-
recorded, transcribed and then analysed.
Usability questionnaires were also applied to the participants. The data from both
the questionnaires and interviews often serve to cross-confirm the causes of
breakdowns, besides providing us with data about the users' subjective views of
the system, the task and the communication, and a~out the role of representations
in culturally-determined usability problems.
2.3.2 PARTICIPANTS
The system was tested with culturally-diverse students and staff from the
University of Derby. In a pilot study we evaluated geographically-dispersed"
16 The pilot consisted of a 30 minute session in which two culturally-different participants,one
located in Derby and the other in Rennes, France, browsed a website and communicated both
through Telnet and through the website's "Visitor's Book".
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culturally-diverse individuals and concluded that the data was not informative
enough for our purposes, because, unlike participants based in Derby, they could
not be interviewed, and their use of the system could not be recorded on video.
Hence, six participants were selected according to (1) their cultural background;
and (2) their familiarity with the Internet. The participants were from different
nationalities; Spanish, Chinese, Mexican, Japanese, English and German, The
English participant was selected for the purpose of comparing native with non-
native English speakers (all of the participants spoke English, although some
more fluently than others). In addition, we asked the participants for how long
they have been residents in the UK. Only two of these participants, the English
and the Chinese, had more than one year living in the UK. The differences
between the participants' native languages and cultures of origin led us to
conclude that the sample was sufficiently diverse to produce culturally-
determined usability problems.
The participants were also questioned about how much they have used the WWW
(alternative names were used when the participants did not know the term WWW
e.g., "Nets cape" and' "the Internet"). Participants who were familiar with the
Internet but not WWW experts were chosen.
The participants were paired in 5 teams. One participant collaborated in all teams,
the other participants collaborated only in one. The participant who was more
familiar with the WWW was the one selected to collaborate in every session to
serve as a guide for the others. The data generated by this participant was only
used when analysing user-user interaction (not just their communication but also
how they worked together to complete the task). He was not video-recorded,
given the questionnaire or interviewed, although his opinion of the teamwork was
considered, because we expected to find less culturally-determined usability
problems in his interactions as he had more experience with the WWW which
was increased through participation in the five sessions. The data produced by the
other five participants was used in the analysis of user-tool, user-environment,
user-user, and user-task interactions (see Figure 2).
It might be argued that the selected participants did not accurately represent
Internet users, since they live in the UK and hence, are at least familiar with the
English language (the language of the WWW tested interfaces) or because of
sample size. However; we would argue that for our purposes a representative
sample of the Internet users was not necessary because our aim was not to
establish cultural issues per se but to understand the root causes of culturally-
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determined breakdowns in mediated action. Hence, we concluded that the sample
was sufficiently diverse to produce enough culturally-determined usability
problems to identify their root cause. In other words, we focused on the number of
problems and not on the number of participants having these problems. Therefore,
we considered that the number of participants was sufficient to obtain a
significant number of different culturally-determined problems for analysis.
FIGURE 2. THE EVALUATION SETUP.
Communication
Ii) Subject R
• Subject T• Subject J• Subject W• Subject S
Task
Tool
Environment
2.3.3 PROCEDURE
The study consisted of five sessions where, in each case, two participants were
linked by computer for the purpose of completing a task. The participants were
placed in separate rooms and did not know about each other's identities or
locations. A video camera was placed in one of the rooms to record the five
participants' utterances, attitudes, etc. while using the system. As mentioned
earlier, the participant that collaborated in all the teams was not video-recorded.
However, the evaluator visited both rooms to observe each team member during
the link sessions. The participants were briefed about the task and the experiment
before it started. They were introduced to the website and guided in how to
communicate with their team partner. No particular language was specified for
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user-user communication. However, participants were instructed to think aloud in
English while completing the task. The dispersed participant pairs worked as a
team communicating through Telnet or through the website's "Visitor's Book"
(synchronous communication)". The computer screen was video-recorded
separately during the link sessions and logfiles of the user-user communication
were saved on disk. Afterwards the interview was conducted and video-recorded,
and the usability questionnaire was applied. These were also completed in
English. The data from the sessional video-recordings and the user-user
communication logfiles were subjected to Breakdown Analysis and the
questionnaires and interviews were analysed separately. As mentioned before, we
anticipated that some identified problems would be cross-confirmed by data from
these separate sources.
Each session lasted nearly an hour. The time to complete the task was 30 minutes.
The interview lasted approximately 20 minutes and the questionnaire took about
10 minutes to complete. The five sessions in the evaluation were completed over
five days.
2.3.4 TASK
The task involved completing a quiz using the information provided within the
website. The quiz encouraged the participant pairs to communicate with each
other, browse the website and look for the responses in a given time period. Five
different questions of similar degree of difficulty were used in each session (see
Appendix 4). The questions were presented to each of the two team members
before the sessions started. Then the participants were encouraged to discuss with
each other the strategy for answering them, e.g., one should look for the answers
to the first two questions, while the other should look for the last three.
2.4 BREAKDOWN ANALYSIS RESULTS
As mentioned before, we aimed to cover several areas that can be affected by
cultural differences. These being user-task interaction, user-user communication
mediated by the computer, and the user's interaction with website and browser.
17 With synchronous we mean that the participants were communicating in the same space/time.
According to Scrivener et aI (1993b) "in the same space time" implies simultaneity, this is that the
team members are "in continuous real-time communication and are aware of the other's
activities",
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Aspects of the user-environment interaction were also observed although no
culturally-determined problems arose, probably because the environment was
controlled 18.
2.4.1 BREAKDOWNS IN USER-TASK INTERACTION
As predicted, the evaluation uncovered a number of breakdowns linked with
cultural factors identified in other studies (language, humour, icons, jargon, etc.).
All of the 'cultural' breakdowns that occurred in user-task interaction were
characterised by participants' difficulties in understanding the task and tool
representations". Usually, a problem in understanding the tool representations
was followed by a problem in understanding the task.
The following example, taken from Session 1, shows one of the problems that
participant R had in completing the task of sending a message because she did not
understand the intended meaning of the words "reload" and "posted" due to her
not having sufficient knowledge of the English language" (* used to denote all
the breakdowns related to understanding the intended meaning of
representations ).
Time lPart. Occurrence Code Notes
32:49 R Participant tries to post a message 2C· Evaluator explains how to send
but clicks in reload instead of messages. Same problem caused by the
send confusion of English words.
32:53 R: Reload? IC· Evaluator explains again how to see the
E: No you have to reload the same messages that have been posted. The
page not this one. lack of knowledge of the terms affects
R: Then he didn't received it, her understanding of the task.
E: No, he did receive it because it (She doesn't understand the meaning of
says here that it bas been posted "reload" and the meaning of "message
has been posted")
The following is an example from session five, in which the lack of competence
in English resulted in difficulties in understanding the intended meanings of the
representations involved in the task, and the tool:
18 Different conditions in the environment can be expected among cultures, such as different
technological milieus, working habits and conditions, etc.
19 By representation we refer to any aspect of the system designed or intended to convey meaning
e.g. a word, a sound, an icon, a diagram, a phrase, etc.
20 In other words, she did not understand the intended meanings of these words because these
meanings were rooted in a context which she has not fully mastered i.e., the English language.
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Time Part. Occurrence Code Notes
02:02 S: Is very difficult for me ... 2C* Difficulty in understanding the 'meaning
(referring to understanding 1C* of some English words (regarding the
English) task, the website and the browser) due
E: Don't worry if you cannot answer to lack of English fluency.
it is OK
S: I cannot finish today
The following case, from Session 2, illustrates how specific terms used to
represent functions or pieces of information produce difficulties in understanding
the task.
Time Part. Occurrence Code Notes
24:53 T: What's a montage? 2C* He did not understand the intended
E: It's a collage 1C* meaning of the term "montage"(its
T: Oh, like the group? (group meaning is rooted in a culturally-
meaning band) specific context). The word was part of
E: No, like they put different things the quiz questions and also a website
together, it's used in art. link important for completing the task.
T: OK, I have to find what this
montage is, what kind of
montage is.
The intended meaning of the word "montage" was not grasped and this produced
problems in the overall understanding of the website and the task.
2.4.2 BREAKDOWNS IN USER-TOOL INTERACTION
The majority of 'cultural' breakdowns occurred in this type of interaction. They
were caused mainly by the participants' lack of understanding of the intended
meaning of the tool's representations. For example (Session 5):
Time Part. Occurrence Code Notes
15:57 S: Why?, why?, why? 2C* Stressed because he finds it difficult to
16:28 S: This is giving to me heart 1C* understand the meaning of many
I pressure Enzlish words.
Time lPart. Occurrence Code Notes
21:15 S Circles an image with the mouse He is surprised to find Chinese
repeatedly (Chinese characters in 2C* characters in that context. He wants to
an album cover). 1C* understand why these tool -
21:17 S: Chinese character! representations are there (their intended
22:58 S: Why do they use Chinese meaning). This distracts him from the
characters? main task.
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Session 1:
Time Part. Occurrence Code Notes
35:50 R: I don't know what wrappings 2C* Problem understanding the intended
mean meaning of the word, due to lack of
knowledge of El!&!ish.
Time Part, Occurrence Code Notes
18:10 R She uses the scroll-bars 2C* Failure to understand the intended
incorrectly. She wants to go meaning of the scroll-bars. After the
down but presses the up arrow. session, the participant was asked if she
understood the window metaphor. From
her explanation it would appear that she
considered the visual material as
movable rather than the window. Her
actions were consistent with a model of
reading down the "page" by moving the
page upwards.
The latter can be considered also as a representational issue due to her not
understanding either the word and the meaning of "windows" in English and/or
the "windows" metaphor (this is the intended meaning of "windows" in the. .
context of the system). If the participant did not fully understand the word in
English (or its metaphoric possibilities) she probably derived its meaning directly
from the Microsoft application of the same name (to which she referred in her
interview). Therefore, for her, "windows" in a computing context may only mean
"a type of computer system".
2.4.3 BREAKDOWNS IN USER-ENVIRONMENT
INTERACTION
There were no 'cultural' breakdowns here. Where breakdowns occurred they were
due to time constraints and the presence of the evaluator. For example, one of the,
participants was distracted when the evaluator looked at her watch, suggesting
that time was running out. However, only three breakdowns of this type occurred
during the five sessions. Probably, 'cultural' breakdowns in the user-environment
interaction did not occur because the participants were not located in different
culturally-specific environments. However, possible 'cultural' breakdowns in this
type of interaction might be expected because of differences in working habits,
institutional practices, technological milieu, etc.
The following is an example of the type of user-environment interaction
breakdowns (code 3) that were recorded (from Session 1):
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Time Part. Occurrence Code Notes
30:43 R: Quickly 1 have not too much 3 She's feeling time pressure.
time!
2.4.4 BREAKDOWNS IN USER-USER INTERACTION
Contrary to our expectations, 'cultural' breakdowns did not occur very often in
this type of interaction. Although user-user communication did not take place in
one of the sessions due to technical problems in Telnet, these breakdowns were
considerably less in number than those arising in user-tool interaction. It is
notable that culturally-determined usability problems occurred because of
difficulties in understanding the intended meaning of the other participant's
utterances. For example (M is the participant who collaborated in all the links):
Time Part. Occurrence Code Notes
16:04 M: "1 read you loud and clear, sarne 4.3C* "1 read you loud and clear ..." was
situation here, red alert, roger" supposed to be a humorous message
sent by the team-mate (M). However,
W did not understand its meaning.
"Red alert, Roger" is part of a culturally-specific discourse for W. Its meaning
(Red alert = "I'm in trouble", and Roger" = "Received and understood") is
embedded in a culturally-specific context (that of radio and signaling e.g., "walkie
talkie" slang, airforce pilot jargon, etc.) which was unknown to participant W.
The latter made it very difficult for her to understand the meaning of the utterance
(and consequently its intended humorous connotation), even though it was in
English, her native language.
Time Part. Occurrence Code Notes
08:40 M: How are you? (referring to the 4.4 S did not notice M messages
task) immediately
M: Are you still there?
M: Hello? 4.6
09:12 E: He (the team-mate) says "are you S has not answer M.
still there?"
09:16 S: 1 got a flu. Sorry 1arn very very 4.3C* "I got a flu" is the response S gives to
busy. "How are you?" S did not understand
S: This is no use for me. I cannot that the intention of M' s utterance was
understand it. to help him complete the task.
S: I got the flu
E: What do you mean by flu
S: Flu,flu,cou~h,cough
21 "Roger, former communications code word for r initial letter of received" (Webster's, New
Encyclopedic Dictionary; 1993).
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The latter is an example that shows several misunderstandings that can be
attributed to difficulties in understanding the intended meanings of the
representations involved in the task and in the user-user communication. The first
is that participant S did not fully appreciate that M was supposed to be his team-
mate, because in general he had a lot of difficulties understanding English,
including the evaluator's instructions. This was reflected in his utterance "I got a
flu. Sorry I am very very busy" implying that he had to complete the task alone,
and had no time for chatting. It can be argued that the response "I got a flu" to the
question "How are you?" reflects a non-cultural usability breakdown arising
because of the limitations of the medium to communicate the intentionality of the
user. However, we concluded that it reflected the limitations of the participants'
understanding the intended meaning of the phrase due to their lack of knowledge
of English. This is because if the same question-response had arisen between two
native English speakers, they would have probably recognised it immediately as a
misunderstanding due to the ambiguity of the utterance. However, neither of the
participants picked up on this ambiguity.
We can summarise these results in the following way:
1.- Although not every problem in the understanding of representations (*) was
cultural, all the 'cultural' breakdowns could be explained as arising from
difficulties in the understanding of a representation's intended meaning (coded as
C*).
2-The majority of 'cultural' breakdowns occurred in the user-tool interaction
(Figure 3 and 4). These breakdowns were basically problems in understanding the
intended meaning of the tool's representations.
FIGURE 3. NUMBER OF 'CULTURAL' BREAKDOWNS .
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FIGURE 4. DISTRIBUTION OF 'CULTURAL' BREAKDOWNS BY USER22.
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2.- Similarly, all of the 'cultural' breakdowns in the user-task interaction were
mainly caused by difficulties in understanding either the task or the tool
representations' intended meanings.
3.- On the other hand-fewer problems than expected" were observed in the user-
user communication (see Figure 3 and 4). As in the other interactions, 'cultural'
breakdowns were problems in understanding the intended meaning of
representations (in the participants' utterances).
4.- As expected, the English participant experienced fewer 'cultural' breakdowns
than the others (Figure 5), all of them being in the user-user communication. This
expectation was based on the fact that the tested interfaces were in English. The
majority of breakdowns in her case were due to technical problems. She was also
the only one to complete all the quiz questions (see Figure 6), answering four out
of the five questions correctly. The users with less English fluency were the ones
who presented more 'cultural' breakdowns (all of which were related to
understanding the intended meanings of representations) and the ones who
answered fewer quiz questions, presumably for the same reasons.
22 Participant R is Spanish, T is German, J is Chinese, W is English and S is Japanese.
23 We expected problems to arise as the first language of each participant differed.
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FIGURE 5. FREQUENCY OF CULTURAL BREAKDOWNS BY USER.
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FIGURE 6. TASK ACCOMPLISHMENT (NUMBER OF QUESTIONS ANSWERED).
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5.- 'Cultural' breakdowns represented the 32% of breakdowns.
2.5 INTERVIEW AND QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS.......
As explained earlier, the interview and questionnaire data served to cross-confirm
some of the causes of breakdowns analysed above. However, they mainly served
to provide information about the feelings of the user towards the evaluated
systems, and to determine the role of the representations within the system in
mediating the actions of the culturally-heterogeneous user group.
Predictably, some participants (the less fluent English speakers) regarded
language as a problem when using the system to communicate with their partner.
For example:
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I (Interviewer): What problems did you have communicating with your partner?
R (Participant): I think the language only.
I: So you think (it) is not easy to understand the help and the tutorials. Why do you think (it)
is difficult?
R: The language, and if you are more lazy you have to read aD the time using help, help,'
help.
I: Ah, you spend more time if you use help because you have to read •••
R:Yes
I: And do you think if it was written in your own language it would be faster and easier?
R: A little bit, I think
For R, translating the tool to her language (Spanish) offers the potential for
improvement. Nevertheless for her, the main problem is that she is too "lazy" to
read "help" messages. On the other hand, R regards learning more English as the
solution to the commuriication problem with her partner M:
I: What would you suggest to overcome this problem of communication?
R: Overcome?
I: Yes to •••sobrepasarlo, solucionarlo.
R: Which problem? With my partner?
I: Yes, the communication problem.
R: I must learn more English (laugh) .•.
The following is a fragment from participant S's interview:
I: While you were using this database, what problems did you have communicating with
your partner?
S: I cannot use English
I: You cannot use English
S: Yes
S: Maybe, this bit is easy (pointing at the screen) to read and looking, but I cannot
understand the English. So, this is very interesting but I cannot read English weU.
S later expressed a preference for using systems in Japanese. However, his
preference for Japanese systems could be a result of his lack of competence in
English, or of a failure to understand the nature of shared-systems such as the
Internet, i.e., that of world-wide interaction and communication. Generally
speaking, in the case of interculturally shared-systems, the users are predisposed
to interact with the foreign (because that is precisely the aim of such systems). In
/
other words, such users are prepared to interact with the 'different other'. None of
the participants in this study expressed any preference or problem involving
linguistic pride or cultural identity.
On the other hand, other participants (those possessing greater fluency of English)
expressed a preference for English. For example,
I: I know that English is not your first language
J: No, but I try very hard to learn (laughs)
I: Would you have preferred to use a version of Netscape, of these functions, in your own
language.
J: In my own language .•• no, not reaDy, no.
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I: You do not prefer it?
J: WeD, I am saying that English is not my first language, but Chinese is also •••
I: Very difficult?
J: It is not also my first language in terms of computers, because before I came here I did not
use a computer in China, (.••) so I am not familiar with the Chinese terms of the buttons so,
English is better, at least in my case.
This preference might be expected of participant J, a resident in England of ten
years, whose experience of computers has been largely gained through English.
However, participant T, who expressed a similar preference, had only been in the
country for a couple of months when the study was conducted:
I: Would you have preferred that this was in German instead of English? Would it be easier
for you?
T: No, no, I think I understood everything. I liked the topic •.• (he is referring to the web
page)
Overall the subjects rated the clarity of the website highly although it was in
English. Only S (who was Japanese), the subject least fluent in English, scored the
website very low (see Table 1).
TABLE 1. EXAMPLE TAK~N FROM THE QUESTIONNAIRE SHOWING HOW PARTICIPANT S (OF
JAPAN), SCORED THE CLARITY OF THE WEBSITE COMPARED TO THE OTHER
PARTICIPANTS.
Nationality Rating"
English 5
Japanese 1
German 6
Spanish 5
Chinese 6
Thus, we would argue, language is a problem primarily to the extent that it is an
obstacle to understanding. Although the user may share the language
(representational system) employed in the interface, if the context in which the
intended meaning of a particular representation is rooted is outside her/his
knowledge s/he will not be able to decode the representation's meaning, and
hence, it will not be understood. The following examples taken from the
interview transcriptions illustrate this point.
R: (•••) "News groups" about the news of the world in groups, or not?
I: About the news of the world?
R: And about news or magazines, newspapers •••
24 Participants rated the website on a point scale from 1, very unclear, to 7, very clear.
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In the example above, the participant derives the meaning of the term
"newsgroups" as 'grouped world news' from the words "news" and "groups"
(which she understands perfectly in English). However, to understand, the
intended meaning of the term Newsgroups (as electronic bulletin boards) she
needs to share the context in which its meaning is rooted, e.g. virtual
communities, Internet culture, etc. It can be argued that this is an example of her
not having an adequate mental model of the Internet. However, the lack of an
adequate mental model can also be attributed in part to her not understanding the
necessary representations to construct that model. In other words, a mental model
is also a representational system determining and determined by the interface
representations. If one does not understand the system representations, one cannot
construct an adequate mental model, and if one does not have an adequate mental
model one cannot understand the system's representations. Therefore,
understanding the meaning of representations is an essential element in this
constructive-interactive process.
In the following example, the meaning of the word "cool" is not clear' to the
participant, although he recognises the word and understands some of its
meanings, the particular context in which the intended meaning of "cool" is
rooted is unfamiliar to him.
I: OK, Did you find any other thing difficult to use?
J: (...) for example "what's cool" does that mean like the temperature, or? maybe the pop
group, I mean the jargons of the band.
The culturally-relative understanding of representations (not to be understood as
culturally-relative cognitive abilities) can also affect other usability issues such as
learnability. Although users may learn relatively quickly through trial-and-error
use of a system, if they have a turbid understanding of the interface
representations, learning is likely to be more difficult or they may avoid or fail to
use some functions. For example participant R explains:
R: I don't like to press the buttons I don't (know) what (they) are for...
I: You're afraid of pressing the wrong buttons
R: Yes, because 1don't want make something really, really wrong with the computer, I
never press the button ...
Participant T used a trial-and-error approach to the browser interface. However,
for this participant at least, this strategy did not guarantee an understanding of the
system's functionality and his efforts had the negative effect of leading him to
avoid unpredictable interactions.
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T: I only use a few because I tried every button and that brought me into trouble so I
haven't used them again ...and I found a way of how I can answer the questions so I haven't
try the buttons again, so Ionly use backwards and forward and that's aU, that was enough
for me..•
Cultural factors such as religious beliefs are problematic because they can
influence the user's interpretation of a representation. From the following
interview fragment we can see how participant S interprets the meaning of the
colour purple, and this influences his aesthetic preferences.
S: Ido not like purple colour (he laughs)
I:You don't like purple?
S: Yes.
I:Why don't you like purple?
S: Purple is a God's colour in Asia.
I:Eh?
S: God's (points up)
I: It's God's colour, oh that is very interesting.
In the latter example, the main issue from the designer's perspective is that S
misunderstood the intended meaning of purple (as cool, or magical, for instance,
or simply as a way of distinguishing the links from the rest of the text). This can
be seen as being caused by a combination of S's lack of knowledge of a
culturally-specific context in which purple means "cool" (for example), and of his
particular cultural background influencing the interpretation of the colour's
meaning.
Finally, we analyse the issue of experience, but in a qualitative rather than a
quantitative sense. That is to say, not the extent of the participants' experience but
the type of software they have used -e.g., culturalised versions of word
processors, etc.- because we observed that this can produce culturally-determined
usability problems by influencing the understanding of the intended meanings of
the WWW system representations. From our data, it seems that a user can derive
the meanings of the represented functions through previous knowledge of
representations, functions, and tasks used in other systems which may be
culturalised. The following is an example in which the user explains that she does
not understand some of the interface components, because they are different to the
culturalised software she normally uses:
I: And do you think if it was written in your own language it would be faster and easier?
R: A little bit, I think
I: Have you used any application in your own language, orany other thing?
R:·A program? a Spain program ... in my language it is more easy for me find the
information completely, more easy.
I: What is the name of the program? Do you know it?
R: I put the command search ...
I: Yes, but what is the ....
R: "Ecut" Spain and they appear on Telematicos de Madrid.
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I: So it is a PC package? Do you use PC or Macintosh? or any other system.
R: I use Macintosh.
From this example it appears that the participant's mental model of the system is
influenced by her previous experiences with other culturalised systems. Earlier in
the interview she also explained how she employs experience of different systems
in the process of understanding a new one:
R: I really didn't practice too much and I think understand about the meaning of the
language, the English, because I didn't realise about el alcance (the reach), sabes?
I: The reach
R: How can I use better or only a little bit
I: Why do you think that is, because of your experience?
R: Because I always make a relation between this program with another information
program or something like that.
I: What other information program?
R: How would I say.••a ver (lets see) like, I can •••they have a lot of tools but I can't see
because I don't know all the tools, todas las herramientas (aUthe tools) like in another
program that happened to me, for example in a Word Perfect for Windows or another one.
Her understanding of the "windows" metaphor reported on the Breakdown
Analysis Section may be related to her experience with "Word Perfect for
Windows" where the frames on the screen generally represent the pages in a
document. If the participant does not have a clear meaning for the word
"windows" in the context of English, it is highly likely that she derives the
meaning directly from a computing context and is therefore unable to recognise
its metaphorical application.
Results of the Breakdown Analysis, interviews and questionnaires lead us to
conclude the following:
1.- The problem of designing interfaces for culturally-diverse users is one of
communicating the intended meaning of representations, since culturally-
determined usability problems were mostly determined by a divergence
between what the designer intended a particular representation to mean and
the user's misinterpretation (or non-interpretation) of its meaning (see
Appendix 1). Therefore, these representations failed to mediate the user's
actions.
2.- Hence, the main usability problems in HeI cross-cultural design converge on
the understanding of a representation's intended meaning in a given context.
The failure of representations to communicate intended meaning can affect the
learnability of the interface and/or user's preferences.
3.- Language is a problem mainly to the extent that the user lacks knowledge of
or competence to use a particular language, thus affecting the
understandability and learnability of the words, structures, phrases, etc.
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(representations) rooted in that particular language. Since language is a
representational system (Hall, 1997), we generalise culturally-determined
usability problems as one of understanding the intended meaning. of
representations in a given context.
4.- Intercultural communication between users may be less problematic to
designers than it might at first seem, as users appear to jointly develop a
communication space in order to succeed in their task, despite differences in
culture and language. Misunderstandings are probably unavoidable, but
interaction enables the explanation and negotiation of meanings".
2.6 DISCUSSION
2.6.1 REPRESENTATIONS
Our analysis reveals a common pattern underlying culturally-determined usability
problems: understanding representations", Indeed, we believe that representations
are at the root of cultural differences (at least those which are relevant to HCI). In
other words, differences between cultures are basically representational
differences. Cultural factors such as religion, government, language, art, marriage,
sense of humour, etc. are universal", the way they are represented and the
representations they use are generally specific. For example, when drawing a
distinction between Taiwan, where brides dress in red, and Britain, where they
dress in white, we are basically recognising that there are two different ways of
representing" the same concept -i.e. the bride-, within a similar context -i.e,
marriage; differences such as those reported by del Galdo (1990) (of symbols,
character sets, numeric formats, etc.) are all representational differences. Cultural
facts are formed to a large extent by a specific class of social fact (defined by
collective intentionality) which Searle (1995) calls institutional facts "from
money to marriage and football matches". In every extant culture, institutions of
many types (religious, political, scientific, etc.) are found, which determine and
are determined by complex systems of representations (including rituals, values,
language, etc.). According to Searle "only beings that have a language or some
more or less language-like system of representation can create most, perhaps all,
25In contrast, the designer cannot interactively negotiate the intended meaning of representations
with the users, and this represents the main problem from a design point of view.
26However, we are not implying in any way that cognitive processes are culturally-relative.
27Pinker (1995) provides a large list of universal features from the "Universal People"
characterised by the anthropologist Donald E. Brown, which includes these examples.
28Redmeaning joyfulness in Taiwan, and white meaning purity in Britain.
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institutional facts, because the linguistic element appears to be partly constitutive
of the fact". Hence, only beings that possess a representational system can create
a culture, and that system is partly constitutive of that culture. Taking the latter
into account, given that the possession of representational systems is universal.' if
cultures differ then it is partly because their systems of representation differ.
This does not necessarily mean however, that a person from culture A will not be
able to understand a representation from culture B or vice versa. Understanding a
representation has more to do with knowing the context C in which representation
R means M (adapted from Searle"), Hence, persons from culture A and B may
understand a representation in the same, or similar way if they both share context
C. Culturalisation normally assumes that people from different cultures cannot
share context C. However, with globalisation", where intercultural interaction and
communication, including the exchange of products, is a primary feature of the
modern world, this assumption establishes a misleading analytical stance.
Therefore, when designing interculturally shared-systems, we need to consider
whether A and B share context (C) to establish that a representation (R) means
(M) for all and not X to one and Z to another.
Meaning is not objective, it cannot exist independently of people. To understand it
'the other' has to share "the right conceptual system" (Lakoff, 1995). Although
we accept this point, we would add that it must not be assumed that this
"conceptual system" cannot be shared by users from different cultures. Cultural
differences are representational but not every representation entails a cultural
difference. As argued above, understanding a representation's meaning has more
to do with knowing the context in which that meaning is rooted, than solely with
belonging to a certain culture. If a specific context is unknown to a user, it is very
likely that s/he will have difficulties in understanding any meaning rooted in that
context. However, if culturally-different users share the context" in which the
meaning of a representation is rooted, then they will probably understand it in a
similar way, or learn its meaning more readily.
When speaking of a root-context we are not referring to the cultural origin of a
representation -e.g., the term "coup d' etat" is originally French- but simply to the
context which confers a particular meaning to a representation, i.e., the source of
a specific meaning, for instance "coup d'etat" means the overthrowing of a
government within a political context. Hence, if a group of culturally-different
29 "X counts as Y in context en (Searle, 1995).
30 Seen as a social process in its broadest sense, not as a marketing term.
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individuals share, for example, the political context, their culturally-different
backgrounds will not necessarily affect their understanding of a representation,
the meaning of which is rooted in that context.
Thus, a shared root-context should not be confused with "the least cultural
common denominator" or with "universals". Sharing a Eoot-context implies
having a common knowledge of a source-conceptual system or network, more
than sharing a set of cultural features. Hence, a shared root-context mayor may
not be a characteristic aspect of the nation or culture of the members of a
culturally-diverse group. In other words, an individual does not necessarily have
to belong to a specific culture to share the knowledge of a context in which the
meaning of a particular representation is rooted". Cultures are, to different
degrees, the result of their interactions with other cultures (Robertson, 1992).We
have a great deal of interaction with the culturally-different and therefore share
many contexts (if not perhaps a cultural identity) and understand the meaning of
the representations rooted in these contexts. The fact that Scots use kilts does not
mean that they will not be able to understand, for example, which is the-ladies
toilet if they see a sign, depicting a figure with a skirt placed over a door, next to
another door with a sign that depicts a trousered figure. They understand it
because they are able to shift to the context in which the sign has a given
meaning. Their cultural particularities do not cause them to misinterpret the sign.
In this sense, we can say that the context in which a representation is rooted and
its meaning can be shared by different cultures. Even in the unlikely event that
this sign caused some confusion in Scottish public houses, when placed in a more
international (or intercultural) setting, sayan airport, it is very likely to
communicate as intended. Many representations become shared by culturally-
diverse people precisely because they are used in multi-cultural settings.
2.6.2 LANGUAGE
Many studies regard language as one of the many cultural factors affecting cross-
cultural interface design. However, we would subsume language under a more
general framework in which the main issue is understanding whether
representation R means M in context C, and if that is not the case, why not. This
is because two people who share the same language might not understand a
31 That is, the knowledge of the context.
32 Although culture will undoubtedly influence individual knowledge, a person is not merely an
image of his/her culture (Bruner, 1996)_
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representation in the same way, e.g., the case of J not understanding the intended
meaning of "cool" although it was part of his vocabulary with other meanings;
and two people who do not share the same language might have common
understanding of some linguistic structures, e.g., in Germany and in Italy the.y
speak different languages but share the same date formats (cf. Fernandes, 1995).
Hence, providing a range of different languages i.e., translating the interfaces, will
not guarantee usability. Moreover, given the existence of so many multilingual
and multi-cultural users, we believe that it is more appropriate to focus on the
understanding of representations in general rather than focusing only on language
translation. In this way, some linguistic representations in particular (and not
language in general) are a design issue only if they become an obstacle to
understanding. Hence, the use of a particular language becomes a problem if it is
not part of the user's background knowledge; it should not be assumed a problem
because it is not herlhis "national language". The less knowledge the user has of
a particular context (it can be language or other context), the more likely s/he is to
misunderstand the representations rooted in that context.
We have observed how lack of knowledge of specific cultural contexts is a
general problem that affects understanding. A language, English for example, can
be one of these specific cultural contexts, but this is not always the case. For
example, the Netscape "What's cool?" button caused misunderstandings, e.g.
something cold, a metaphor for the temperature, not because, it is in English, but
because the intended meaning of "cool" is rooted in a cultural context not shared
by all users in the study. Culturalisation approaches this issue by, for example,
"avoiding the use of jargon" (cf. del Galdo, 1990). However, this may not be the
best way to deal with the problem in shared-systems, as some jargon.shared by
culturally-diverse users might be useful for communicating certain meanings in
certain situations (the term "cool" may well be cross-culturally understandable to
teenagers).
Thus, a user does not necessarily equate with a single language the use of which
guarantees herlhis understanding of the interface, This equation is fallacious
because, as noted above, we might well be dealing with users who speak more
than one language or embody more than one culture, e.g., a user who is both
Indian and English. The Chinese participant J preferred to use systems in English
because it was "his first language in terms of computers". So, the key questions to
ask are: Does the user understand that representation R means M in the system
context C and do the culturally-heterogeneous users share the context(s) in which
this meaning is rooted i.e., its root-context(s) (RC)? For example, does the user
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understand that the wo rd "folder" (R) means "a place to put or organise
documents and other files" (M) in the context of the interface (C)? And also, do
the culturally-heterogeneous users share the knowledge of the root-contexts (RC).
-e.g., English, and/or an office context- in which that representation is based?
Because it is highly likely that the ones who do not share any of these root-
contexts will also be the ones having problems in understanding and learning the
meaning of "folder" in the new context of the interface i.e., the "folder" computer
metaphor.
2.6.3 OTHER CULTURAL FACTORS
One of the myths that Culturalisation has helped to build is that "humour does not
translate well between cultures". We regard such myths as highly misleading.
Humour is a universal human property expressed through and constructed by
representations. While different cultures may be associated with different styles of
humour, from the perspective of the designer what is important is that in order to
laugh, the users first need to understand; and to understand, as we have argued
above, one needs to share the root-context (RC) in which a joke's (R) meaning
(M) is amusing. Hence, when humour is based in specific cultural contexts -e.g. a
joke about X politician in Z country- it might be difficult if not impossible for
someone who does not know that context to see the joke. So we can say that it is
not that humour does not translate well, more precisely a joke will not be
understood as funny if root-context (RC) is not shared, because a joke (R)
meaning (M) is funny only in root-context (RC). However, if two users from
different cultures share RC, they will probably understand the joke.
Another typical stance in Culturalisation is that different cultures have different
tastes, beliefs, values, religions, etc. and therefore need different designs.
However, we observed that these factors represent a problem for designers only to
the extent that they interfere with the user's interpretation of the meaning that the
designer is intending to communicate through.representations, In the specific case
of S from Japan, for example, it is clear how a specific cultural context in which
the colour purple signifies God (Le. purple (R) means God (M) in the context of
Japanese religion (C» influenced his understanding of the representation and his
preferences. However, this does not mean that any person from culture A will
prefer a certain colour solely because s/he pertains to A. Neither is it that in
culture A each colour has a fixed meaning, rather colours have specific meanings
in specific contexts. Imagine a Chinese designer avoiding the use of black when
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designing for Western users because "it is the colour of mourning". It would be
inappropriate because in certain Western contexts black can also signify
"elegance", for example.
Considering participant S, Culturalisation would seek to avoid offending him by
not using purple when designing for Japan. However, from our viewpoint, the
problem from the designer's perspective is that the meaning s/he intended to
communicate was not conveyed in context (C). Hence, a more effective design
approach is to establish a context shared by the different users in which
representation (R) means intended meaning (M). Using this approach, it may be
possible to exploit purple effectively in systems used by the Japanese, rather than
avoiding or restricting its use. Indeed, the colour purple is used in many ways in
Japan.
2.6.4 UNDERSTANDABILITY, LEARNABILITY AND
PREFERENCES
As noted previously, difficulties in the understandability of a representation will
also have an effect on the system's learnability. If the intended meaning of a
system representation is culturally-specific it will not be appropriate for a
culturally-heterogeneous user group.
Some might argue that there is no point in considering the cultural specificity of
representations because people learn quickly, and are able to associate a specific
function to a certain representation without knowing the context in which the
meaning of that representation is rooted. Our data do not support this position. We
found that if a user does not understand a representation it makes learning harder.
Moreover, sometimes users fail to learn about a function because they fear the
effects of interacting with that which they do not understand. However, this does
not imply the existence of cultural differences in cognitive abilities; instead the
problem is defined as an issue of sharing, or not, the root-context in which the
meaning of a representation is embedded.
Understandability and learnability can also influence the user's preferences.
Although it might be assumed that, for example, users prefer systems translated to
their native language, this may not be necessarily the case. Our study suggests
that users of shared-systems will accept interfaces whose representations they
understand regardless of their native language.
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2.6.5 COMMUNICATION BETWEEN USERS_
We also observed that communication between users from different cultures was
not as problematic as anticipated. Users together developed a communication
framework in order to succeed in their tasks, despite differences in culture and
language. There were some misunderstandings; however, interaction generally
enabled the explanation and negotiation of meanings.
The extent to which a person from one culture and a person from another jointly
develop a communication ground -based on taken-as-shared knowledge, actions
and objects- affects mutual understanding and effective interaction.
Representations designed to support such a protocol (rather than impede it by
dividing users into categories according to their culture) should enable more
effective interaction.
2.7 CONCLUSIONS
We have described and discussed an empirical study conducted with the aim of
understanding the origins of the culturally-determined usability problems that
occur when a culturally-diverse group use and share a computer system.
In reporting the results of the study, we have established our main arguments,
which in summary are:
• Cultural differences mainly take the form of representational differences.
• Culturally-determined usability problems are mainly due to an inability to
understand the intended meaning of representations.
• This inability is due to the fact that (1) to communicate the functionality of a
system the designer has to make use of metaphors and other representations the
meanings of which may be rooted in culturally-specific contexts", and (2) the
user's interpretation of a representation's meaning may be influenced by specific
cultural contexts. To understand the intended meaning of a representation the user
needs to share the context in which it is rooted i.e., its root-context>.
33 With the term 'context' we are referring to a kind of "concept network" conceptual system, or
concept realm.
34 A kind of "source concept network".
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• The problem of designing interfaces that will be shared by culturally-
heterogeneous users is centred in the selection and design of the representations
needed in all aspects of the system.
• We subsume the problem of linguistic diversity under the more general issue of
representational diversity. This is because we consider language as a system of
representation. Linguistic elements are then part of a model in which
representation R (a word, etc.) means M in context C. In this way, the model
precludes the assumption that because two persons do not share the same first
language they cannot share context C (unless context C counts as the language
itself) and therefore will understand a representation's meaning differently.
In conclusion, we believe that a more effective evaluation approach will be to
analyse whether representation (R) means (M) in the system context (C), and a
more effective design approach will be to determine whether the context in which
an intended meaning is rooted (RC) is shared between the culturally-diverse users.
For example, if the designer has to communicate to the user a function for
opening a video-window (where the user can view a distant working partner for
instance), the designer needs to evaluate whether the representation s/he selects to
communicate this function, e.g. a particular eye icon, is likely to convey the
intended meaning. Therefore, for example, the designer should ask if the user
understands that the eye icon (R) means to view (M) in the context of a CSCW
system (C); and if the culturally-diverse members of the user group share the
knowledge of the root-context (RC) in which the eye icon's (R's) target meaning
"to view" (M) is based, e.g., video-recorder manuals, etc. If they do, then they
will probably find it easier to understand or learn the represented function.
Although sharing a context does not guarantee a representation's meaning will be
understood by different users, it is the first step in this understanding process. In
other words, to understand a representation's meaning it is a necessary
requirement that one shares the context in which it is embedded. Hence, the
second question focuses primarily on investigating whether or not the culturally-
diverse users share the root-context because not sharing the root-context will
inevitably result in a lack of understanding of the representation's meaning (even
when the representation's form is shared).
Taking this latter question into account, the designer will be in a better position to
design shared-systems for culturally-diverse users. From this perspective, using
this analytical approach, we developed and tested an HCI interface design method
described in the following Chapter.
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CHAPTER THREE; AN INTEGRATED HCI
APPROACH TO DEALING WITH CULTURAL
DIVERSITY
3.1 INTRODUCTION
In Chapter One we explained that one of the primary questions motivating this
research was the lack of HCI methods to support designers of shared-systems who
are dealing with cultural diversity. Therefore, in this Chapter we will elucidate
such a method which provides an alternative to Culturalisation.,
In Chapter Two, we concluded that the problem of cultural diversity in HCI is
centred on how the understanding of representations affects the user's interactions
with the system, and that the main challenge from the designer's perspective is
that of communicating adequately the functionality of the system to assure its
usability for culturally-diverse users. We also argued that culturally-determined
usability problems can be sub-sumed under the general problem of understanding
a representation's intended meaning, particularly if this meaning is rooted in a
culturally-specific context (as is the case, for example, for many computer
interface metaphors). Considering the latter, we have developed an integrated HCI
approach designed to provide practical support for tackling these problems. This
approach focuses on (1) evaluating whether the user understands or not that
representation (R) means (M) in the context of the system (C), and if not why
not; (2) establishing whether the culturally-diverse users share the root-context
(RC) in which a representation's meaning is based; and (3) designing
representations the meanings of which are based on shared root-contexts. The
approach, called Meaning in Mediated Action (MMA) analyses representations in
,
terms of their mediational properties and utilises meaning, that is, the user's
definition of a representation, as an analytical tool providing a link between the
user, the contexts in which her/his definition's are rooted, and the relation of both
with cultural factors. That link can be established since meaning is both
individually and collectively constructed. Thus, any user definition has a
sociocultural component which can help in establishing whether specific cultural-
contexts are influencing the understanding of a representation.
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3.2 MEANING AS AN ANALYTICAL TOOL
Before explaining our approach to dealing with culturally-diverse user groups, we
will try to elucidate its theoretical principles. In Chapter Two, we explored. the
idea that the cultural differences related to HCI design are in fact representational
differences. From Searle (1995) we took the concept that most, perhaps all social-
institutional facts are created by "some more or less language-like system of
representation" because "the linguistic element appears to be partly constitutive of
the fact". Cultural facts are mainly social-institutional facts (from art to politics).
From the latter statements, we conclude that human beings are able to create
cultures because they possess representational systems, and that a culture is partly
constituted by those systems. Taking the latter into account, and given that the
possession of representational systems is universal, if cultures differ then it is
partly because their systems of representation differ;
We then emphasised the need to focus on representations when evaluating
culturally-determined usability problems in HCI design. More specifically we
stressed the importance of the relation between representation, meaning and
context and we proposed a model, based on the premise that "R means M in
Context C" (adapted from Searle, 1995), designed to clarify this relation for the
designer.
However, it is important to say that representations, meaning, and context are not
confined simply to a screen display, but involve all the interactions that occur in
the system (user-tool, user-task, user-user and user-environment interactions). To
illustrate this point, we refer to the ideas of Vygotsky, who believes that human
activity is mediated by signs. Analysing representations (mediational means) is in
fact a way of analysing the influence of culture in human activity because
representations provide a link between the individual's actions and their
sociocultural determinants. As we mentioned above, Searle (1995) suggested that
representational systems are partly constitutive of social-institutional facts. We
can add to this, the assumption that "human action typically employs 'mediational
means' such as tools and language, and that these mediational means shape the
action in essential ways" (Wertsch 1991). Therefore if we are to analyse how
culturally-diverse individuals use a system as well as what they do and think (and
not only where they come from) we need to pay attention to how action is
mediated by the system's representations.
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According to the psychologist Wertsch (1991), "When action is given analytical
priority, human beings are viewed as coming into contact with, and creating, their
surroundings as well as themselves through the actions in which they engage ..
Thus action, rather than human beings or their environment considered in
«,:."";~. ,
isolation, provides the entry point into the analysis. This contrasts on the one hand·
with approaches that treat the individual primarily as a passive recipient of
information from the environment, and on the other with approaches that focus on
the individual and treat the environment as secondary, serving merely as a device
to trigger certain developmental processes."
In other words, by concentrating on the user's actions we can include both the
individual and the environmental. Action (or interaction) is therefore a main
aspect when analysing systems. However, because action is mediated by signs
(representations), and because representations are mainly where cultures differ,
our approach for designing shared-system is grounded in representations and in
meaning. In his sociocultural approach to mediated action, Wertsch (1991)
explains the central role of meaning in mediation and how it (meaning) links the
individual with her/his sociocultural environment. "The processes and structures
of semiotic mediation provide a crucial link between historical, cultural, and
institutional contexts on the one hand and the mental functioning of the individual
on the other?". The latter is a basic assumption underlying our approach to system
design. Wertsch (1991) combines the ideas of both Vygotsky and Bakhtin to
focus not on formal structure but on the "ways in which language and other
semiotic systems could be used to produce meaning, especially meaning as it
shapes human action".
Hence, in the approach that we propose representations are primarily regarded "in
terms of their mediational properties rather than in terms of some kind of
semantic analysis abstracted from any context of use" (Wertsch, 1991). According
to Wertsch (1991) it is useless to investigate if individuals possess a particular
sign without analysing how this sign mediates their actions and those of others".
Our approach will try to include both an assessment of the representation's
mediational properties and of the extent to which a user masters it.
On the other hand, as we have explained in Chapter One there is a need for design
approaches to integrate both culturally-specific and culturally-universal
phenomena without generalising or assuming that which is universal and that
3SInChapter 2, we observed how for example, user S's definition of the colour purple, provided a
link with a culturally-specific religious belief.
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which is specific, and without choosing to focus on either one of these aspects.
Since the existence of both universal and culturally-specific phenomena is
accepted, it is important to avoid assumptions about which of them is most
significant and deserves most attention. By focusing on how representations and
meaning mediate action, we believe that it is possible to handle both typc::sof
phenomena through the same analytical method.
To summarise, the reasoning underlying our approach to designing shared-
systems for culturally-diverse users, is that by focusing on meaning in mediated
action as that to be described and explained, the four main elements in system
design (the user, the task, the tool and the environment) can be integrated into a
single perspective. Meaning is an essential analytical tool in this mediation
because it provides a link between the cultural and the individual, capable of
covering both culturally-specific and culturally-universal phenomena, and
distinguishing between them.
3.3 MEANING IN MEDIATED ACTION (MMA)
3.3.1 MMA AND THE HCI DESIGN PROCESS
As mentioned earlier, the main issue when designing interculturally shared-
systems is how representations mediate the actions of the users, and the main
challenge from the designer's point of view is analysing this mediation in order to
develop representations that communicate adequately what the designer intends to
a culturally-heterogeneous user group. The recognition that representations playa
central role in the design of shared-systems for culturally-diverse users leaves us
in a better position to specify where in the overall design process we should focus
our attention to address culturally-determined usability problems, as well as to
specify a method which does not unnecessarily complicate the designer's work or
restrict herlhis creativity.
We propose an HCI integrated approach called Meaning in Mediated Action
(MMA), as analysing meaning in action will provide information on the impact of
cultural issues as they affect specific design situations. Meaning can be used to
make generalisations about cultural issues in the design of a particular system,
since it links the individual and the sociocultural, because although meaning is
experienced individually, it is intrinsically social; determined in other words, by
collective intentionality. Searle (1992) describes meaning as the "derived
36 Wertsch takes this ideafrom Vygotsky.
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intentionality of linguistic elements". The latter statement can be adapted in order
to define meaning as the derived intentionality of representations. Consequently,
the analysis of meaning also provides the key to finding any shared root-contexts
within a culturally-heterogeneous user group, from which representations can be
designed.
The MMA approach is devised as a methodological framework supplying support
for designers which is also an integrated, complementary part of a general design
model, more specifically the Star Life Cycle (Hix and Hartson, 1993). This model
was chosen because (1) it places evaluation as a central element of the design
process, and (2) it is interactive between each of its stages; both important
features, as we shall see, for implementing the MMA approach.
3.3.1.1 THE STAR LIFE CYCLE
According to Preece (1994) "The Star Life Cycle is primarily oriented to the
particular demands of developing interactive systems that will be usable by
people". Hix and Hartson (1993) observed that the design process can better be
described as an interactive model in which there is no specific ordering between
the different elements involved in the process, they called this model the Star Life
Cycle (Figure 7) and identified evaluation as the central element. All the elements
involved in the development of a system are regularly evaluated by both users and
experts. Hence, rapid prototyping and a progressive development of the product
are also fundamental aspects of this model.
FIGURE 7. THE STAR LIFE CYCLE (ADAPTED FROM HIX AND HARTSON BY PREECE, 1994).
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3.3.1.2 SUPPORT FOR DESIGNERS
An important element in the design process Star Model is the available support
for both the designers and the design process itself. This support is usually given
in the form of different techniques and tools such as sketches, scenarios,
storyboards, computer software, guidelines, metrics and standards for example.
Generally speaking, the available support for designers can be classified in three
main areas: (1) advice: including design guidelines and rules, standards, metrics,
etc. (2) assistance for communicating and recording design decisions before the
software rendering; and (3) software tools used in various stages of the process
and for various purposes such as exploring design alternatives.
Typically, cultural issues are integrated into the HCI design process in the form of
(1). As argued in Chapter One, while guidelines can be very useful to deliver
knowledge in a seemingly applicable form, they can become very misleading
when cultural factors come into play. The use of guidelines to improve culturally-
determined usability issues is very questionable among other things, because they
are based on generalisations and encourage the designer to make certain
assumptions about a particular culture or cultures. These generalisations and
assumptions are universally applied in a variety of very different design
situations, or misapplied to constantly changing and developing cultures and
technology.
What makes the MMA approach particularly different to Culturalisation is that it
poses very different questions. Instead of identifying the particularities of a given
culture and adapting the system, MMA tries to answer two main questions: (1)
Does the user understand that representation (R) means (M) in the interface
context (C)? and (2) Is the context inwhich this meaning is rooted (RC) shared by
the culturally-diverse users?
Hence, the MMA approach can be located within the Star Model primarily as a
design-evaluation method, providing a singl~ general framework applicable to a
number of different situations involving cultural heterogeneity, and supporting
designers in communicating adequately the functionality of a system.
Nevertheless, by supporting designers in grasping the representational differences
between cultures, as well as the way in which the understanding of
representations mediate the user's actions, the MMA approach can provide
insights relevant to the whole design process -i.e., to every stage of the Star
Model.
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3.3.2 AIMS OF THE MMA APPROACH
It is important to make clear, that the MMA approach is not centred on evaluating
the meaningfulness 37of words and icons, but rather on evaluating the mediational
properties of representations in a multi-cultural setting and on discovering shared
contexts between culturally-heterogeneous users which can be used as a base for
designing representations. MMA pays particular attention to analysing how the
understanding of representations mediate the users interactions with all aspects of
the system (tool, task, environment and other users). As cultural differences are
here seen as representational differences, the analysis focuses on representations
and meaning (as mediational means). Since every interface and every interaction
style involves representations, meaning and context, and since MMA is not
merely preoccupied with icons and words, but with any element of the system that
has a meaning (from the colours used in the interface to the working environment
of the user) it is applicable to evaluate and design any type of interface or system.
To achieve the aims described above, the MMA approach is based on an
assessment of the design, focusing on the user's understanding of intended
meaning (representation R meaning M in the system context e). This will help to
detect some of the problems that culturally-diverse users have in understanding
intended meaning, to determine which of these problems are general usability
issues and which are culturally-determined, and to provide a foundation for the
conceptual and formal design process stages of the specific design task.
It is expected that the MMA approach will provide a means of addressing
representational differences among cultures within a general methodological
framework (not general information as is the case in eulturalisation) applicable to
a number of situations and circumstances involving cultural diversity. I n
summary, we believe that an HeI integrated approach such as MMA will provide
the designer with a flexible yet structured and, comprehensive framework for
designing intercultural interactive systems.
37According to Preece (1994) meaningfulness is one of the central usability issues when assessing
the suitability of screen design representations and depends mainly on: "1) the context in which
the icon is being used, 2) the task for which it is being used, 3) the surface form of the
representation, 4) the nature of the underlying concept being represented, 5) the extent to which it
can be discriminated from other icons being displayed". Therefore, 'meaning' is mainly associated
with screen design, and is not regarded as an issue involving every interaction in the system.
Testing the suitability of representations is not the main concern of MMA, instead it is primarily
preoccupied with the mediational properties of representations in a multi-cultural setting.
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3.3.3 HOW MMA WORKS
The MMA approach can be carried out in four basic steps, these are observation,
evaluation, analysis, and design (see Figure 8). The main techniques used in these
stages are rapid prototyping and structured interviews.
FIGURE 8. THE MMA STAGES
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The process may start by observing how users interact with previous versions of a
system, with similar systems, or with a prototype of the "system to be", focusing
on how representations mediate the actions of the users. From these observations
the designer would be able to detect general problems involving the
understanding of representations. It is recommended that the user is encouraged to
use as many features of the system as possible (by controlling tasks, for example),
and that the observing designer or person questions the user actions. MMA
observations can be carried out along with an overall system evaluation.
If the MMA observation stage yields problems with the use of a particular
representation (involving the interface, a task, or some environmental element),
the MMA evaluation will provide the designer with explanatory data about any
possible sociocultural cause.
MMA evaluation, is an investigation of how the user interprets or defines
representations. The aim of an MMA evaluation is not merely to test the usability
of the representations but also to understand their mediational properties in a
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multi-cultural setting. The distinction between a general usability issue and a
culturally-determined one should not be emphasised, because although not every
usability issue involving a representation is cultural, every culturally-determined
usability issue involves representations as argued in Chapter Two. Hence, by
focusing on representations, we will be uncovering culturally-determined
usability problems along with any other general usability issues involving
representations.
An MMA evaluation, takes the user through a form of chauffeured prototyping"
coupled with an interview to record and assess the user's interpretation of
meaning. The user's definition is used to establish whether culturally-specific
contexts are affecting her/his understanding of representations. The interview
concentrates on asking the user to explain the system representations (particularly
those detected as being problematic during the MMA observation). The designer
compares the intended meaning (the meaning M in the system context C) of each
representation with the user's interpretation and assesses herlhis understanding in
a structured format (Table 2).
TABLE 2. EXAMPLE OF INTERVIEW FORMAT:
Representation Intended meaning" Assessment of User's definition
(R's 1M) R'sIM.
Colour purple Cool x Religious meaning: "the
colour of God in Asia"
Metaphor "White Phone Book, the equivalent x "Blank pages"
Pages" of "Yellow pages" for
people's addresses and
telephones. (This is a
metaphor used to represent
the function of searching
the names and addresses of
Internet users).
Metaphor Something used to mark a x User does not recognise the
"Bookmarks" place in a book. word, and the metaphor as a
(Metaphor used to represent consequence.
the webpages selected or
marked by the user).
"Stop" button's icon Stop traffic Sign. x The icon was interpreted as
a "red dot". The user
explains that "stop traffic
signs are blue in his
country".
The MMA evaluation interview comprises only two questions to the user (1)
What is representation R?, and (2) What does representation R mean? These two
questions involve two ·different levels of meaning which are both relevant for our
38Theuser (participant) observes while other person drives the system (Preece, 1994).
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aims. The first question is important because the user may recognise the form of a
particular representation but not its meaning in the context of the system, or, the
user may not recognise a representation's form and this can have an effect on the
understanding of intended meaning.
Nevertheless, it is important that the designer avoids assessing the user's
understanding of the function instead of her/his understanding of the
representation's meaning in the context of the system. Asking the meaning of a
representation to the user entails, in one way or another, asking its function.
However, we are not interested in the function itself but in its representation. We
are primarily assessing if this representation conveys adequately a particular
meaning to the culturally-diverse users and how this meaning can mediate the
actions of the users, instead of assessing the user's understanding of a specific
function. In other words, we are interested in the extent to which the
representation functions to communicate and mediate a particular target meaning
used to represent a function, task or any other feature of the system. For example,
we should assess whether the user understands that when pressing a button with
the word "help" s/he will get some kind of aid (being the intended meaning) and
e
not a famous Beatles song, rather than testing whether the user knows what kind
of help will be received. Therefore, although the user must be encouraged to
describe what will happen when s/he uses a particular representation, the designer
should distinguish between the ability of the representation to convey her/his
target meaning and the user's knowledge of the represented function.
Using the format shown in Table 2, the designer has to record on one hand the
representation and its intended meaning, and on the other an assessment of the
user's interpretation in relation to that intended meaning, as well as a record of the
user's definition itself. If the user's meaning is reasonably close to the intended
meaning the designer ticks in the box "Assessment of R's 1M" (representation's R
meaning M in the system context C). If the user, cannot understand the intended
meaning of a representation, the designer records whatever s/he (the user) elicits
from the representation within the "User's definition" box. If the user does not
even recognise representation R, the designer should record that in the same box.
Functions can be represented by a combination of several sub-representations (we
will call these 'meaning units'), for example, Netscape's button for stopping a
webpage from loading has at least 4 'meaning units': the "stop sign" icon's
metaphor, the word, the "button" metaphor and the colours. This kind of de-
39 The representation's meaning in the context of the interface or the system.
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construction might be necessary to understand exactly which of these 'meaning
units' is affecting the overall understanding of the representation, i.e., of what it is
and its meaning in the context of the interface.
Any culturally-specific root-context will come to the surface when .the
representation is explained to the..user. For example, if the user sees a "red dot"
instead of a "stop" traffic sign, the designer needs to confront her/him with this,
and the user can then explain why the representation is inappropriate (for instance
because "stop traffic signs" are blue where the user lives). The latter, is essential
information to the designer, not for the purpose of generalising about a particular
culture, but for evaluating the cultural appropriateness of a particular
representation in a particular shared-system design situation.
Finally, the MMA analysis consists of assessing the interview formats to
determine the extent to which representation (R) means (M) in context (C) for a
particular culturally-heterogeneous user group; to assess if these culturally-diverse
users share the root-contexts (RCs) in which representations are based; to
establish any shared root-contexts that can be used as a source for designing
representations; and to examine the causes of the misunderstandings which occur
in order to understand which are culturally-determined and which are due, for
example, to other general design issues such as poor contrast between background
and text. We can say that every cultural issue is a representational
misunderstanding but not every misunderstanding is cultural. The latter is not the
specific concern of this approach although the MMA evaluation will also uncover
this kind of misunderstanding. The primary purpose of the MMA analysis is to
draw an overall conclusion about how meaning worked as an action mediator, in
order to generalise about the use of particular representations -instead of
generalising about the culture or the user, as in Culturalisation. For example,
instead of saying "avoid the use of purple" since the Japanese members of a
particular culturally-diverse user group link it t~ religion, we should generalise
about its ability to communicate the meaning that we intended and say "purple
does not mean X but Y in that context C for a proportion of that specific
culturally-diverse user group".
The cultural 'specificity' of representations for a particular culturally-
heterogeneous user group in a particular shared-system design should be
determined. For instance, if 87% of the interviewed users could not grasp the
intended meaning of the word "browser", that representation will probably not be
appropriate for that particular user group. If 50% of the evaluated users did not
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understood the meaning (M) in context (C) of a particular task representation it
will possibly produce usability problems for half the user group. If the intended
meaning of an "envelope" representation is shared by 98% of the users it ~ill
probably be adequate for that user group, and in this way the designer has
detected a potentially useful shared root-context, that is, a possible source-
network of concepts such as mailing, for defining a shared-source realm on which
other representations can be based and subsequently MMA-evaluated. That
evaluation will then uncover which concepts could be inappropriate in the shared
realm because for instance, they involve culturally-specific conventions unknown
to some of the culturally-diverse users. The record of the user's definitions can
itself also provide the designer with information about shared root-contexts.
MMA design relies then, on determining the cultural 'specificity' of
representations and on establishing shared root-contexts that can help as a source
for designing representations that can communicate the functionality of the
system.
3.4 CONCLUSIONS
Representations (signs) are employed in computers as basic tools for mediating
the actions of users. We believe that an essential aim in the study of human-
computer interaction is to understand, explain and describe how individual or
group action is mediated by these signs. In the design of shared-systems for
culturally-diverse users achieving this aim becomes even more crucial, because
the existence of representational differences is the main factor underlying
culturally-determined usability problems. Hence, we developed an HCI approach
for designing shared-systems used by culturally-diverse people which focuses
specifically on understanding how representations and meaning mediate action.
Meaning is our main analytical tool because it can-connect the individual or group
to sociocultural settings. In this way, we believe that our approach can uncover
culturally-determined usability issues in any aspect of system design
(communication, the environment, the tool, the task, etc.).
The MMA approach is integrated into the Star Model as a complementary support
for designers who are dealing with culturally-diverse users. Fundamentally, the
aim of the MMA approach is to help the designer communicate the functionality
of the system as intended. Its main input into the Star Model is in the stages of
evaluation, conceptual and formal design where it can provide a specific
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framework from which the designer can construct the system, and can help
designers reach a better understanding of how representations impact usability in
each design case involving cultural heterogeneity. However, it is believed that
MMA can input relevant insights into all of the stages of the design process or
have an important impact on them. It helps for instance in the requirement
specification, by revealing or confirming the way users are grouped according to
their needs, i.e., if there are common needs between culturally-different people or
not. The latter will also have an impact on task analysis.
MMA is carried out in four phases: an observation of the user interacting with the
system focusing on how representations mediate actions, an evaluation of the
meanings (M) of representations (R) in context (C) which provides both
qualitative and quantitative data, an analysis of these data to uncover a foundation
for conceptual and formal design or redesign, and the design of representations
based on identified shared root-contexts in order to communicate effectively the
functionality of the system.
It is expected that MMA will give the designer a good indication of how
representations mediate the actions of the user, and how culture influences this
mediation. In this way we believe that the MMA approach provides a single
framework applicable to a range of circumstances and design cases. In the
following Chapters we will illustrate and test these claims.
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CHAPTER FOUR; REDESIGNING A WWW
SYSTEM USING MMA
4.1 INTRODUCTION
The aim of this Chapter is to describe how the MMA approach was applied to
redesign the Netscape browser, and "the Nemeton" website. After explaining
some important considerations in regard to how the user group was defined, we
describe how the MMA observation, evaluation, and analysis of the browser and
the website were carried out. This particular MMA evaluation and analysis was
designed to enable a comparative study between two different user group samples
(one culturally-heterogeneous and the other culturally-homogeneous) conducted
to establish that the understandability problems detected were in fact culturally-
determined and not influenced by other factors, e.g., poor readability due to lack
of contrast between words and background. In addition. for similar reasons. the
influence of different user variables (age, gender. expertise, etc.) on the
understanding of representations was also analysed.
Finally, we elucidate how the data emerging from MMA evaluation and analysis
facilitated a better understanding of the representational differences involved in
this specific design case, and how this understanding set the context for MMA
design.
4.2 DEFINING THE USER GROUP
Before proceeding to describe the implementation of this MMA process it is
important to explain how the user group for the chosen systems was determined
or defined.
As we pointed out in Chapter One, it is very important to make a distinction
between systems that are intended to be shared by people from diverse cultures,
and those that will be used by a particular culturally-determined "homogeneous"
user group. Since the raison d'etre of the Internet is that of enabling different
types of interaction and communication between people world-wide, we regard
the chosen WWW system as shared on the global-scale. We would also argue
that some degree of heterogeneity should always be considered when designing
for Internet user groups, and that, generally speaking, a design approach based on
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identifying homogeneous sub-groups is flawed. This is because firstly, it would
be difficult to specify a classification criterion for defining a homogeneous group
of individuals. For example, if culture is used as a classification criteria, -other
factors such as age, gender, and profession might be ignored. Even if this criterion
includes some intersection of variables, e.g., culture and age, usability problems
are likely to occur due to other user features being heterogeneous. Even individual
differences are likely to be an issue for usability. Therefore, it is difficult to
determine the circumstances under which homogeneous groups could be usefully
defined. Hence, designers will need to consider at some point or another the issue
of heterogeneity to tackle usability problems. Secondly, as argued before, shared-
systems have specific requirements which include the integration of culturally-
different users, not their diversification and segmentation.
In our view, the main criteria for identifying user groups should be set by the
purposes of the system i.e., the kind of tool, and its uses. Individuals should be
targeted according to the type of tool(s) they need or use, and to the aims and the
tasks they need to accomplish. In this way people from different cultures may
exhibit common purposes, needs, tasks, etc. It can be argued that in addition to
targeting users on the basis of the tools they need or use, it is still necessary to
sub-divide users according to some specific cultural requirements (or to other
specific characteristics). Language, for example, is usually seen as an important
specific requirement, and commonly used as a basis for diversification and
classification. However, as argued earlier, it can be inappropriate as a grouping
assumption because (1) people who speak the same language may exhibit
important linguistic differences e.g. Argentine Spanish and Mexican Spanish; (2)
people who speak different native languages, may nevertheless share a common
language (millions of individuals in the world are bilingual, therefore, there is a
considerable degree of linguistic overlapping between people from diverse
cultures); and (3) the purposes of a shared-system such as the Internet include that
of intercultural interaction, therefore it can be assumed that the user is prepared to
interact with other users who speak different languages, or with tools which
utilise other languages.
We would argue that cultural factors should be considered as usability issues that
will be specific to each design case and user group, while the user group should
be defined not in terms of "the least cultural common denominator" but by
common operational needs, regarding the system as a tool. If we only consider
cultural characteristics we will either end-up grouping different people into an
increasing number of homogeneous sub-groups or discarding differences to arrive
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at a small number of shared cultural characteristics (the larger the group the fewer
the characteristics that will be shared). In contrast, if we focus specifically on
common needs to define a group and then on the group's ability to understand
representations to tackle usability problems, we would be in a better position to
create a computer environment that will support intercultural interaction and
which will provide a shared protocol for effective collaboration and
communication. Hence, we assumed the intended users of the chosen WWW
system to be culturally-heterogeneous in its broadest sense (i.e., anyone,
anywhere). Usability issues produced by cultural heterogeneity must then be
addressed by identifying both representational differences and similarities.
4.3 APPLYING THE MMA APPROACH
In the following pages, we will describe how the MMA approach was used to
redesign the Netscape browser, and "the Nemeton" website.
4.3.1 MMA OBSERVATIONS
MMA observations were carried out in two ways. First, by observing the sessional
video-recordings from the study described in Chapter Two, but focusing
specifically on how representations mediated the actions of the participants. In
addition to the observation of these sessional video-recordings, we observed four
additional users, also focusing on representations. These additional observations
were carried out mainly because the task in the study described in Chapter Two
did not demand the use of many of the system's representations, and also because
from the time that this study was carried out to the point in which the MMA
approach was developed, the "Nemeton website" had undergone a number of
design changes.
4.3.1.1 OBSERVATION OF SESSIONAL VIDEO-RECORDINGS
Some of the problems that we observed in these video-recordings have already
been discussed in Chapter Two. For example, the difficulties in understanding the
intended meaning of the representations involved in the Visitor's Book (the
English word "reload", the computer-specific jargon in the dialog boxes, etc.)
produced usability problems in the user-tool and user-task interaction, and
consequently in the user-user interaction. The difficulties that we observed were
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mainly linked to linguistic-contexts. For example the Japanese participant's main
problem was understanding English words, because as he himself observed he did
not have a great knowledge of the language. However, we also observed problems
in understanding the general structure of the WWW (except in the case of the
English participant, who grasped this structure very quickly). These difficulties
were, for example, in distinguishing between what was part of the browser and
what was part of the website, and also between the browser representations
having an effect on the website (such as the "Find", "Back", and "Forward"
buttons), and those relating to the WWW (such as the "Search" and "Directory"
buttons). Although at first the English participant seemed to have a problem
understanding these differences, she rapidly grasped them by r~ading and using.. ..,.
the system's representations. Of the participants who became lost (exited "the
Nemeton" website), she was the only one to find her way back without assistance.
We believe that this happened because she was more able to understand the
meaning of the representations (the majority of which were English words)
involved in this task. Although it may be argued that the reason for her rapid
understanding of the structure could be explained by other factors, such as chance
or aptitude, we believe that this is not the case since the participant's actions
suggested that she engaged in a comprehensive process of understanding through
reading, instead of taking a trial and error approach for example. In contrast, the
German participant tried to apply the same reading-understanding approach but
interrupted his actions to ask the meaning of some words and repeatedly
verbalised his difficulties in understanding some English words.
Other representations also had an effect on the understanding of both the tool and
the task. For example, the website's structure was difficult to grasp for the
Spanish participant. Its titles were treated as links because of size, shape, colour
and the presence of a small icon placed before them. The participant repeatedly
confused these titles with the actual links (which were highlighted with a different
,
colour, underlined, and within the text below the titles).
4.3.1.2 ADDITIONAL OBSERV ATIONS
These observations mainly functioned to provide an exploratory framework for
the MMA evaluation that followed. An overall observation of the main
functionality of the WWW system was carried out with four culturally-diverse
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students" from the University of Derby with different levels of expertise on the
WWW. The students were asked particularly about the representations that were
not involved in completing the task assigned in the study described in Chapter
Two. Figure 9 shows the MMA redesign project's overall layout. Their answers
served to highlight some possible culturally-determined problems. For example,
the functions involving the words "Handbook" and "Directory" were
misunderstood, even though all of the users spoke fluent English. The word
"Cool" was a problem again. The "Find" and "Open" buttons were seen as
confusing due to their icons which were difficult to recognise.
FIGURE 9. THE MMA REDESIGN PROJECT.
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In the website, we found problems with the tags used as links. These included
"Axis Mutatis" (the band's latest album); "Feedback"; "Diary" which was
confused with journal; "Infobase"; "The End" (the name of a nightclub); and the
"Forum" (a specific project of the band consisting of an online presentation). The
MMA evaluation (described below), helped to establish which of these problems
were general usability issues involving representations and which were culturally-
determined usability problems,
40 These students did not participate in the MMA evaluation which followed as we wanted to avoid
any possible learning of the representations' meaning through experience of use.
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Generally speaking, when using the method in other design situations, these
additional observations would not be needed. A single study planned to observe
all aspects of the system in terms of the mediational characteristics of
representations will be sufficient. However, since many systems are designed and
tested before being considered for international or intercultural use, the data
emerging from such tests could, as in the case described here, provide a starting
point for detecting problems associated with the use of representations. We
carried out the MMA observation in this way because, as argued earlier, we
wanted to complement the original data with information about specific
representations not used in the study described in Chapter Two.
4.3.2 MMA EVALUATION
As we explained in Chapter Three, MMA evaluation is an assessment of how and
to what extent the user understands the intended meaning of representations. The
MMA evaluation employed structured interviews (described in Section 3.3.3).
The MMA evaluation interview was conducted with a sample of eleven
participants, representing a culturally-heterogeneous user group. The participants
were culturally-diverse, of different ages and backgrounds, and not necessarily
resident in the United Kingdom. Eight of the eleven participants were students
from different courses at the University of Derby, the other three worked outside
Derby, two of them outside the United Kingdom (both tourists). In selecting the
user group we tried to achieve extremes (i.e., anyone, anywhere). However,
because we conducted the evaluation in Derby we had to choose participants who
were located there at that particular moment.
In this particular MMA evaluation, we also recorded user variables such as age
and expertise in order to analyse their influence on the understanding of intended
meaning. Because the language used in the system (English) was not the native
language of all the participants, their fluency in English was also measured by
means of a rating scale (the participants' fluency was rated before the MMA
evaluation interview).
Since the majority of the problems detected during the MMA observation
occurred in the user-tool interaction, we decided to focus on evaluating the tool's
representations. To carry out the MMA evaluation, a horizontal prototype was
produced". We did not use the actual system for MMA evaluation because we
~l A prototype involving only the main functionality of the system (Preece, 1994).
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wanted to prohibit possible learning of the representations' intended meaning
(1M) gained from using the system. However, in the MMA observation it is
important to observe users working with the actual system in order to analyse
representations in the context of interaction.
The prototype involved the main functionality of both Netscape and "the
Nemeton" website (see Appendix 5). As we explained in Chapter Three, a kind of
chauffeured prototyping was used; that is, the system was driven by the
interviewer, while assessing the answers of the participants against a list of the
intended meanings of the representations, and recording their actual
interpretations. The majority of the interviews were conducted in the native
language of the participants in order to facilitate their explanation of the
representations' meanings. The participant's responses were also audio-recorded
in order to backup and confirm the data from the interview format (see Appendix
6 for an interview example).
In addition to the MMA evaluation of the WWW system using a culturally-
diverse user group,"a culturally-homogeneous user group of the same size was
also MMA evaluated with the purpose of establishing whether detected
understandability problems were indeed culturally-determined and not determined
by other factors, e.g., poorly designed representations (see Section 4.3.3 and
Figure 10).
FIGURE 10. DETAILS OF·THE MMA EVALUATION.
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In this way, a total of 22 participants collaborated in the comparative evaluation.
Eleven of these participants (group A) were culturally-diverse, and the. other
eleven (group B) were defined as culturally-homogeneous (they were all British
students from the University of Derby). Since the Netscape version used in this
study was originally targeted to an American audience, it can be argued that a
sample of American users would have been more appropriate in this comparison.
However, although British users can also be expected to experience culturally-
determined usability problems when using a system originally designed for an
American user group, we decided that as the language used in the systems is
English, a British user group could be sufficient for our aims". By comparing the
understanding of linguistic representations -e.g., words- in both groups, we
expected to confirm the cultural nature of usability problems and discard other
possible factors influencing their understanding, for example, the colour of a word
affecting its readability and consequently influencing the understanding of its
meaning. By having a group of users whose understanding of some
representations could be predicted -e.g., those involving words in English- we
expected to confirm the cultural nature of specific usability problems.
However, group B was not considered in the MMA analysis and redesign
(Sections 4.3.5 and 4.3.6). The data coming out from this participant group were
only used for the purposes described above, because we defined the intended user
group of the WWW system as culturally-heterogeneous. Hence, the MMA
redesign stage was carried out using only the data from the evaluation and
analysis of group A's experience of the system.
Before describing the MMA analysis of the data emerging from the MMA
evaluation of the systems, we will present a comparison between groups A and B,
and an analysis of the influence that different user variables have on the
understanding of intended meaning.
42 Although British English and American English differ. the majority of the linguistic
representations involved in the system's main functionality were not American-specific.
4.3.3 COMPARISON BETWEEN GROUPS A AND B
The comparison between both groups was, generally speaking, very relevant for
our aims. However, as we mentioned before, group B was not the target audience
for whom the evaluated systems were originally intended", Therefore, some
culturally-determined usability problems among British participants were
expected. As we have discussed in Chapter Two, culture does not necessarily
equate with a particular language the use of which guarantees the cultural
understanding of the interface by the 'natural' language users. For that reason, we
proposed that language should be subsumed under the more general problem of
understanding representations. For example, our analysis brought to light a
culturally-determined usability issue involving the understanding of the menu
item "Internet White Pages". The majority of participants in both groups were
unable to grasp its intended meaning (as a Phone Book metaphor). We defined
this occurrence as a culturally-determined usability problem because the intended
meaning of "White Pages" is rooted in a culturally-specific context. In America,
"the Phone Book" is commonly known as "the White Pages". Many of the
participants in both groups interpreted the meaning of this metaphor by putting
together the meanings of the word "white" and "pages", that is, as a function
providing a blank paper or document -very similar to the function "New"
(document) in word processors, and other document applications. Hence, in this
example, the participants failed to understand the intended meaning of the
representation not because it was in English but because it was based in other
culturally-specific root-context.
Although in group A, nine individuals were rated as experienced or very
experienced users", they had considerably more problems in understanding
intended meaning than group B, where only four participants were rated as
experienced or very experienced. Figure 11 shows the total of problems in
understanding the intended meaning of the WWW system's representations in
both groups. Figure 12 shows the number of these problems determined by a lack
of knowledge of English" i.e., when words were not understood because they
43 Netscape was designed for an American audience and the Nemeton website was designed
specifically for "the Sharnen" fans.
+! We rated the participants according to the frequency with which they have used computer
systems, particularly the WWW. We rated English t1uency according to the participant's
conversational skills. ,
45 English was the linguistic root-context of the majority of the words used in the interface.
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were not part of the participant's vocabulary; and Figure 13 shows the number of
problems determined by a lack of knowledge of other cultural root-contexts.
FIGURE 11. NUMBER OF PROBLEMS IN UNDERSTANDING INTENDED MEANING IN GROUPS A
AND B (BROWSER AND WEBSITE).
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FIGURE 12. NUMBER OF PROBLEMS IN UNDERSTANDING INTENDED MEANING (BROWSER
AND WEBSITE) DETERMINED BY AN ENGLISH-SPECIFIC ROOT-CONTEXT I.E.,
FAILURES IN UNDERSTANDING WORDS IN ENGLISH.
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FIGURE 13. NUMBER OF PROBLEMS IN UNDERSTANDING INTENDED MEANING (BROWSER
AND WEBSITE) DETERMINED BY OTHER CULTURALL Y-SPECIFIC ROOT-CONTEXTS.
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As expected, the main difference between groups A and B was English",
Although more than half of the users in group A were scaled as fluent English
speakers it was clear that, in general, non-native English speakers have more
problems understanding the meanings of representations rooted in this linguistic-
context.. In contrast, the problems in group B were rarely determined by English.
The only word that the participants in group B failed to recognise was "forum" in
the website. However, this case seems to be linked with the difficulty some
participants had in, defining the term, i.e., it appears that the participants'
difficulties in explaining its meaning led them to say that they did not know the
word. Other words that were not recognised in group B were "Axis Mutatis" and
"Nerneton". Both cases were anticipated since the words are not in English, they
are rooted in a linguistic context alien to the British participants.
The majority of problems in understanding intended meaning in group B were
determined by computer-specific root-contexts -e.g., "News" (as newsgroups),
"Screensaver", etc.- or by other specific root-contexts e.g., "White Pages"
meaning "Phone Book" in the United States. Although the problem with
computer-specific root-contexts occurred as well in group A, the participants in
this group had in contrast numerous problems in understanding other
representations such as "Directory", "Radio" and "Cool", the meanings of which
are not rooted in a computer-specific or in an English-specific root-context (they
generally understood the words but interpreted them differently to that intended).
These cases correspond to Figure 13.
As noted previously, the evaluation of the system with members of group B, was
mainly focused on detecting cases in which the understanding of a representation
could be influenced by other factors different to culture. We expected the
members of group B to understand every English word. As it was noted above
this was generally the case. Since the majority of words were recognised by every
participant in group B, we cannot attribute understandability problems with
linguistic representations in group A to, for example, poor contrast, lack of
readability, or the font style.
It is important to note, that there was a direct relation between not understanding a
word in the context of English (when not part of the participant's vocabulary or
not part of her/his background knowledge) and not understanding its intended
-!6 This expectation was based on the fact that language was the main user variable differentiating
group A from group B. Hence, language was the main advantage that group B had over group A.
However. in relation to other cultural factors neither of the two groups represented the target
audiences of the evaluated systems so both experienced culturally-determined usability problems.
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meaning (Figure 14); this was generally the case with "Language-based
metaphors?" . For instance, in the case of "Browser" in "New Web Browser"
(Figure 15) the problem in understanding the metaphor was mainly due to failure
to recognise the word. The majority of participants in group A did not recognise
the word and therefore could not understand the metaphor", while all participants
in group B recognised it and generally they could successfully derive its meaning
through their knowledge of the word "browse". In other words, for the majority of
the members in group A, the word "browser" is embedded in an English-specific
root-context", A similar example was that of "Bookmarks" (Figure 16). Hence,
the understanding of a word's metaphorical sense depends to certain extent on the
user's knowledge of that representation's linguistic-context, that is, on the user's
knowledge of the language.
FIGURE 14.RELATION BETWEEN PROBLEMS IN RECOGNISING WORDS (RW) AND
PROBLEMS IN UNDERSTANDING INTENDED MEANING, E.G., LANGUAGE-BASED
METAPHORS.
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47 Non-iconic metaphors; metaphors in the form of words or other linguistic representations.
"Some of the participants in group A knew the function but without grasping the metaphor (the
representation's 1M). This is presumably because they have learnt the function through their
experience of the system.
49 This means that the word is part of a linguistic-context (e.g., an English vocabulary) which is
specific for the majority of the non-native speakers. When a concept is culturally-shared but the
word used to communicate it is specific, the concept may not be understood.
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FIGURE 15. FILE MENU.
New Web Browser
New Mail Message
Mail Document ...
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. Print ...
Quit
FIGURE 16. BOOKMARKS MENU.
Add Bookmark
Nevertheless, a metaphorical representation which uses a recognisable word can
still be misunderstood. In these cases we can say that the representation's
intended meaning is subject to a culturally-specific root-context other than
language which is not available to the user. For example, the words "white" and
"pages" were understood by every participant in the study, but the metaphor
"White' Pages" (Figure 17) was not. Similar examples are those of " Galleria"
where the word was generally understood but the metaphor was not, and
_"Window" where some Spanish participants recognised the word but not the
metaphor (Figures 17 and 18).
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FIGURE 17. DIRECTORY MENU.
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FIGURE 18. WINDOW MENU.
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In summary, although a problem in understanding intended meaning is not
necessarily determined by the inability to recognise a word, not recognising a
word is usually followed by a difficulty in understanding its intended meaning.
This means that the knowledge of a context, such as language, is a factor in
understanding metaphors in the form of linguistic representations. However, some
users can learn to use a function without knowing the word that is used to
represent it, or without understanding the metaphor used to communicate it, e.g., a
user understanding that "browser" opens a new Netscape window, without
recognising the word or understanding the metaphor. Presumably, as argued in
Chapter Two, learning the function will be more difficult for the users who do not
understand the intended meaning of its representation. Moreover, other functions
based on the same representation or in the same root-context, can produce
confusion and problems as a result.
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On the other hand, native speakers can be expected to recognise more linguistic
structures, words and uses of a word (that is different meanings the word can take
in different contexts) while non-native speakers can be expected to recognise less
structures and words, and consequently have more trouble in understanding the
intended meaning of linguistic-representations. However, this does not mean that
they will automatically fail to understand any representation in the non-native
language, rather that they will not recognise and understand some. The MMA
analysis focuses on detecting exactly which, in each specific design case.
4.3.4 VARIABLES CONTRIBUTING TO PROBLEMS IN
UNDERSTANDING REPRESENTATIONS
Tables 3 and 4 show the relation between different user variables and the number
of problems in understanding the intended meaning of representations (1M) as
well as the number of those problems determined by an English-specific root-
context (ESRC), i.e., when a word was not part of the participant's vocabulary
and therefore it was not understood; and those determined by other culturally-
specific root-contexts (OCSRC), i.e., computer-specific, age-specific, or nation-
specific root-contexts. The categorisation of specific root-contexts was done
during the MMA analysis and served to establish whether understandability
problems were due to language or to other cultural factors, as well as to inform
design decisions during the MMA design stage (see Appendix 7 for specific root-
contexts categorisation).
Expertise was rated on a scale of one to five, one for "novices" and five for
"experts". English fluency was rated on a scale from one to five as well, one for
"not fluent", and five for "very fluent". Native English speakers (in group B) were
rated with a number 6. Age was divided into three groups, one being from 15 to
25 years old, the second from 25 to 35, and the.third from 35 to 45. Gender was
coded with a I for females and a 2 for males. The culturally-homogeneous group
(B) was coded with a I and the culturally-heterogeneous group (A) was coded
with a 2.
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TABLE 3. RELATION BElWEEN VARIABLES AND PROBLEMS IN THE UNDERSTANDING OF
INTENDED MEANING (1M) IN GROUP A (BROWSER At"lD WEBSITE). PROBLEMS IN
UNDERSTANDING 1M ARE SUB-GROUPED INTO THOSE DETERMINED BY AN E:-.IGLlSH-
SPECIFIC ROOT-CONTEXT (ESRC) AND THOSE DETERMINED BY OTHER CULTURALLY-
SPECIFIC ROOT-CONTEXTS (OCSRC).
Part. Expertise Gender Culture Fluency Age 1M
ESRC OCSRC
A 4 1 2 3 3 4 16
B 5 1 2 5 2 3 6
C 5 2 2 5 2 3 13
D 2 '2 2 5 2 7 13
E 5 2 2 5 2 7 12
F 2 1 2 3 1 14 21
G 4 1 2 3 1 7 16
H 5 2 2 2 2 4 19
I 4 I 2 3 2 8 14
J 5 2 2 4 1 9 18
K 4 2 2 4 I 6 12
TOTAL: 72 160
TABLE 4. RELATION BElWEEN VARlABLES At'llD PROBLEMS IN THE UNDERSTANDING OF
INTENDED MEANING (1M) IN GROUP B (BROWSER AND WEBSITE). FROBLEMS L'Il
UNDERST A.N'DING 1M ARE SUB-GROUPED INTO THOSE DETERMINED BY AN ENGLISH-
SPECIFIC ROOT-CONTEXT (ESRC) AND THOSE DETERMINED BY OTHER CUL TURALL Y-
SPECIFIC ROOT-CONTEXTS (OCSRC).
Part. Expertise Gender Culture Fluency Age 1M
ESRC OCSRC
I 3 I I 6 I I 13
2 4 2 I 6 I 0 10
3 4 2 I 6 I 0 10
4 2 2 I 6 I 0 16
5 3 I I 6 I I II
6 4 I I 6 I I 18
7 3 I I 6 I 0 11
8 3 2 1 6 I 0 II
9 5 2 I 6 1 1 10
10 I I 1 6 1 0 16
II 2 1 I 6 1 1 11
TOTAL: 5 137
The coefficient of correlation (Table 5) between different user variables and the
total number of problems in understanding intended meaning show a strong
influence of culture and language fluency on the understanding of intended
meaning (1M). Although the sample was small (22 participants), correlation
coefficients reveal some clear tendencies. For example, there is a negative
correlation between fluency and understanding intended meaning, i.e., the more
fluent in English the user, the less problems in understanding intended meaning
s/he had. This was quite predictable. In other words, the less knowledge a user has
of a particular linguistic context the more problems s/he will have understanding
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representations rooted in that context. Table 5 also shows a significant positive
correlation between culture and problems in understanding intended meaning, i.e.,
the tendency of group A (culturally-heterogeneous) to have more problems than
group B.
TABLE 5. CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS5o BETWEEN DIFFERENT USER VARIABLES
(EXPERTISE, GENDER, CULTURE. FLUENCY, AND AGE), SPECIFIC ROOT-CONTEXTS
(ESRC AND OCSRC), AND THE TOTAL OF PROBLEMS IN UNDERSTANDING INTENDED
MEANING; (INCLUDES BROWSER AND WEBSITE).
TOTAL EXPERTl. GENDER cULTURE FLUENCY AGE ESRC OCSRC
TOTAL 1.000 .141 .079 .529 -.556 .016 .731 .947
.265 .363 .006 .004 .471 .000 .000
EXPERTI. .141 1.000 .343 0419 -.314 .354 .127 .123
.265 .059 .026 .077 .053 .287 .293
GENDER .079 .343 1.000 .1)91 .069 .000 -.036 .119
.363 .059 .344 .:\SO .500 .436 .21)8
CULTURE .529 .419 .091 l.!)()() -.832 .641 .812 .302
.006 .026 .344 .000 .001 .000 .1)86
FLUENCY -.556 -.314 .069 -.832 1.000 -.505 -.749 -.366
.004 .077 .380 .IMM) .008 .f)(M) .047
AGE .016 .354 .(X)() .641 -.505 1.000 .256 -.099
.471 .053 .500 .oor .IM)8 .125 .330
ESRC .731 .127 -.036 .812 -.749 .256 I.om "+74
.eeo .287 .436 .f)()() .I)()() .125 .Ol3
OCSRC .947 .123 .119 .302 -.366 -.()91) .474 I.!~~)
.()()() .293 .298 .086 .047 .330 .013
In Figure 19 a clear decreasing tendency can be observed in the distribution of
problems in understanding intended meaning as English fluency increases. In
contrast, for example, Figure 20 shows no correlation between gender and
problems in understanding intended meaning.
50 Obtained using a multiple regression technique. Significance numbers are in bold.
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FIGURE 19. DISTRIBUTION OF PROBLEMS IN UNDERSTANDING INTENDED MEANING (1M)
WITH RELATION TO ENGLISH FLUENCY; (INCLUDES BROWSER AND WEBSITE).
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FIGURE 20. DISTRIBUTION OF PROBLEMS IN UNDERSTANDING INTENDED MEANING (1M)
WITH RELA nON TO GENDER; (INCLUDES BROWSER AND WEBSITE).
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We have repeatedly claimed in this thesis that culturally-determined usability
problems can mainly be characterised as problems in understanding
I
representations. From the correlation coefficients calculation we obtained the
contribution of each user variable to the total problem set in understanding
representations' intended meanings (Figure 21). As Figure 21 shows, expertise,
gender and age are slightly influencing the understanding of intended meaning.
This can be due to these variables determining the knowledge of specific root-
contexts, e.g., computer-specific root-contexts, gender-specific root-contexts or
Gender (1 :females, 2:males)
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age-specific root-contexts". However, the main factor determining the
understanding of representations is culture (including language). Although in the
MMA approach language is sub-sumed under the more general problem of
understanding representations, we examined culture and language separately for
the purpose of exposing how each of these variables influence on the
understanding of intended meaning", In this particular case it was also important
to make this distinction since, the language used in the system was not the native
language of the participants in group A. Hence, language fluency ratings
contributed to expose the representations pertaining to a widely-shared English
context and those pertaining to a more specific vocabulary. In addition, the
distinction between language and culture was necessary for comparing the
understanding of intended meaning between groups A and B.
FIGURE 21. CONTRIBUTION OF USER VARIABLES TO UNDERSTANDING INTENDED
MEANING; (INCLUDES BROWSER AND WEBSITE).
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In summary, problems in understanding the intended meaning of representations
were mainly influenced by culture and language.
51 These specific root-contexts can also be understood as culturally-determined if gender, age, race
or profession are seen as cultures that exist within larger cultures (del Galdo, 1996).
52 This is because although language problems are culturally-determined usability problems, not
every culturally-determined usability problem is linguistic.
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4.3.5 MMA ANALYSIS
As mentioned in Chapter Three, the purpose of the MMA analysis is to determine
the extent to which representation (R) meant (M) in the system context (C) for the
culturally-heterogeneous user group, and to assess if these culturally-diverse users
share the root-contexts (RCs) in which representations are based. Because the
MMA redesign stage was carried out considering solely the results of group A the
MMA analysis focuses mainly on this group's MMA evaluation. However, some
comparisons with group B' s results will be included to illustrate points. The
browser and the website will be analysed separately.
4.3.5.1 BROWSER
Table 6 shows all the representations that presented difficulties in understanding
in group A. The .evaluated representations which are not included in this list may
be defined as culturally-shared, because their intended meanings were well-
understood. The crosses in Table 6 indicate the participants' failures to understand
intended meaning. Because these problems were mainly linked with the
understanding of culturally-specific root-contexts (including English), percentage
numbers were taken as indicators of the specificity of each representation in the
interface context. In Table 7 we give an overall qualitative assessment of each of
the representations shown in Table 6. That is, a summary of the ways in which the
participants of group A interpreted the representations (see Appendix 8 for data
from group B).
TABLE 6. S PECIFICITI' OF REPRESENTATIONS IN GROUP A.
Representations Participants Total Specificity (%)
A B C D E F G H I J K
Horne x x x 3 27.2
Reload x x 2 18.1
What's new? x x x x x 5 45.4-
File x x 2 18.1
Cool x x x x x x x x 8 72.7
('?) in e-mail icon x x x x x 5 45.4-
Handbook x x x x x x 6 54.5
Net x x 2 18.1
Directory x x x x x x x x 8 72.2
Software x x x 3 27.2
Browser x x x x x x x x x x 10 90.9
Location x x 2 18.1
Upload x x x x x x x x x x 10 90.9
Setup x x 2 18.1
Stop x 1 9
Bookmarks x x x x 4 36.3
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Preferences x x x x 4 36.3
Toolbar x I 9
Encoding x x x x x x x x x 9 S1.S
Netscape x x x x 4 36.3
Galleria x x x x x x x x x x 10 90.9
White Pages x x x x x x x x S 72.7
News x x x x x x x x x 9 S1.S
Address Book x x 2 IS.1
History x x x x x x x 7 63.6
Frame x x x x x x x x x x 10 90.9
Source x x 2 18.1
Clear x I 9
Paste x 1 9
Copy x I 9
Info x I 9
Mail x I 9
Quit x I 9
Undo x 1 9
Load x 1 9
Window x 1 9
"Open button" icon x x x x x x x x x x 10 90.9
"Reload button" icon x x x 3 27.2
"Key" icon x x x x x x x x S 72.2
"Stop button" icon x x x 3 27.2
"Find button" icon x x x x x x 6 54.5
Images button icon x x x x x x x 7 63.6
TABLE 7. PARTICIPANTS' INTERPRETATIONS OF THE REPRESENTATIONS. SOME
FUNCTIONAL DEFINITIONS ARE INCLUDED IN ORDER TO CLARIFY THE
REPRESENTATIONS' INTENDED MEANINGS FOR THE READER. (Nil = NOT
INTERPRETED)
Representation Intended meaning Participant's Detinition
(R's 1M)
Home Point of departure. "Default page" (the latter
Metaphor of house or place interpretation implies that the
where one lives. function is partly understood, but
its representation is not).
Reload Load (charge) again "Re-start program" Because load
and start are generally used for
different purposes we considered
this interpretation as potentially
problematic.
What's New? What is Novel? (what websites) "News", "name of an anti virus
procrram" .
File Organised related material or "Window", "A Spanish program
items; Metaphor ofa box or named File maker"
folder for orcranisin.!!;documents.
What's Cool? What is Good? (what websites, "Cold", "odd", "up to date".
according to Netscape) "new", "What's wrong with the
procrram, if it has failed"
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Question mark in e-mail Icon: envelope and question mark Some users interpreted the
icon meaning "mail?" (the function is question mark as in the popular
opening Netscape's electronic- computer icon (or as in the
mail window) international icon that can be
found in airports) meaning
"help", understanding the whole
meaning of the representation as
"help to use e-mail" or "ask
I Questions to Netscaoe".
Handbook Manual "Notebook", "diarv"
Net "Web"I"Netscape" or Network Nil
Directory Listing; Metaphor of book listing "Directorate board", "who runs
names, addresses and telephones the Netscape company", "tree-
of individuals and companies. style structure sequence",
"dictionary", "a manual
providing directions on how to
use the system", "drive c:1 and
drive a:/" (as in PCs).
Software Applications, programs "Diskette", "hardware is the disk
and software is the mernorv",
Browser Tool to glance or leaf through "Catalogue"
(the WWW)
Location "Place" weboaze's URL address Nil
Upload Transfer "Send" "download".
Setup Arran ce Show
Stop Cease "Quit" Because quit and stop are
used for different purposes, we
determined that the target
meaning of this representation
was not being understood.
Bookmarks Selector or marker (of "Dictionary", "something
webpages); Metaphor of particular in a page", "Takes you
something used to mark a page in to where you were last time" (the
a book. latter definition is an aspect of
the actual function which the
participant may have constructed
from using the system and
without understanding the
reoresentation ).
Preferences Settings "Main Internet things", "personal
inclinations, favourites, study
inclinations"
Toolbar Available devices (Stripe of icons Nil
representing the program's main
devices)
Encoding The way something is coded "Put a code to protect" "security"
(character set encoding a "make private" "to make
document uses). something clear"
Netscape Name of the company which Nil
designed the evaluated browser
Galleria Showcase of Netscape customers "Art", "meeting point", "the
same as cool"
White Pages A metaphor of a Phone Book (the "Blank page" "New page",
function includes a directory to "Blank Document", "Form or
find the names and e-mail official report"
addresses of Internet users).
Netscape News Netscape's window of "News about Netscape".
"newszrouns"
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Address Book Metaphor of a book with "Phone Book"
addresses representing a window
with e-mail addresses (the
function = creating and
modifying files containing e-mail
addresses).
History Record (of visited websites). This representation was generally
interpreted as "the history of the
Internet, of Netscape or of the
Webpage" i.e., how it was born,
how it evolved, who created it,
etc. Also as the subject of History
e.g., past events of a country
Frame Section (some webpages are "Frame of a painting".
designed in various sections, or
internal windows).
Source Origin "Research source", "control
words"
Clear Erase "Finish"
Paste Stick Nil
Copy Reproduce Nil
Info Information Nil
Mail Send by mail, post. Nil
Quit Withdraw from Nil
Undo Cancel, annul "New document", "something to
be done".
Load Charge Search for a file, transfer from
one file to another.
Window Window frame metaphor (GUI "The name of a program".
frame-like structure)
Open button icon Icon: an arrow, a point and a Nil
computer keyboard representing
the opening of a "location" by
typing the address in the
keyboard.
Security icon Icon: broken-unbroken Key "Open", "close", "look further".
represenrinz security status
Find button icon Icon: a pair of binoculars "Two people shaking hands"
representing the discovery of a
word(s) within the current page.
Images button icon Icon: a circle, a square, an arrow, Nil
and a triangle representing "an
image".
ln the following pages we will explain in more detail some of these
interpretations. As we mentioned, the word "Cool" was quite difficult to
understa~d by the culturally-heterogeneous group. Although the word was
generally recognised, the participant's definitions were very diverse or uncertain.
and there were numerous difficulties in understanding the representation's
meaning in the interface context. However, not only the word was problematic,
but also the grammatical structure of the whole representation "What's Cool?
(Figure 22) i.e., the contraction "What's" and the question phrase. As we have
said, non-native English speakers can be expected to have more problems with
grammar, spelling, etc. The same problem was observed in the cases of the
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representation "What's new?" (Figure 22) which presented difficulties even
though every participant recognised the word "new", and of the e-mail icon
(Figure 23) which was hard to understand mainly because of the question mark
placed on one side of the envelope. Many participants, interpreted the question
mark as in the popular computer icon meaning "help" or as "questions/ask"
understanding the whole meaning of the representation as "help to use e-mail" or
as ..e-mail your questions to Netscape/ ask Netscape?",
FIGURE 22. DIRECTORY BUTTONS.
FIGURE 23. E-MAIL ICON.
It is interesting how "File", "Window" and "What's New?" (Figures 15, 18 and
22 respectively) were interpreted by the Spanish participants as the names of
computer programs. This is consistent with our analysis in Chapter Two about the
role that previous experience of other systems plays in the interpretation of
meaning in the context of a new interface. If a user does not understand the
context in which a metaphor is rooted, then s/he will construct a meaning based
on experience. This constructed-meaning may be inadequate and as a
consequence will affect every communication involving that representation. The
case of one of the Spanish participants not understanding the metaphor "Window"
(very similar to the one reported in Chapter Two) illustrates this point. For this
participant "Window(s)" is the name of a computer program, and lacks any
metaphorical meaning. Another example is from a Gibraltarian participant who
derived the meaning of "Directory" (Figure 17 and 22) as "drives a:/ and b:/"
from his experiences with PC's, without understanding its intended meaning.
The case of "Directory" was also quite interesting due to the variety of different
definitions that we obtained from the participants. Although in some cases the
word was not even recognised, generally speaking, we can say that this is a
representation which has many uses in many different contexts. Non-native
English speakers can. be expected to know less uses of the word, and therefore
have more problems deriving the correct meaning in the context of the interface.
53 In contrast. group B did not misunderstand the representation in that way.
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Nevertheless, even knowing all its possible uses, it is still difficult to grasp the
root-context of the representation in order to understand its intended meaning.
Some of the interpretations of "Directory" were: "a board of directors", "who runs
the Netscape company", "a tree-style structure sequence", "a telephone book". "a
dictionary", and "a manual providing directions on how to use the system".
A similar case was that of "History" (Figure 18) which has various uses in
different contexts. However, in this case the word was interpreted by almost every
participant in the same way i.e., as a historical record or chronicle instead of as an
information register. In this sense, we can say that the word "History" (R)
meaning "historical record or chronicle" (M) is rooted in a culturally-shared
context.
Although an equivalent of a bookmark can possibly be found in every culture, the
English word "Bookmark" can be defined as specific i.e., not part of a widely-
shared vocabulary. The majority of the cases where this representation was
problematic, were due to the word not being recognised. Only one participant
misinterpreted it as a dictionary and another constructed its meaning ("takes you
to where you were last time") presumably through his use of the function, but
without understanding the metaphor. However, the participants who recognised
the word had no problem understanding the metaphor, probably because its root-
context -e.g., that of reading books, etc.- is culturally-shared. Hence, the problem
in this case is that the word pertains to an English-specific root-context. A very
similar case was that of "Handbook" (Figure 22).
The intended meaning of the word "'Encoding" (Figure 24) was rooted in a very
specific computer context. However, this word was quite cross-cultural in another
sense. The majority of the participants interpreted it very consistently as a security
metaphor e.g., "Put a code to protect" "security" "make private". This means that
the root-context in which this representation means "security" (as well as the
existence of such a concept within the WWW) is shared among people from
diverse cultures.
III
FIGURE 24. OPTIONS MENU.
Options
General Preferences
Mail and News Preferences
Network Preferences
Security Preferences
Show Toolbar
Show Location
Show Directory Buttons
Auto Load Images
Document Encoding
Saue Options
We can observe a similar situation with the word "galleria" in "Nets cape
Galleria" (Figure 16). Interestingly. "galleria" is not an English word, and it was
recognised in the majority of the cases and interpreted mainly in the sense of "art"
and "museums". Hence, the context in which the intended meaning is rooted is
specific, but the context in which "Galleria" can stand for "art andlor museum" is
culturally shared.
The case of "frame" in "Reload Frame" (Figure 25) was problematic mainly
because the term stood for a very specific type of interface aspect. Frames were
relatively new in web pages at the time of the study and the majority of the
participants had never seen this type of structure (webpage's internal windows or
sections). Hence, they could not establish the metaphorical link and distinguish
this concept from that of "windows". In this sense, we can say that at the time, the
representation's meaning was embedded in a computer-specific root-context.
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FIGURE 25. VIEW MENU.
Reload
Reload Frame
Load Images
Document Source
Document Info
The case of "Netscape News" (Figure 18) presented difficulties mainly because of
two factors (1) the meaning of the word "news" as "newsgroups" is rooted in an
Internet-specific context, and (2) the phrase can be understood as "News about
Netscape". The latter could be a problem regardless of culture.
Non-linguistic representations were also analysed. For example, the
"broken/unbroken key" (Figure 26) icon was recognised as a key in almost every
case, yet it was generally misunderstood. It seems that the image of a "key" can
be easily taken as a metaphor for "open". This is not surprising, as according to
several international icons source books, key images are commonly used to
convey meanings both of "opening" and/or "starting" as well as of "securing" -
e.g., in car and locker rental icons in airports. Hence, in this case, both icon and
root-context are culturally shared, however, the representation's intended
meaning is difficult to grasp since it is hard to determine which of the alternatives
is its root-context.
FIGURE 26. SECURITY ICON.
"Images," "Open" and "Find" buttons (Figure 27) are three examples of
representations with confusing icons. These icons were difficult to recognise, and
interpret. For example, the "Find" icon (a pair of binoculars) was interpreted by
some participants as two persons shaking hands. However, the problems in these
cases seem to be linked to the icon's form, which affected the understanding of
intended meaning. Although the words below the icons helped participants to
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understand the meaning of the whole "button" representation, problems arose
because of variation in the recognition and interpretation of the icon.
FIGURE 27. BROWSER'S MAIN BUTIONS.
To conclude, the purpose of the MMA evaluation and analysis was to uncover
problems to be rectified in redesign and re-evaluated. Comparison of the results of
the initial system evaluation and the redesigned system evaluation will provide
support, or otherwise, for the MMA approach. For this purpose, a full evaluation
of the system was not necessary or practical. Instead, the evaluation and analysis
focused on the main functionality of the browser and was centred on the user-tool
interaction which was found to be' the main aspect affected by culturally-
determined usability problems in the MMA observations and the study described
in Chapter Two. However, other interactions, as well as other tool elements
involving representations, such as sound, colour, dialog boxes, and anything
conveying meaning, are likely to be subject to cultural variation and usability
problems, and in practice should be evaluated and analysed using the MMA
method.
4.3.5.2 THE WEBSITE
The MMA evaluation and analysis of the website was also centred on the user-
tool interaction. However, in order to analyse this interaction we divided it into
content (or media) and tool. This is because, it is the tool aspect of the website
which needs to be designed to accommodate cultural-heterogeneity, while the
content, to satisfy its purpose, might necessarily be designed in a culturally-
particular manner. It is expected that better understanding of the tool will also
help the user understand the content (even if it is culturally-particular). For
example, if the user has a clear way of establishing the context of the website then
the understanding of the content's meaning will become easier.
However, the tool aspect of "the Nemeton" website, was designed in a very
culturally-specific way. In other words, it was mainly created for the fans of the
"Shamen", Hence, the representations were expected to cause problems as their
meanings were rooted in the culturally-specific context of the band and its
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surrounding subculture. In this sense, the MMA analysis confirmed, that
knowledge of English alone does not guarantee the usability of a system. In a
similar way, as we have argued, variables such as age and gender did not
determine significantly the way the system was understood and used e.g., '·'being
young" did not assure the understanding of the pop-band' s website
representations (see Section 4.3.4).
In the following pages we discuss the main problems with these representations.
The website used very few similarity-based" metaphors to communicate its
functionality. The majority of representations were labels with the names of the
items they linked with; for example, "The End" (Figure 28) was the name of a
nightclub, the tag "The End" simply linked with a webpage about the nightclub.
In other words, they were associative metaphors", rather than similarity-based
metaphors. The latter was a factor which increased the cultural specificity of the
website. The representation "Axis Mutatis" (Figure 28) was used as a tag linking
with a page about the band's latest album (named "Axis Mutatis"). The context in
which the intended meaning of the representation is rooted was very specific, and
perhaps only clear to the fans of the band (not surprisingly, it was not understood
by any of the 22 participants). A similar case was that of "The Forum" (Figure 28)
a tag link to an interactive project involving a live presentation of the band in the
Internet (named "The Forum"). The word "forum" was not part of the vocabulary
of some participants, but that was not the only problem. Both groups had
difficulties understanding the intended meaning of the representation mainly
because it was rooted in the specific context of the band, and the metaphor was
not based on any similarity. The representation "The End" noted above, was
misinterpreted generally as an exit from the site (see Table 8).
FIGURE 28. THE WEBSITE'S MAIN ITEMS
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One of the similarity-based metaphors used in the website was "Nemeton Radio"
(Figure 28) a link with a webpage where the music of the band could be
downloaded and played. Although the word "radio" was recognised by every
54 With similarity-based metaphors we are referring to metaphors based in a similarity relation, for
example, the "trash can icon" is a computer metaphor based on a similarity link with a real world
rubbish bin.
55 A metaphor based on an imposed relation or a given association.
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participant, the intended meaning was not understood by the participants in group
A. The representation was interpreted literally in most of the cases, that is as a
link with a radio station. However, we can say that the representation "radio" is
rooted in culturally-shared context, and that the word is also cross-culturally
shared. Hence, the problem in this case seems to be linked with the word
"Nemeton" placed before "radio" which contributed to this misunderstanding
(some participants interpreted the whole representation as "a radio station named
Nemeton"). Also, .if a participant does not know the sound-transmission
possibilities of the WWW s/he will probably interpret the representation literally
e.g., as a radio station website, as a website about the history and invention of the
radio, etc. In addition, the "radio" metaphor can be ambiguous. In other words,
the representation can stand for different things in associated but different
contexts -e.g., as in portable radio, radio broadcast, telecommunications, radio
waves, walkie-talkies, radioactive, the distance around a point (in Spanish), a
chemical element, etc.- and this variety does not make it easy to understand and
learn the function.
In a similar way, the representation "Diary" (Figure 28) was easily recognised in
every case, however, its target meaning was not. "Diary" linked with the band's
upcoming performance dates, however, this meaning was misunderstood by the
participants in group A. It was commonly interpreted in the sense of a journal
recording one's day to day life experiences.
"Merchandise" (Figure 28) was very clear for the members of group B, not only
was it recognised in every case but its intended meaning was well-understood. In
contrast, the participants in group A had difficulties recognising the word and
hence, its intended meaning. Some of these participants recognised the word but
misinterpreted it because of their particular cultural background, for example, the
Turkish participant interpreted it as "the name of a pop-band in Turkey".
The words "feedback" and "infobase" (Figure 28) are two similar cases. The
intended meanings of both representations were understood by every participant
in group B, but were problematic for some of the participants in group A.
Although generally considered as specific jargon, the term "feedback" is widely
used with different meanings in a variety of contexts. Therefore the intended
meaning of the tag "Feedback" was commonly misunderstood in group A. The
problem with "Infobase" (which can also be considered as specific jargon) in
group A, was mainly one of word recognition i.e., it was not part of many of the
participants' vocabularies. One participant tried to derive its meaning from the
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words "information" and "basic" interpreting the term as "basic information"
rather than "information base".
On the other hand, the case of "Screensaver" (Figure 28) was problematic fO,rboth
groups, Since its target meaning is rooted in a computer-specific context, the
participants with less computer experience had to derive its meaning from the
words "screen" and "saver", interpreting it as "saves what is on the screen",
The MMA analysis Of the website is shown 'in Tables 8 and 9, Table 8 shows the
analysis of the specificity of representations, and Table 9 shows a summary of the
participants' interpretations in group A (see Appendix 9 for data from group B)
TABLE 8. SPECIFICITY OF REPRESENTATIONS IN GROUP A.
Representations Participants Total Specificity (%)
A B C D E F G H I J K
"Forum" x x x x x x x x x x x 11 100
"Diary" x x x x x x x x x 9 81.8
"Axis Mutatis" x x x x x x x x x x x 11 100
"The end" x x x x x x x x x x x 11 100
"Merchandise" x x x x x x 6 54.5
"Feedback" x x x x x 5 45.4
"Screensaver" x x x x 4 36.3
"Radio" x x x x x x x x x x 10 90.9
"Infobase" x x x x x x 6 54.5
"Nemeton" x x x x x x x x x x x 11 100
TABLE 9. PARTICIPANTS' INTERPRETATIONS OF THE WEBSITE REPRESENTATIONS
Representation Intended meaning Participants' definitions
(R's 1M)
"The Forum" An interactive project of the same Some of the participants'
name, involving a presentation of interpretations were accurate but
the band live in the Internet. in other contexts. In the context
of the interface they were
different to the target meaning:
"place or room for debating or
discussing", "square room in a
museum or a building",
"discussion groups",
"auditorium".
"Diary" Metaphor of book for recording "Notebook of memoirs",
appointments, etc. representing "journal", the word was
the band's upcoming understood as a record of past
presentations dates. events rather than of upcoming
events.
"Axis Mutatis" .Title of the band's latest album. Latin speech, of unknown
meaning or Latin for "change the
axis"
"The End" A nightclub called "The End" "Exit to the website", "go back",
"end of the session".
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"Merchandise" "Goods" (T-shirts and other "The name of a Turkish pop
"Shamen" goods, for sale). band", " Website about business
or advertisement"
"Feedback" Input. Term representing a link "A methodology", "a resume",
to "tea rooms", "visitor's book", "data recompilation",
"discussion groups", etc. "hornepage", "(sound) when you
place a microphone near a
speaker".
"Screensaver" "After dark" Meaning derived from the words
"screen" and "saver" interpreted
as a function to save what is on
the screen.
"Radio" Transmission of-the band's music It was interpreted literally, as a
(webpage where the music can be link to a radio station
downloaded and listened to).
"Infobase" Data base "Introduction", "basic
information"
4.3.6 MMA DESIGN
In the following Sections, we will describe a redesign exercise intended to
illustrate how the MMA analysis contributed to design decision-making.
Some of the representations that presented problems in the MMA analysis (those
with meanings not rooted in a shared-context) were selected to illustrate the
MMA design process. Since other tool aspects such as colour, sound, etc. were
not evaluated, they were not redesigned. It is important to note that the MMA
design decisions were taken purely on the basis of culturally-determined usability
problems, therefore the redesigned versions may present other kinds of usability
problems, but this is not an issue here. In an overall design process (Star Model)
these other problems would be regarded, and all aspects of usability would be
considered when making design decisions.
4.3.6.1 BROWSER
In the case of the browser, we decided to retain English which was not a major
problem, even for the less fluent English speakers, as the great majority of the
evaluated representations were understood by most participants. Also, English
was chosen because it has great intercultural reach, thus establishing a common
ground between users, which is an important requirement in systems intended to
be shared by culturally-diverse users. However, it is important to note that we are
not proposing English as "the universal language", and we are confident that
although a large number of people use this language in specific circumstances this
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does not mean that all other languages will be eradicated, or that interactions
between users should be entirely English-based. The aim of MMA is to analyse
the role of meaning in mediated action, and not to find a "universal language" that
can be used for any purpose and under any circumstances. In some situations the
use of English can be problematic (especially if the language isregarded as a
cultural threat by the members of the user group). However, in this particular
case, and because the Internet links people world-wide, we are assuming that the
user is, generally speaking, prepared to use a non-native language such as
English.
As argued at the beginning of this Chapter, we can define the WWW system user
group as being culturally-heterogeneous in the broadest level. Therefore, we
redesigned the Netscape browser with a heterogeneous user group in mind, whose
needs involve using functional and usable tools to communicate and interact with
people from diverse cultures, and to access a range of resources and services from
different parts of the world. Although it may be regarded as a contradiction that
the user is engaging with the culturally-particular within a universal frame this is
far from being the case, since as we have argued in Chapter One, the former does
not necessarily preclude the latter.
MMA design ideas were mainly based on the interpretations of the participants in
group A, together with a critical examination of the "specificity" of the
redesigned representations and of the contexts in which their target meanings
were rooted, i.e., the root-context of each redesigned representation was examined
in terms of its cross-cultural potential. The redesigned representations were then
MMA re-evaluated. The effectiveness of these improvements will be analysed in
the following Chapter.
As we said in the MMA analysis, the context in which the metaphor "Bookmarks"
is rooted is culturally-shared, however, the word is not part of a widely-shared
linguistic context i.e., in general, it is specific to non-native English speakers. The
"bookmarks" metaphor communicates very well the action of "leaving a mark in a
webpage to avoid having to look for it again", however, the word in English is not
easily recognised by non-native speakers and an icon will possibly be very
difficult to grasp. Therefore we considered that this function needed another
word. Figure 29 shows the word "Favourites" replacing that of "Bookmarks", and
"Add to List" replacing "Add Bookmark". It is a different concept from that
originally intended with "bookmarks", however, it could work as well to describe
the function. The purposes of marking a page in a book include (1) not having to
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look for the page again, and (2) some kind of interest in that particular page.
Hence, the intended meaning of "bookmarks" can be transposed as "the webpages
of interest to me" which is conveyed by "Favourites". We selected the
representation on the basis of (1) its potential to be cross-culturally shared; the
interpretation of the word "preferences" as "favourites" by some of the
participants in group A can be seen as an indicator of this potential (the target
meaning of "Preferences" was not grasped, but its interpretation as "favourites"
shows the existence of a similar concept which is shared); (2) the intended
meaning of "favourite" has ashared-root-context, i.e., because having preferences
is a universal human characteristic; and (3) the word is part of a more basic
English vocabulary i.e., it pertains to a shared linguistic root-context. The word
"list" was selected in a similar way. Generally speaking, the three points
described above were involved in the selection of all the new representations.
FIGURE 29. FAVOURITES MENU (REDESIGNED).
A similar case was that of the menu "Directory" which we replaced with "Index"
(Figures 29 and 30). Although we at first thought that the word "Index" could be
misunderstood, for example, with the way it is used in a stock market context, its
intended meaning (the word was originally used in the website) was recognised
and understood by all participants in the study, e.g., they generally understood the
concept as in the context of books (as a list of organised items). This is perhaps
because the context in which its intended meaning is rooted is more culturally-
shared than the stock market context or other specific contexts. Hence, according
to the items within this menu we re-define the target meaning as an
"organisational table" associated with the word "Index". The other use of the
word "Directory" in the browser was in "Internet Directory" and "Net Directory"
which was not taken into account, since "Internet Search" stands for the same
function. Moreover, the existence of different terms ("Index" and "Directory")
was also useful for the purpose of differentiating between the application's
directory ("Index") and the Internet's directory ("Net Directory" and "Internet
Search").
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"What's Cool?" and "What's New?" were both modified in their grammatical
structure as this was part of the problem that the participants had with the
representation. However, "Cool" is a very ill-defined concept, even ·if one
understands it is difficult to define, and the context in which it is rooted.is not
only culturally-specific but very ambiguous. Therefore, it is very difficult to find
an equivalent of the concept that can work for culturally-heterogeneous users.
Hence, the word and its intended meaning were modified but without disregarding
the actual purpose of the original representation. "What's Cool?" was replaced by
"Best Sites" (Figure 30). Although the words "cool" and "best" do not mean the
same, it can be said that "cool" is a way of expressing that something is good. We
chose this word because it is a commonly used word which is likely to be part of
the English vocabulary of non-native speakers. The form "Best" implies the
existence of some selective process , which communicates an aspect of the
function (links with a list of selected websites) that "cool" does not. The metaphor
"sites" was chosen because it seemed well-identified with Internet, as many
participants used it in their explanations. However, even if the metaphor is not
grasped, it can be easily deduced since the word is reasonably common in English
(even a pocket dictionary includes it). In addition, the context in which this
metaphor is rooted -e.g., tourism, etc.- is more generally shared and may offer
some improvement. Using the same rationale, "What's New?" was substituted by
"New Sites" (Figure 30).
FIGURE 30. BROWSER'S DIRECTORY BUTTONS (REDESIGNED).
On the other hand, we decided to replace the word "Handbook" with the word
"Help" (Figure 30). This decision was taken on the basis of the e-mail icon
interpretation by the participants in group A (see Section 4.3.5.1) in which the
question mark appeared as a culturally-shared metaphor for "help", and at the
same time "help" appeared as a shared representation to convey the meaning of
"assistance", or "guidance", which is exactly the purpose of a handbook. Also, the
word "help" seems to be more common in the vocabulary of non-native English
speakers than "handbook". To avoid confusions with "About the Internet", the
word "Net" (only 18.1% specific according to MMA analysis) was added
expecting that it would convey the meaning of "help to use Netscape".
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After analysing the way the "key" icon was interpreted, we decided that a more
shareable metaphor for "security" was a lock. Also, this metaphor communicates
better the idea of "locked/unlocked", which is an important aspect of the function
to communicate. Therefore we designed a new icon representing a lock (Figure
31). Because the object is very common in any culture, and is used for very
similar purposes, we were reasonably confident that the context in which a lock
represents the idea of security is widely shared, and at the same time that the
relation between representation, meaning and context was less confusing.
FIGURE 31. SECURITY ICON (REDESIGNED).
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The case of the e-mail icon was relatively simple, because the main problem with
this representation was an unwanted connotation from the question mark near the
envelope, influencing the overall interpretation of the representation. Since
removing the question mark did not much affect the intended meaning of this
representation, and the envelope icon was generally understood as "e-mail", we
decided simply to take it out (Figure 32).
FIGURE 32. E-MAIL ICON (REDESIGNED).
The word "Browser" was replaced by a metaphor used in the name of the product
"Navigator" (Figure 33) as in "Netscape Navigator". This metaphor also appeared
to be well-identified with the Internet. On the other hand, it is based on a more
common word than "Browser" (therefore the metaphor can be more easily
derived), and its metaphorical sense is rooted in a culturally-shared context (that
of navigation). Nevertheless, we observed a common misunderstanding with this
item ("New Web Browser") which is not cultural. This is that the function is
confused with the loading of the application, instead of the opening of a new
window for the purpose of browsing or navigating. Hence, the redesigned
representation may also produce this problem. However, as we have explained,
other aspects of the system were not tested, and this problem appears to be related
to the understanding of the window-style structure (regardless of culture). In an
overall design process using the Star Model, this problem could be analysed and
tackled aloqg with other usability issues involving representations.
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FIGURE 33. FILE MENU (REDESIGNED).
The representation "Netscape News" was replaced by "Discussion Groups"
(Figure 34). According to MMA analysis, the computer-specific representation
"news " and "newsgroups" was not cross-culturally shared. However, the
existence of such a concept in the context of the Internet was not that alien for the
heterogeneous participants. When analysing the representation "the Forum" in the
website, the existence of such a concept in the participants' knowledge became
clear (some of the participants misinterpreted it as a metaphor for discussion
groups). Hence, the representation was modified to communicate the function in
that way. Even if the concept is unfamiliar for some users, the function may be
easier to understand and learn with these words. The word Netscape was
eliminated, since as the newsgroups application was Netscape's, it was not
considered relevant to understanding the representation and the function, and
moreover, as we explained in the MMA analysis, it was a cause of
misinterpretations.
New Nauigator
New Mail Message
Mail Document .
Open location .
Open File ...
Close
Saue As .
Get File .
Page Setup ...
Print ...
Quit
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FIGURE 34. WINDOW MENU (REDESIGNED).
Window
The replacement of "Internet White Pages" with "People Search" (Figure 35) was
based mainly on its original purpose (a directory to find the names and e-mail
addresses of Internet users). As in other cases the words "People" and "Search"
were chosen because they are part of a linguistic context which is very possibly
shared between people of diverse cultures, native or non-native English speakers.
Later in the study, Netscape came out with a new version including the
replacement of "White Pages" in a very similar way.
t-r-iau
Discussion Groups
Address Bool<
Fauourites
History
FIGURE 35. INDEX MENU (REDESIGNED).
Netscape Home
New Sites
Best Sites
Netscape Galleria
I nternet Directory
I nternet Search
People Search
About the Internet
4.3.6.2 WEBSITE
As we have argued, the website was originally designed for an homogeneous user
group involving the fans of the pop-music band and familiar with a specific
subculture. However, the website's "Visitor's Book" shows various comments
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from culturally-diverse people. Hence, the user group is indeed culturally-
heterogeneous. The website, however, was designed without taking into account
any cultural factors. It can be argued that the common interest for this type of
music is precisely a cultural feature, and that therefore the website takes into
account the needs of a target subculture. We partly agree, because this 'cultural
specificity' is based on some common interest shared by people from different
cultures. However, although people from different cultures may be linked by a
common interest, they may not understand many representations in the same way.
For instance, a large number of people world-wide may like the same song or type
of music but this does not make them culturally-homogeneous. As mentioned
earlier, the designer should consider these common interests, needs, or aims in
order to define the user group, but should focus mainly on how the group
understands representations when assessing the system's cultural usability.
The website is perhaps the best example of the co-existence of the universal and
the specific (see Chapter One). It involves specific information (as specific as a
page containing a person's CV or photograph) placed in a global context. In the
website, the universal is not opposed by the specific, instead they are integrated.
However, as discussed in Chapter Two, it is mainly in the user-tool interaction
that culturally-determined usability problems occur. We have argued that it is the
tool aspects of the website which primarily need to be shared, leaving the content
as the particular. Although in some cases the content might be seen as the tool, it
is important that the designer learns to discriminate between what needs to be
shared and what should remain specific .
.In this way, we decided to redesign the tool-representations in the website (those
representations which help the manipulation or use of information), leaving the
representations in the content exhibiting their cultural specificity or identity,
aiming to help users understand those aspects which are not culturally-shared.
This approach is very different from Culturalisation in which the "culturally-
neutral" elements of a system are isolated from the "culturally-dependent" ones.
From the analysis in Chapter Two we concluded that any aspect involving
representations can be culturally-dependent. What we are saying here is that some
culturally-dependent aspects (representations) are culturally shared, and some are
not, and that the need to ad~pt those that are not shared should not be assumed
automatically, since as in the case of the website's content, this specificity may be
desirable.
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Overall, the representations were replaced with words which could be more easily
recognised and which are used in a more widely-shared linguistic context. For
example, the word "Infobase" was replaced by "Information" (Figure 36), and the
word "Diary" was replaced by "Concerts" (Figure 36), acknowledging the
purpose of the original representation. Although the word "gigs" can be more
expected in that context, we decided that it was not sufficiently cross-culturally
shared, and would probably not work for that purpose. However, this word is used
within the "content" of the website and it was not replaced there, because as we
have argued, it is the tool aspects which can better work as cross-cultural links,
leaving the content culturally-particular.
FIGURE 36. WEBSITE'S MAIN ITEMS (REDESIGNED).
The representations "Axis Mutatis" "Radio Nemeton" and "The Forum" were
replaced by "New CD" "Listen" and "Projects" (Figure 36), since we thought that
these words pertain to a more widely-shared linguistic context and could
communicate the functions cross-culturally. In Culturalisation, the abbreviation
"CD" (Compact Disc) would probably be avoided (a common advice is to avoid
abbreviations). However, we decided that it is a term shared world-wide and that
given the context of pop-music (which is also widely shared) could work very
well. Finally the representation "The End" was replaced by the word
"Nightclubs", again reflecting on its purpose. This word may also be seen as
specific, however, we expected this to be understood, since it is commonly used
in shared contexts e.g. world-tourism, etc.
4.4 CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this Chapter was mainly to illustrate how the MMA approach
works in practice by applying it to some aspects of the system.
MMA observations led to the detection of problems with the way representations
mediated the actions of the user. The majority of these problems emerged in the
user-tool interaction. Hence, MMA evaluation focused on these problems. For the
purpose of the study a prototype involving the main functionality of the system
was produced, and its representations were evaluated in terms of their mediational
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properties using two groups of eleven participants, one being culturally-
heterogeneous and the other culturally-homogeneous. The comparison between
these two groups helped to confirm that the method was effective in identifying
problematic representations due to cultural factors affecting understandability
rather than culturally-independent usability or user factors. This comparative
analysis also showed that if a word is not recognised, then a language-based
metaphor will not be understood. It can be expected that non-native English
speakers will have more problems recognising linguistic representations and that
this will have an impact on understanding this kind of metaphor. However, this
does not mean that non-native speakers will have a problem with every
representation in a non-native language.
In addition, different user variables were analysed in order to examine their
influence on the understanding of intended meaning. Correlation between these
variables (age, expertise, language fluency, gender and culture) and the number of
problems occurring in understanding intended meaning revealed the central role
of culture (including language) on these occurrences.
On the other hand, the MMA analysis helped to determine the cause of problems
in understanding a representation's intended meaning. The detected
representations were problematic mainly because (I) they pertain to an English-
specific root-context, i.e., to a vocabulary not accessible to non-native English
speakers e.g., the case of "browser"; and (2) the understanding of intended
meaning is subject to knowledge of other culturally-specific root-contexts, e.g.,
the words "white" and "pages" were widely shared by the participants, but the
metaphor "White Pages" was not understood since it is embedded in an
American-specific root-context.
The MMA analysis of the system among the culturally-heterogeneous users was
used to aid the MMA redesign process. Having decided that "the user" of both
systems (web browser and website) should be defined as culturally-
heterogeneous, the homogeneous group was not taken into account at this stage.
Design decisions were based on identified shared and specific contexts, as well as
on a critical assessment of the cross-cultural potential of the redesigned
representations
In the next Chapter we will describe the results of the MMA evaluation and
analysis of the redesigned representations conducted to establish whether
improvements in usability were obtained.
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CHAPTER FIVE; MMAEVALUATION AND
ANAL YSIS OF THE REDESIGNED
REPRESENTATIONS
5.1 INTRODUCTION
In this Chapter we will describe the results of the MMA evaluation and analysis
of the redesigned representations (MMA evaluation 2 and analysis 2). MMA
evaluation 2 was carried out with the same kind of prototype used in the MMA
evaluation of the original representations, but including the new representations,
and with the same culturally-heterogeneous user group. A comparison between
the original representations and the redesigned versions was conducted in order to
assess any improvements gained through the MMA approach. The MMA analyses
of both the original and the redesigned interfaces were used in this comparison. In
addition, a questionnaire was applied to examine the participants' attitudes to the
understandability of the original and redesigned interfaces (the participants were
asked which interface they found easiest to understand).
We conclude with a critical assessment of the MMA approach, describing the
useful insights gained during the redesign process, and making some suggestions
for improving the approach.
5.2 MMA EVALUATION OF THE REDESIGNED
REPRESENTATIONS
The redesigned representations (see Chapter Four) were subjected to MMA
evaluation, which was carried out a few minutes after the MMA evaluation of the
original representations with the same culturally-diverse eleven participants
(group A). This was possible because at the. time of the study (MMA evaluation
and MMA evaluation 2), the representations were already redesigned according to
a previous pilot MMA evaluation carried out with a different sample". A
prototype (see Appendix 10) of the same form as that used in the MMA
evaluation of the original representations was used to ensure that the new
representations were tested under conditions comparable to those in which the
56 The results of this pilot evaluation were then confirmed by the MMA evaluation reported in
Chapter Four.
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original versions were tested, enabling the results of both evaluations to be
compared.
The same interview record format was used to assess the understandability of the
representations' intended meanings. The participants' responses were audio-
recorded. The results were then subjected to MMA analysis, which was then
compared to the MMA analysis of the original representations in order to measure
any improvements in the understanding of intended meaning.
5.3 MMA ANALYSIS OF THE REDESIGNED
REPRESENTATIONS
The MMA analysis described in the following pages will include a comparison
between the original and the redesigned representations", This comparison helped
to assess the overall improvement in understanding of intended meaning. The
results of a questionnaire designed to record the participants' opinion on the
clarity of the original and redesigned interfaces will also be reported (see
Appendix 6). As in Chapter Four, we will discuss the browser representations
separately from those of the website.
5.3.1 BROWSER
An overall improvement in the understanding of intended meaning can be
observed in Figure 37. Figure 38 shows the number of problems in understanding
intended meaning determined by non-linguistic root-contexts, e.g., an American-
specific root-context. Figure 39 shows the number of problems in the
understanding of intended meaning determined by linguistic-specific root-
contexts, i.e., failures in understanding words or other linguistic representations.
Table 10 indicates the 'specificity' of the original representations and Table 11
the 'specificity' of their new versions.
57Thecomparison included only the original versions of those representations redesigned
(illustrated in Chapter 4).
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FIGURE 37. NUMBER OF PROBLEMS IN UNDERSTANDING INTENDED MEANL~G (BROWSER).
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FIGURE 38. NUMB ER OF PROBLEMS IN UNDERSTANDING INTENDED MEANING
DETERMINED BY NON-LINGUISTIC ROOT-CONTEXTS (BROWSER).
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FIGURE 39. NUMBER OF PROBLEMS IN UNDERSTANDING INTENDED MEANING
DETERMINED BY LINGUISTIC ROOT-CONTEXTS (BROWSER).
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TABLE 10. SPECIFICITY OF EACH OF THE ORIGINAL REPRESENTA nONS.
Representations Participants Total Specificity (%)
A B C D E F G H I J K
1 "Bookmarks" x x x x 4 3'6.3
2 "Add Bookmark" x x x x 4 36.3
3 "What's New?" x x x x x 5 45.4
4 "What's Cool?" x x x x x x x x 8 72.7
5 "Handbook" x x x x x x 6 54.5
6 "Directory" x x x x x x x x 8 72.2
7 "Browser" x x x x x x x x x x 10 90.9
8 "White Pages" x x x x x x x x 8 72.7
9 "Key" icon x x x x x x x x 8 72.2
10 "E-mail" icon x x x x x 5 45.4
11 "Netscaoe News" x x x x x x x x x 9 81.8
TABLE 11. SPECIFICITY OF EACH OF THE NEW REPRESENT AnONS.
Representations Participants Total Specificity (%)
A B C D E F G H I J K
1 "Favourites" x x 2 18.1
2 "Add to List" x 1 9.0
3 "New Sites" x 1 9.0
4 "Best Sites" x 1 9.0
5 "Net Help" 0 0
6 "Index" 0 0
7 "Navigator" x x x x x 5 45.5
8 "People Search" 0 ()
9 "Padlock" icon x x 2 18.1
10 "E-mail" icon 0 0
II "Discussion Groups" 0 0
As it can be observed, there is a considerable decrease in both the overall number
of problems and the number of problems with each representation. The word
"Net" was again not understood on some occasions, however, this did not have an
effect on the overall understanding of the "Net Help" button. The word "Sites"
was not understood by participants F and G, and in the case of the former, this
affected the overall understanding of the "New, Sites" and "Best Sites" buttons. In
the case of the "Navigator" metaphor, although the word was understood by all
participants the metaphor (its intended meaning as "browser") was not understood
by five of the participants. However, it still shows some improvement from its
original version (its specificity decreasing from 90.9 to 45.4%). Each of the other
words was recognised and its intended meaning understood.
The results of the questionnaire were also positive. The great majority of the
participants found the redesigned representations easier to understand, while two
participants found the original interface easier and one thought that there was no
difference between them.
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5.3.2 WEBSITE
As in the case of the browser, there was an overall reduction in the number of
problems in understanding intended meaning. However, in this case, the
reductions were more dramatic than in the browser as it can be observed in
Figures 40, 41 and 42. For example, all of the words were understood, even by the
participants less fluent in English. Problems in -enderstanding the intended
meaning of the redesigned representations were minimal; only three participants
failed to understand two of the representations ("Nightclubs" and "Projects").
Respectively, tables 12 and 13 show the specificity of the original representations
and of their new versions. Comparison of these two tables reveals a dramatic
decrease in the specificity of each representation. For example, "Axis Mutatis"
was rated as being 100% specific according to MMA analysis, whereas its
redesigned version "New CD" was rated 0% specific in MMA analysis 2.
FIGURE 40. NUMBER OF PROBLEMS IN UNDERSTANDING INTENDED MEANING (WEBSITE).
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FIGURE 41. NUMBER OF PROBLEMS IN UNDERSTANDING INTENDED MEANING
DETERMINED BY NON-LINGUISTIC ROOT-CONTEXTS (WEBSITI).
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FIGURE 42. NUMBER OF PROBLEMS IN UNDERSTANDING INTENDED MEANING
DETERMINED BY LINGUISTIC ROOT-CONTEXTS (WEBSITE).
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TABLE 12. SPECIFICITY OF EACH OF THE ORIGINAL REPRESENTATIONS.
Representations Participants Total Specificity
(%)
A B C D E F G H I J K
1 "Diarv" x x x x x x x x x 9 S1.S
2 "Infobase" x x x x x x 6 54,S
3 "Axis Mutatis" x x x x x x x x x x x 11 100
4 "Forum" x x x x x x x x x x x II 100
5 "The end" x x x x x x x x x x x II 100
6 "Nemeton Radio" x x x x x x x x x x 10 90.9
TABLE 13. SPECIFICITY OF EACH OF THE NEW REPRESENTATIONS.
Representations Participants Total Specificity
(%)
A B C D E F G H I J K
I "Concerts" 0 0
2 "Information" 0 0
3 "New CD" 0 0
4 "Proiects" x x 2 IS.I
5 "Nightclubs" x I 9.0
6 "Listen" 0 0
The questionnaire also shows the dramatic, improvement of the redesigned
version. as the majority of the participants found it the easiest to understand. Only
one participant found both interfaces to be equally understandable.
As the same participants undertook both evaluations it might be argued that the
results are explained by learning. However, it is unlikely that the results could be
explained by a learning effect. Firstly, the second MMA evaluation was
conducted immediately after the first evaluation, therefore there would have been
no opportunity for participants to gain experience of Netscape and the Nemeton
website. Secondly, the participants were never told the actual functions of the
representations that were problematic, nor could they interact with the system.
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Instead, they were only confronted with the representations intended meanings (or
with what the representations depicted) when necessary. For example, they were
told the meaning of the word "Bookmarks", i.e., "things to separate a page on a
book", but not the function it represents. Therefore, the redesigned version's
intended meaning, i.e., "Favourites" target meaning "preferred", is different even
though both versions represent the same operation. Hence, the participants'
deduction of a redesigned representation's target meaning from the knowledge of
a function or from a different representation's meaning is unlikely. Moreover, the
order in which the representations were tested was not the same in MMA
evaluations I and 2. Hence, we do not believe that learning was a significant
factor in the results. Nevertheless, we do recommend (see Section 5.4.1) the
future use of different samples for MMA evaluation and re-evaluation to avoid the
possibility of learning effects.
It can also be argued that the observed improvements were influenced by the
possibility of participants being more relaxed during the second MMA evaluation
and therefore more responsive to the evaluator's questions. Since the
representations tested at the beginning of MMA evaluation I were generally
understood we do not believe that this represents a significant problem. Moreover,
we would argue that although participants might have been more relaxed during
the second evaluation they were also likely to be more tired and therefore less
enthusiastic about answering the evaluator's questions, thereby recording
additional failures to understand the intended meaning of the re-designed
representations.
Finally, the results of the questionnaire measuring the participants' opinions about
the understandability of the original and re-designed interfaces may also be
disputed, as the users could have assumed or guessed that the re-designed
interface was supposed to be better. Nevertheless, the questionnaire data is only
used to complement the results of the comparison between MMA evaluation I
and 2 which clearly shows that the re-designed representations were better
understood by the participants.
5.4 A CRITICAL ASSESSMENT OF THE MMA
APPROACH
Although the entire system was not evaluated and the number of participants who
collaborated in this particular redesign project was small, some clear
improvements were observed.
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The main advantages obtained from using the MMA approach are that:
1.- It provides a method for resolving culturally-determined usability problems
when designing shared-systems for culturally-diverse users, thus including rather
than excluding potential users.
2.- It is an approach which focuses specifically on the point where culturally-
determined usability problems primarily occur i.e., in representations, and in
particular whether their intended meaning is understood.
3.- It provides a single yet widely applicable framework for dealing with
culturally-determined usability problems.
4.- It uncovers the particular culturally-determined usability problems affecting
each specific design case. (In contrast, Culturalisation provides general guidance
on common problematic areas or advice which cannot be applied in many design
contexts).
5.- It relieves the designer of the task of consulting and assessing Culturalisation
guidelines and does not require specialised expertise, other than having a clear
understanding of the concepts described in this thesis, i.e., shared and specific
root-contexts, representations, and intended meaning or meaning in context.
Other more general advantages of the MMA approach are that it can be used
along with a general HCI approach, such as the Star Model, to ensure that
culturally-determined usability problems are addressed within the more general
framework of HCI. Furthermore, in comparison to Culturalisation it is very cost
effective as, for example, MMA does not require extensive study of "target-
cultures", or the production of several culturally-adapted versions of an interface.
MMA has proved to be an effective alternative to Culturalisation, helping the
author, as designer, to deal with cultural heterogeneity in shared-system design.
However, this methodological framework needs to be applied to design the
representations involved in other system interactions -e.g., the user-environment
interaction- and tested in other design situations (including the design of single-
user systems). These areas may benefit from further research. MMA may also be
applicable in the design of.single-user systems, because as we have argued in
Chapters One and Two, the main culturally-determined usability problems that
occur with computer systems (single or shared) converge on the understanding of
representations. Hence, as MMA focuses specifically on representations it may
also provide help for international interface designers in a less transient and more
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effective way than Culturalisation guidelines. In single-user systems design for a
given "culture" the user group may be more culturally-homogeneous although
generally alien to the designer. Hence, usability problems produced by the
designer's misinterpretations of the "target-culture" are likely (even if the system
is translated and adapted to that "target-culture"). Many users around the world
prefer to use original software versions (not withstanding that these versions use,
for instance, an alien language) as culturalised versions are often poorly adapted
or translated. For .example, we observed some possible culturally-determined
usability problems in the culturalised versions of Netscape. The Netscape browser
was originally designed for an American audience. However, it has already been
translated into several languages. These new versions illustrate some of the
I
limitations of systems designed using Culturalisation guidelines. The new
versions are basically the same as the original, apart from the fact that all the
English words have been translated into different languages. The system does not
appear to be originally intended for Culturalisation as many of the changes
produced by the translations (word length, etc.) were not contemplated -e.g., some
words are too large to fit in their original space. A general guideline in
Culturalisation is always to design with the possibility of internationalising in
mind. However, this is problematic as, for example, it is difficult to foresee the
cultural reach of an application.
Fundamentally, the Culturalisation of the Netscape interfaces shows some of the
problems that we have examined repeatedly in this thesis. For example, the
representation "Bookmarks" was translated in Spanish as "Marcador" and
"Undo" as "Deshacer". However, in Mexican Spanish, the first word means
"score" (as in a match's score) and the second means "destroy". These possible
culturally-determined usability problems can be detected and tackled if we focus
on how meaning mediates action, instead of focusing on the language the user
speaks. This is because the analysis of meaning in mediated action involves all
forms of representation used in the system (including linguistic representations) as
well as the user's interpretation of these representations; whereas a focus on
language alone for translation purposes does not involve analysing the way in
which representations in general will mediate the user's actions. We are not
saying that single-user systems should not be translated at all, but instead, that in
order to improve usability the designer needs to understand how the meaning of
every representation intended to be used in the system, including linguistic
representations, mediate the users' actions. We argue that, fundamentally, it is
during the mediational process that culturally-determined usability problems will
occur. Hence, MMA can help designers to understand how their representations
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will mediate the users' actions and to uncover culturally-determined usability
problems, even when the system has been translated or adapted to the target-
culture's language or distinctive features.
In the following pages we will elucidate some insights gained with this particular
redesigned project and 'discuss some recommendations for using the MMA
approach.
5.4.1 RECOMMENDATIONS
1.- As mentioned earlier, the MMA approach does not require the designer to
become an expert on linguistic or cultural issues. However, it is important in
applying MMA evaluation and analysis to learn to distinguish between the
knowledge of a root-context being shared and the sharing of the root-context
itself, since it is the former which counts for designing shared-systems. It does
not matter whether a context is not shared between cultures if culturally-different
users share knowledge of that context. For instance, different cultures have
different traditions, however, if users share knowledge of "the other's" traditions,
a shared root-context is possible
2.-ln the same way, it is important to discriminate between a representation's
function and its intended meaning (1M) when evaluating the user group, otherwise
a confused and inaccurate assessment of the user's understanding of the
representations may result. For example, the designer should assess whether the
intended meaning of "Stop", Le., "to cease", is understood, instead of assessing
whether the user understands the nature of the actual operation represented by the
"Stop button" -i.e., that the loading of a webpage will be terminated.
3.-We do not recommend the use of an interactive prototype for MMA evaluation,
,
because when evaluating intended meaning (1M) it is important to minimise
learning through the experience of use, e.g., trial and error. However, in the MMA
observation stage the contrary is the case. It is recommended that users are
observed interacting with the system to identify the areas where representations
fail to mediate actions effectively.
4.- Different user samples should be used for the MMA observation and the
MMA evaluation to avoid any possible learning through experience of use.
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5.- Following redesign, a subsequent MMA observation could be also considered
when evaluating redesigned versions, as it can provide a more complete
understanding of how these redesigned representations mediate the users actions,
e.g., it can provide insights into how the users exploit the detection of a shared-
context in deriving meaning of representations embedded in the same root-
context.
6.- Language support during the MMA stages might be a good idea to consider in
some cases. Ideally, the person examining the interface and the user should
communicate in the same language, but a language mediator might be required if
the latter is not possible. This can be seen as a problem as the approach is partly
based on the user's interpretation of a representation's meaning, so meaning is
both what is analysed and a tool for this analysis. However, as argued in Chapter
Two, interaction -in this case between designer, mediator and user- gives the
possibility of a "negotiation" of meaning. Cross-cultural misunderstandings might
be impossible to avoid, however, these can be reduced or ameliorated, especially
when addressed as an interactive process of negotiating meaning rather than as a
mere translation process.
5.5 CONCLUSIONS
Using the MMA approach, a significant improvement on the WWW system's
usability was achieved. Tested by a culturally-heterogeneous user group the
MMA redesigned representations were more easily identified and understood ..In
addition, the majority of users perceived these representations as clearer.' This
improvement cannot be attributed to a learning process since the MMA
evaluations of the original and the redesigned representations were carried out
within minutes of each other. Hence, the participants did not have the opportunity
of learning from using the systems. Moreover, the users were never confronted
with the actual function of a representation (only, when necessary, with its
intended meaning or the object depicted). Hence, the likelihood of the participant
learning a redesigned representation's target meaning from a different
representation's meaning or from the knowledge of the represented function is
remote. For example, if a user did not recognise a "stop sign" icon s/he was
confronted with the "stop sign's" intended meaning (traffic sign, etc.) not with the
computer icon's function (stop loading). Hence, a redesigned icon, e.g., a hand
icon, representing the same function has a different intended meaning.
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In conclusion, the MMA approach has some important advantages over
Culturalisation:
• It is an approach centred on designing shared-systems for culturally-diverse
users based on inclusion and not on the differentiation between and segmentation
of users.
• It focuses on the understanding of representations, where, as we have argued,
the majority of culturally-determined usability problems occur.
• MMA is a single framework applicable to a wide range of design cases
involving culturally-diverse user groups.
• It is integrated into a more general HCI approach i.e., the Star Model.
• The use of MMA does not require any specialist knowledge of linguistics or
culture and is cost effective, because, among other things, it does not require the
production of several versions of the same system.
In addition, although MMA was planned for designing shared-systems, it may
also be useful for designing single-user systems, as the usability problems
occurring there appear to be also mainly determined by the understandability of
representations (see Chapter One).
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CONCLUSIONS
Summarising, in Chapter One, we argued that there is a lack of HCI methods
specifically designed to assist shared-systems designers dealing with culturally-
heterogeneous user groups. We then elucidated why Culturalisation is inadequate
to produce shared-systems for culturally-diverse user groups. In Chapter Two, a
study designed to uncover the causes of culturally-determined usability problems,
led us to conclude that these problems converge in the understanding of
representations the intended meanings of which are embedded in culturally-
specific root-contexts. In Chapter Three we elucidated an HCI design approach
called Meaning in Mediated Action (MMA) designed to evaluate how the
representations involved in a shared-system mediate the actions of a culturally-
diverse user group and to determine whether the root-contexts of these
representations are shared. In Chapter Four, MMA was applied to redesign the
representations of a WWW system, to illustrate the design process. Finally, in
Chapter Five, we evaluated the MMA approach by comparing the
understandability of the original representations to the understandability of their
redesigned versions.
The design of interculturally shared-systems presents special problems for
designers as these systems require the integration of culturally-diverse users to
facilitate interaction, collaboration, and communication. Hence, approaches that
rely on user differentiation and segmentation such as Culturalisation, are
inappropriate in these cases.
Fundamentally, the design of shared-systems involves two important issues: (1)
the usability problem: This is centred on how the system's representations
mediate the actions of the culturally-diverse u~ers. Problems in understanding are
primarily caused by the existence of representational differences between
cultures. (2) The design problem; The existence of representational differences
affecting the usability of computer systems prompts designers to focus on how to
communicate the system's tools, tasks and functions to culturally-diverse
individuals.
Hence, to address the design question and tackle the usability problem in shared-
systems design it is necessary to evaluate the user's understanding of a
representation's meaning in the system context, and to determine whether
culturally-diverse users share the context in which a representation's meaning is
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rooted. In this manner the designer will be able to communicate effectively the
system's functionality to the culturally-different users. The MMA approach was
designed specifically to achieve these aims. Using meaning (the user's definition
of representations) as an analytical tool the MMA approach can help the designer
to understand how the user interactions (user-tool, user-environment, user-user,
and user-task) are mediated by representations, and how they relate to the
individual sociocultural setting (Wertsch, 1991).
MMA is integrated into the design stage of a more general HCI approach (the Star
Model), providing complementary support for designers who are dealing with
culturally-heterogeneous users. Nevertheless, MMA can input relevant insights
into all the stages of the overall HCI design process.
The MMA methodological framework consists of four phases: (I) an observation
of the user interacting with the system focusing on how effectively
representations mediate actions, (2) an evaluation of the meanings (Ms) of
representations (Rs) in the system context (C), (3) an analysis of this data to
devise a foundation for design, and (3) the design of representations based on
identified shared root-contexts.
To illustrate this process MMA was used to redesign a WWW system intended
for a culturally-heterogeneous user group. The majority of problems detected
during the MMA observation occurred in the user-tool interaction. Therefore, the
MMA evaluation covered mainly this interaction. Additionally, we evaluated two
user groups (a culturally-heterogeneous and a culturally-homogeneous one) for
the purpose of confirming that understandability problems in linguistic
representations were not wholly due to other factors such as poor contrast or poor
design. The culturally-homogeneous user group identified the majority of the
representations in tht;ir native language, and this confirmed that the
understandability problems that the members, of the other user group had with
these representations were not significantly influenced by factors other than
culture.
In the redesign project we also analysed the influence of several user variables,
such as age and expertise, on the understanding of intended meaning. The
coefficient of correlation between these variables and the number of problems that
occur in understanding intended meaning, showed that culture and language are
the variables most tightly related with these occurrences. We also established the
strong relation that exists between the knowledge of a language and the
understanding of language-based metaphors. For example, if a word (R) in a
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particular language is not understood, then its new meaning (M) in the system
context (C) will hardly be grasped. It may be anticipated that the users with the
less knowledge of a particular linguistic context, i.e., the non-native speakers of a
particular language, will fail more frequently to understand some language-based
metaphors. However, it should not be assumed that they will have a problem with
every representation in the non-native language. Instead they will have problems
with specific representations (specific in relation to the user group, e.g., some
terms can be specific for a particular culturally-diverse user group, while the same
terms can be shared by a different culturally-diverse user group, for example, a
culturally-diverse group of mathematicians will find specific some terms used by
a culturally-diverse group of human-rights activists and vice versa). MMA will
help the designer to understand exactly which representations are specific to each
particular culturally-heterogeneous user group.
The MMA analysis confirmed that the main cause for understandability problems
with the original WWW system's representations was that the contexts in which
the representations' meanings were rooted were culturally-specific i.e., not part of
the culturally-diverse users' knowledge. This includes those instances where the
user did not understand a word due to herlhis lack of knowledge of the language
(RC) in which the word was rooted. To address these problems, the MMA design
stage focused on redesigning representations by defining intended meanings on
the basis of shared root-contexts (identified culturally-specific root-contexts were
avoided). This stage also involved a critical assessment of the potential of the
redesigned representations' target meanings to mediate the culturally-
heterogeneous users' actions.
The redesigned representations were then MMA evaluated to compare the results
of both evaluations (the MMA evaluation of the original representations and the
MMA evaluation of the redesigned versions) and to assess the benefits gained in
the understandability of the representations by using MMA. This comparison
showed a significant improvement in both the browser and the website, in
particular the latter. Users judged the redesigned representation in both cases to be
generally easier to identify and understand.
Interculturally shared-systems are becoming ever more popular around the world
and yet there are very few ways of dealing with the culturally-determined
usability problems that can occur when using them. MMA is a first attempt to
address these problems in an integrated manner. Further research concerning this
approach may include its possible applicability to design single-user systems. As
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argued earlier these systems are mainly designed by using Culturalisation
guidelines which have several important limitations and disadvantages. MMA
was originally intended for designing shared-systems, however, since the
culturally-determined usability problems occurring in single-user systems .are also
characterised by the understandability of representations, MMA may be adapted
to tackle these problems.
Hence, our future research plans include investigating the viability of MMA to
design single-user· systems, and applying the method to design other types of
shared-systems intended for other culturally-diverse user groups in order to
improve its methodological framework. The latter includes an analysis of user-
environment interaction aspects, particularly when culturally-diverse users are
situated in very different cultural environments.
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GLOSSARY
AMERICANISA TION: Also called "Macdonaldisation"; refers to the process by
which cultures are "forced" to give up to their identities by buying and using
American products
ASSOCIATIVE METAPHOR: A metaphor based on an imposed relation or a
given association ..
ASYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATION: Communication in a different
space/time. According to Scrivener et al (1993b) it implies that team members are
not in continuous real-time communication and are not aware of each other's
activities".
BREAKDOWN: Winograd & Flores (1988) define a breakdown as a situation "in
which the recognition that something is missing leads to unconcealing some
aspect of the network of tools that we are engaged in using".
BREAKDOWN ANALYSIS: Method for evaluating CSCW systems based on
identifying breakdowns, developed by Urquijo, Scrivener, and Palmen (1993).
CHAUFFEURED PROTOTYPE: Prototyping technique in which the user
observes while other person drives the system (Preece, 1994).
CONTEXT: "concept network" conceptual system, or concept realm.
CULTURALISA TION: Term referring to the internationalise-localise process
(Bourges & Scrivener, 1996).
CULTURALLY-SPECIFIC: Not shared by culturally-diverse users.
CULTURALLY-DETERMINED USABILITY PROBLEM:_'Cultural'
Breakdown.
DES IGN: According to Winograd and Flores (1988) "the interaction between
understanding and creation".
ENGLISH-SPECIFIC ROOT -CONTEXT An specific linguistic source-context
e.g., Australian English. a vocabulary not available to non-native English
speakers, etc.
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GLOBALISA TION: According to Robertson (1992) "the compression of the
world and the intensification of consciousness of the world as a whole".
GROUPW ARE: Software designed to be shared by a particular group of users.
HORIZONT AL PROTOTYPE: A prototype involving only the main functionality
of a system (Preece, 1994).
INTENDED MEANING: The meaning the designer intends to communicate with
a particular representation; A representation's meaning in the system context; A
representation's target meaning.
INTERNATIONALISATION: Tuthill (1993), defines internationalisation as "a
way of designing and producing software that can be easily adapted to local
markets".
INTERNET: World-Wide computer network.
LANGUAGE-BASED METAPHORS: Non-iconic metaphors; metaphors in the
form of words or other linguistic representations.
LINGUISTIC ROOT-CONTEXT Source concept network determined
exclusively by language.
LOCALISATION: Tuthill (1993), describes localisation as the way of adapting
software "for specific. languages or regions, called locales ".
MULTILOCALISA TION: A variation of localisation which refers to the
incorporation of several cultural adaptations in a single interface.
MULTI-USER APPLICATIONS: Applications designed to be used and shared by
multiple users.
PROTOCOL: According to Hazemi and Macaulay (1996), a "mutually
understood/agreed upon way of doing something".
REPRESENTA TION: Any aspect of a system designed or intended to convey
meamng.
ROOT-CONTEXT: Source concept network or conceptual system.
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SHARED-SYSTEMS: General concept used in this thesis to refer to several terms
such as groupware, multi-user applications, the Internet, CSCW and CSC
systems.
SHARED ROOT-CONTEXT: Source concept network or conceptual system
shared by culturally-diverse users.
SIMILARITY -BASED METAPHOR: Metaphor based in a similarity relation.
SYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATION: Communication in the same
space/time. According to Scrivener et at (1993b) "in the same space time" implies
simultaneity, this is that the team members are "in continuous real-time
communication and are aware of the other's activities".
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX 1: BREAKDOWN ANALYSIS
Breakdown Analysis
Experiment: Session 1 Date: July 1995
Time Part. Occurrence Code Notes
00:19 R: Que significa Nemeton's lC* Nemeton and Shamen are culturally-
Interactive? (What is Nemeton's specific terms.
Interactive?) Nemeton's is a
program?
00:46 R: Yes, what is the Shamen?(for
herselt)
1:06 R Participant does not distinguish 2* The links were underlined and had a
between a link and normal text different colour from the rest of the text.
The mouse arrow changes also into a
pointing hand where there is a link.
01:11 R Opens "Welcome" 2 Technical problem.
and it links to "404 URL Not
found".
R: I am going to press Welcome to
Nerneton, for see in ... She doesn't understand what
01:37 R: Not found? 2C* the .," URL .. means. (the use of
abbreviations is usually regarded as a
potential cause for culturally-
determined usability problems)
01:47 R Repeats previous step. 2*
R: Welcome to Nemeton (click,
click) Nemeton told me not
found ...(to examiner)
2:23 R Participant tries opening a link 2* She tries opening the subtitle "About
where there is none. Shamen", Apparently she didn't
R: About the Shamen, I am going to understand the indexical structure of the
chose about the Shamen ...for page.
know what its the Shamen, if it is
there the information.
2:35 R Repeats previous step 2*
R: It doesn't work! (after a lot of
clicks)
6:30 R She had problems using the form 2*
in "Visitor's book". She put her
name in the name box and when
she tried to go to the message box
she stroke the return key instead
of using the mouse, therefore the
message was accidentally sent.
06:42 E: You didn't post the message
R: oh mierda (oh shit)
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8:24 R Another problem posting 2C* She clicked on Reload because part of
messages to the Visitor's book: lC* the initial instructions that we gave
Participant wrote all the message, were to click Reload on the Visitor's
but she didn't went down the book after sending a message in order to
page to the Send button. She see it on the screen. However, she does
didn't know that "send" was not understand the meaning of the word
there, so instead of using the "reload" due to lack of knowledge of
scroll bar down she clicks on English.
Reload.
8:54 R Participant goes back looking for 2C* (again: she doesn't understand the
hermessage (still doesn't know meaning of reload)
that the message was lost because
she clicked Reload before
sending it)
R: Now I have to reload.
R: I have to wait (for the answer)
8:57 R Participant tries going forward, 2C* Evaluator shows participant that "send"
still looking for message. and "reset" are in the bottom of the
page.
E: I think you didn't send the She doesn't understand the form format
message, you have to send it first. '" for sending messages, and she believes
R: I put reload, that "reload" means to send a message.
E: Yeah but you have to send it first,
R: Now I have to write again,
E: Go backwards, and go down, you
see those buttons,
R: Yes send and reset send( clicks)
E: Yes but you don't have a
message there.,
R: Mierda, aver. otra vez (Shit,
let's see, once more)
10:30 R She sends message and a 2C* The evaluator explains that she has to
webpage with the sentence reload. However, instead of going back
"Message has been posted" to the Visitor's book and reload there,
appears. She asks what to do in she reloads the current page. She
order to see her message. doesn't understand the meaning of the
word "posted".
10:37 R It appears on screen the dialog 2C* She doesn't know what to do. Evaluator
box "Do you want to re-post gives the instruction of not re-posting
message?" as a result of the the message but to go back to Visitor's
previous reload. book and click Reload there. (linguistic
issue, due to difficulties in
E: ....Then you have to reload. understanding the meaning of the words
R (computer beeps) involved in this task)
E: No, go back and reload ...
R: Reload? no ... ,
E: ...and you'll be able to see your
message.
11:11 R Participant double-click's back, 2
so she goes out of the "Nemeton"
server.
11:30 R Participant clicks again in 2C* As mentioned earlier, the use of
"Welcome" with the previous abbreviations is usually regarded as a
result: 404 URL Not found. potential cause for culturally-
determined usability problems. The
participant did not understand the
meaning of "404 URL" as it is rooted in
a computer-specific context.
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II :38 R: What is the Shamen? (for herselt) lC* When explaining the task the evaluatorR: Is like a directory or a network? explained what "the Shamen" was,
however, the fact that she didn't spokeR: I don't know the technical name, English very fluently could affected her
I am not sure. understanding of the evaluator's
instructions.
11:41 R Participant double-click's back, 2* She doesn't understand why the Back
so she goes out of the server button takes her to another page
again. different from the previous pac-e.
12:31 R Participant tries opening a link 2*
where there is none ("About the
Shamen" again)
16:25 R Participant double-click's back, 2*
so she goes out of the server
l:lgain.
18:10 R She uses the scroll-bars inversely. 2C* Although this only happened once it
She wants to go down but press caught our attention. We asked
the up arrow. afterwards if she understood the
window metaphor. Apparently she does
not see windows as such but pages (this
might be because windows are not
supposed to be movable, they are static
holes in the wall, while pages are
movable objects on a desktop). This
could explain why in order to seethe
bottom of the "page" she needed to pull
it up. This could also be a linguistic
issue due to her not understanding
either the word "windows" in English
or the metaphor. If she doesn't
understand entirely the word in English
(or its metaphoric possibilities)she
probably derived its meaning directly
from the Microsoft application of the
same name (which she normally uses
according to our interview). Therefore,
for her, Windows in a computing
context may only mean "a type of
computer system", and not have its
metaphorical sense.
20:38 R Too many backs take her out of 2 This happened because she double
the server again, she now knows clicks on buttons and because the
that going forward takes her into system takes some time to load the
the server, but again too many pages.
forwards put her into the original
point.
21:46 R Participant tries opening a link 2*
(Merchandise)where there is
none
22:50 R: You can't put delete which is a 2C* She explains that she would have liked
problem, to delete all the words that she does not
E: Why do you think so, understand.
R: Because if you don't understand
some words_y_oucan_Q_utdelete.
24:55 R Participant double-click's back, 2*
so she goes out of the server
a_gain.
30:42 R Participant double-click' s back, 2* She is very frustrated with this.
so she goes out of the server
30:43 R: again. Quickly I have not to 3 She's feeling time pressure.
much time!
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32:49 R Participant tries to post a message 2C* Evaluator explains how to send
but clicks in reload instead of messages. Same problem caused by the
send confussion of English words.
32:53 R: Reload? lC* Evaluator explains again' how to see the
E: No you have to reload the same messages that have been posted. The
page not this one. lack of knowledge of the terms affects
R: Then he didn't received it, her understanding of the task.
E: No, he did receive it because it (She doesn't understand the meaning of
says here that it has been posted "reload" and the meaning of "message
has been posted")
34:58 R: I don't understand too much lC* The 'context' of the website is not well-
about music. known for her and this has an effect on
her task performance.
35:50 R: I don't know what wrappings 2C* Problem understanding the intended
mean meaning of the word, due to lack of
knowledge of English.
C*16
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Breakdown Analysis
Experiment: Session 2 Date: July 1995
Time Part. Occurrence Code Notes
01:25 T Click in Net search and then in 1* The user seems to be looking for some
Handbook without waiting. This 2* help to accomplish the task. However,
takes him out of the Nemeton he did not seem to understand that the
server. answers to the quiz were within the site
that we showed to him. Probably
- because he does not distinguish what
part of the interface is "the site" and
what part is the browser although the
evaluator explained it.
01:56 T Click in Net search and in Net 2 The pages load so slowly that the user
Directory without waiting. does not realise the effect of pressing
the button.
03:53 T Click in Net search and in News 2* He now seems to be lost. It also seems
groups, click in Find that he doesn't distinguish between
what is the "site" and what is the
browser, and that he doesn't understand
the structure of the WWW.
03:55 T Netscape unable to locate the 2 The server didn't have a DNS entry.
server News groups. Technical problem.
04:02 T Click in find, writes: Shamen 2* He confuses the functions of "Search"
He confuses the functions of 1* and "Find". He wants to look for
"Search" and "Find". information related to this topic, but he
uses Find which function is to search
only within the current webpage.
It seems as if he is not distinguishing
between what functions of the browser
will have an effect on the webpage e.g.,
Find, and which functions are part of
the general structure of the WWW e.g.,
Search. This causes difficulties to
complete the task.
04:21 T He seems lost. Clicks in 2*
Handbook and immediately in
Find.
04:30 T Clicks Open, and then when the 2* He seems to be "trying" every button to
dialog box "open location" find his way.
appears he clicks on cancel.
04:42 He seems lost. Clicks back 2* He seems to be trying to find his way by
04:56 T Clicks in Net directory clicking on topics that could lead him to
05:18 Clicks find again music.
05:29 Clicks in link "Society and
.q't-;,
culture"
06:42 Clicks on cultures
06:50 Clicks Back
06:55 Clicks Back again
07:01 Clicks "Entertainment"
07:34 Clicks Back
08:10 Clicks "Entertainment"
08:20 Clicks Back
08:27 Clicks "Society/cultures"
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08:30 E: Hello, how are you?
08:32 T: Ahh, I am looking for music
but...
08:50 E: Do you want me to get you back 1* Evaluator helps him to return to the
to the server that has the Nemeton server. He does not
information? (the quiz 2* understand the structure of the system
information) and therefore is unable to understand
08:53 T: A step backwards? the task.
08:59 E: No, back to the server that was in
the first page, that was the server
that has the information.
09:01 T: But I can't find the information
there ...
09:14 E: So, you have to use this one (this 1* Evaluator uses Go from menu bar to go
server). to the Nemeton's server.
09:39 E: We perhaps can make a Technical problem. Evaluator tries a
09:50 connection with your partner, 2 connection with Telnet that fails.
let's try ... Participant resumes work on 11:20.
10:28 E: Apparently he is not there, let me
see ...
10:42 Beep computer (connection
refused)
13:30 2 Evaluator tries a connection with Telnet
again but fails.
16:59 He uses Find to search for the 2*
keyword "company". The word
was not found but he uses the
button again in the same page to
find the same word.
18:20 E: Don't worry if you cannot find 3 He seems to feel pressure with the
those questions, they are no easy presence of the evaluator and the time
to find, so don't worry. constraint.
T: No, it is not easy.
24:53 T: What's a montage? 2C* He did not understand the intended
E: It's a collage IC* meaning of the term "montage"(its
T: Oh, like the group? (group meaning is rooted in a culturally-
meaning band) specific context). The word was part of
E: No, like they put different things the quiz questions and also a website
together, it's used in art. link important for completing the task
T: OK, I have to find what this (the use of jargon or culturally-specific
montage is, what kind of terms such as "montage" is regarded as
montage is. a potential cause for culturally-
determined usability problems).
29:55 T He doesn't understand some of 2C* (In "Shamen Bibliography")
the jargon used in the site's links.
C*3
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Breakdown Analy'~is
Experiment: Session 3 Date: July 1995
Time Part, Occurrence Code Notes
00:06 J: "Nothing to say" What is that 2* Using the visitor's book he only put his
mean? "Nothing to say" name, but did not fill in the message
00:11 E: Because you didn't write any box and then press return, so a webpage
message. with the question "Nothing to say?"
00:17 J: OK, I have to use the mouse to appeared.
get a message, so right I so back ..
01:40 J: So, when do I write this? To ask 1*
him (his partner)? When do I
type ... Do I ask him?
E: As you wish, think of you as a
team.
02:11 J: Where do I look? I don't know 2*
where, I'll ask him (his team-
mate).
02:15 J He is looking for the message he 1* He didn't understood evaluator's
just sent. He doesn't find it and re instructions of reloading Visitor's book
sends it: to see message.
02:22 J: Where do I suppose to see my 1* He is in the "Message has been posted"
previous message? webpage.
E: Have you sent it?
J: Yes I've sent it
02:46 E: Go back ... reload.
J: Ahh, OK after reload
E: So, there is your message you can
see it.
02:50 J: Hello there, may have questions 2* Visitor's book shows the message
for your, OK? posted twice.
M: OK. 1*
J: Hello there, may have questions
for your, OK?
03:36 J: How do you spell answer? lC* The user has difficulties writing in
E: ..."w-e-r". English. This has an impact on the task
and makes it difficult for J's team mate
to understand what he intends to
communicate.
05:39 E: Can you tell us what you are
doing?
J: I am waiting his answer, do I 4.6
have to reload to get his answer? 1*
E: Yeah, he hasn't answer yet.
05:59 J: Where do I find answer (to quiz)?
From this screen? no ... 2*
E: You _goback perhaps ...?
11:48 J: Where is (the link to) the 2*
Visitor's book?
E: It is in that page.
J: In this page?
12:44 J He gets lost looking for the 2*
Visitor's book.
17:06 J: I never heard of the Shamen 1*
myself, to be honest... What's the
first number 1 of the Shamen? It
doesn't say ...
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19:42 J: I have to reload to get his 1* Checking if he understood the
message, yeah? instructions with the evaluator.
E: Yeah, but I don't know if he is
answering immediately?
22:10 J: If the dialogue in another
window, it would be much 2
easier ... you have to wait answer,
and you waste your time waiting 4.6
for answer.
27:20 J: Why it keeps beeping, it's not 2* He uses the Find button to look for a
- found? word several times. When the function
can't find the keyword it just beeps. The
user might thought that something was
wrong with this function because there
was no dialog box to tell him that the
word was not found and instead it kept
beeping.
C*l
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Breakdown Analysis
Experiment: Session 4 Date: July 1995
Time Part. Occurrence Code Notes
00:55 W Clicks in Net directory and gets 2* The user starts by pressing this button
out of the server. without knowing that this action will
take her out of the server into the main
Internet directory. She probably does
not distinguish between server and
browser and believes that this button
will take her to a "Shamen" directory
She also seems to have problems
1* understanding the evaluator's task
instructions because of this.
1:18 Wizard has connected. 2 Technical problem: interference in
Wizard goes south. communication. This makes difficult
Wizard has arrived. the understanding of who is talking to
Wizard goes west. whom, and breaks the whole dialog.
M: "w, I am M we have the same
questions I think, any
suggestions" 2 Technical problem. Computer "echo"
You say, "w, I am M we have makes it complicated to understand who
the same questions I think, any says what. Evaluator had to explain to
suggestions T'" W.
W: yellow Guest says, "is wizard
"M, no, not yet, still reading what (These problems are not coded as
about you?" arising from understanding, although
M: "I am about to start, should we they clearly affect it.)
divide the questions?'
You say, "I am about to start,
should we divide the questions?"
02:19 W: He is here, he is M , so he hasn't 2 This misunderstanding caused by the
sent the "wizard" one? interference makes difficult the
E: No, no, that is someone (else) in communication.
the system.
03:12 W She still is in the Net directory 2* She still is looking outside the server.
05:03 W Clicks on "Table of contents". 2* She still is looking outside the server.
However, she realises soon that this is
not the way and returns then to
Nerneton's page without help or any
problem.
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14:00 Wizard has arri ved. 2 Interference on communication.
Wizard goes south.
W: Where has the wizard arrived?
E: Don't pay attention to the wizard
W: What about question 5, that one
has to arrive, JA
16:02 M: "I'm having problems with q5" 1*
You say, "I'm having problems
with q5""
W: yellow Guest says, "what about 4.4 She hasn't noticed that the team mate
Q5-"snap .....browsing the has just asked her about question 5.
directory for an
artist...helpppp"
M: "I read you loud and clear, same
W: yellow Guest says, "Manu last 4.5 Lack of coordination in communication
artist on the album covers was (she interrupts her partner's sentence)
Me Company don't know the
artists I'm still looking"
M: "I read you loud and clear, same 4.3C* "I read you loud and clear ..." was
situation here, red alert, roger" supposed to be a humorous line sent by
You say, "I read you loud and the team-mate (M). However, W.
clear, same "I read you loud and didn't understand it. (Humour is
clear, same situation here, red regarded as a culturally-determined
alert, roger" usability issue in earlier studies)
2 Computer "echo" makes it difficult to
read communication.
C* 1
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Breakdown Analysis
Experiment: Session 5 Date: July 1995
Time Part. Occurrence Code Notes
01:04 M: How are you there? 4.1C* The partner's sentence is insufficient to
S: I don't understand that understand what he intends (that he is
referring to the task). However, this
mainly seems to be a linguistic issue,
because if the participants were native
English speakers, they would probably
have cleared the misunderstanding.
02:02 S: Is very difficult for me ... 2C* Difficulty in understanding the meaning
lC* of some English words (regarding the
02:04 E: Don't worry if you cannot answer task, the website and the browser) due
it is OK to lack of English fluency.
02:10 S: I cannot finish today
02:24 S: ASAP, As Soon As Possible
(referring to the team partner; S
has just sent him a message
asking for help)
07:30 S Mouse denotes desperation. 2C* The screen-recording suggest that he
lC* doesn't know where to click, and starts
wondering around the interface in quick
movements (as if he's changing his
mind rapidly). It seems that he doesn't
understand the meaning of some
English words.
08:40 M: How are you? (referring to the 4.4 S didn't notice M messages after a
task) while.
M: Are you still there?
M: Hello? 4.6 S. hasn't answer M.
09:12 E: He (the team-mate) says "are you
still there?"
09:16 S: I got a flu. Sorry I am very very 4.3C* This is the response S gives to "How
busy. are you?" and M didn't understand it.
S: This is no use for me? I cannot
understand it (everything in
between laughs)
S: I got the flu
E: What do you mean flu
S: Flu, flu, cof, cof
13:20 S: Oh, this experiment is not good lC* The task stresses him a bit because he
for my health (laughing). has difficulties understanding the
13:30 E: Is not good for ... meaning of several words in English.
13:34 S He clicks in "Sound sample" However, he takes it with philosophy
13:36 S: Not good for my mental health and laughs.
(laughing)
14:09 S: Music! Excellent music! (the 2C* He doesn't know how to stop the Sound
application Sound Machine application although it has a visible stop
loads) button.
Mouse denotes desperation again.
14:28 S: Excuse me, how to stop? How to Presumably he does not understand the
stop? . written word "stop", i.e., the characters.
14:38 S: Good music, but...
15:40 E: Let me ...so that you can still talk 2 Evaluator helps him to turn off Sound
with him. M.
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15:57 S: Why?, why?, why? 2C* Stressed because he finds it difficult to
16:28 S: This is giving to me heart understand the meaning of many
pressure English words (mainly from the
website)
18:00 S He goes into presentation page
and goes out via: "click here" he
stays doing nothing for a while, 2*
returns to principal page, Clicks
back and goes to presentation.
oase azain
18:24 M: Do you have everything He doesn't regard the task as team
S: Yes, Thank you for your help. 1* work. He doesn't tell his team mate
Please teach me other when he finds an answer and appears to
answers! !!!!!! see him as a sort of instructor.
19:58 S Goes out of the server 2*
21:02 s: Why? Something it may be 4.3* S received a quiz answer from M that
wrong. (communication) doesn't matches his own.
21:15 S Circles an image with the mouse He is surprised to find Chinese
repeatedly (a Chinese characters characters in that context. He wants to
in an album cover). 2C* understand why they are there (their
21:17 S: Chinese character! 1C* intended meaning). This distracts him
22:58 S: Why do they use Chinese from the main task.
characters?
C* 11
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APPENDIX 2: INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPTIONS
FIRST INTERVIEW (SPANISH PARTICIPANT R)
Interviewer: What problems did you have communicating with your partner?
Participant R: I think the language only.
I: The language ...
R: If I do know why properly, I can communicate with him. He answer me and I ask question him.
It was quickly no?
I: So, technically it is'OK?
R: Yes, I think.
I: What would you suggest to overcome this problem of communication?
R: Overcome?
I: Yes to ... sobrepasarlo, solucionarlo.
R: Which problem? With my partner?
I: Yes, the communication problem.
R: I must learn more English (laugh)
I: Learn more English?
R: Yes (laughs).
I: Please, specify to me the difficulties that you have found while using the Nemeton server.
R: The Nemeton server...
I: Yes, for example I noticed that you were clicking here a lot of times.
R: Yes, because, once when I was using the Internet sometimes I try press one of these (pointing at
the links) and they told me like, "Unlocated"? and after I press the button of this main title and it
began to work. I don't know why but that happened.
I: And what other problem did you have, specifically in this server?
R: I think the main problem I didn't understand at the beginning what was the meaning of the
Nemetons ... what kind of program was or what the use for, no?
I: And do you know why you didn't understand?
R:Mmm ...
I: Do you have any idea, or reason (why)?
R: I think I began to t1y with my imagination thinking about I was (describing circles with the
hand in the screen) like something about music, only by the questionnaire I think.
I: OK, what do you suggest to make it better? To overcome these difficulties that you had?
R: Nemeton? I think I press at the beginning (she goes to the top of the web page) about the
program, and what comes, and what is that for, and there were no there, no? Welcome to
Nemeton, and you press here (on the word "Nerneton"). Here (now she clicks on "Welcome", this
word is a link) I think in a problem has to be an introduction (on the screen: 404 URL not found)
you know?
I: An introduction of what?
R: Of the program, what (is) about.
I: What it means ... I am going to return (interviewer is referring to returning to the Nemeton
homepage). If you could design yourself this server, the Nemeton server, what would you change?
you can say ...
R: The colour, I can say (laughs).
I: The colour?
R: The design, you mean the server ...
I: Everything from the colour to the structure of the ...
R: Anyway in only half an hour I didn't have enough time to realise about all the points but I think
it has a good frame, schedule? Frame.
I: But what would you change?
R: What I was speaking before, about an introduction, no?
I: OK, Would you change any other thing about the aspect, of the appearance of the (going down
on the web page) ...
R: Make (it) more attractive with another symbol or something.
I: It is not attractive to you.
R: No, is not.
I: What would you think is the reason for that?
R: The colour, not only the colour I mean (going back to the top of the page) I am speaking about
like the logo, and the symbol, you know? (Nemeton's logo).
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I: What is the Nemeton all about?
R: Now I think is... I am not sure ... is a program for these people, the Shamen, a band or a group of
music, I do not know.
I: Tell me about...
R: But I realise really late, at the end, at the end.
I: Now, tell me about the icons and the buttons and the functions of Netscape, the browser, you
found them, easy?
R: They are clear, I mean I don't understand all of them, what is for, you know?
I: What are the ones you don't understand?
R: I understand this one and this one ("Back" and "Forward") and I think "Home" is for to go to
the beginning, the beginning.
I: The beginning of what?
R: The Netscape. -
I: The beginning of Netscape.
R: Yes, "Reload" you explain me it (was) about for communicating with my partner, and I send a
message and after I have to put, but I really don't know exactly clear what it means till I practice a
little bit more, I think. "Image" yes, "Open" as well. "Find" find I think is for find something like
a search or something. "Stop" is for stop our communication.
I: Stop our communication. What do you mean?
R: 1mean, while they are transferring you (pointing to the bottom of the page) and you stop and
(it) says: stop transferring. "What is new?", "What's cool?" (after a pause) not too much.
"Handbook" is like a guide I think. " Net search" is like a red de busqueda (search network) "Net
Directory" as well, about directories. And "News groups" about the news of the world in groups,
or not?
I: About the news of the world?
R: And about news or magazines, newspapers, but the problem ...
I: For example, I am sorry you were going to say something ...
R: 1really didn't practice too much and 1think understand about the meaning of the language, the
English, because I didn't realise about el alcance (the reach), sabes?
I: The reach ...
R: How can I use better or only a little bit.
I: Why do you think that is, because of your experience?
R: Because I always make a relation between this program with another information program or
something like that.
I: What other information program?
R: How would 1 say ... a ver (lets see) like, 1 can ... they have a lot of tools but 1can't see because 1
don't know all the tools, todas las herramientas (all the tools) like in another program that
happened to me, for example in a Word Perfect for Windows or another one.
I: Is the same problem?
R: Yes, I think maybe 1didn't realise what means Internet, 1 think so.
I: And for example these other functions (pointing at them, "File, Edit, Go, Bookmarks") you
didn't use them. You didn't have to, but...
R: I use "Help" but I never understand in any complete because it looks for me, more than help is
(laughs) I do not know the word.
I: Makes it worst?
R: Yes (laughs) makes it worst, because it makes me run all the time ...
I: It makes you .... ?
R: Run, run, me equivoca sabes? (it makes me go wrong)
I: Wrong.
R: Yes, wrong and then I perfect practice and to be a little use and at the end I think I can find
something ... "File" is for getting to the Netscape, "Go" is the same (opens the menu) like back and
forward, I didn't use too much because you see that one (the buttons). I am not used to use that
part of the computer.
I: Do you know what "Bookmarks" are?
R: (She opens the menu) I really don't know. I think you can find something about these (pointing
at the bookmarks).
I: You understand the "Options" arid..
R: Put the "Options" again ... no idea
I: "Directory" do you understand what it's for?
R: (Reading from the screen) "What's new?" ... is the same, no? (pointing to the buttons).
I: It's the same as the buttons.
R: Yes the buttons, for you is more easy to use that? it depends, no?
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I: Yes, If you have to say a percentage of how much you understand all the functions, and all the
buttons of the system, you can say that you, for example, you understand like "something percent"
what would you ...
R: Something percent...
I: No, I mean something percent...
R: Que tanto por ciento (What percentage).
I: Yes,
R: Percent enough to find something, if I find it, but is like 40%
I: You think you understand 40% of the ... OK? Now, what do you like about Netscape?
R: You can find something interesting about another cultures like cooking, news from other
cultures, information ...
I: Ah, but you are talking about the Internet...
R: Yes, ab but you asked ...?
I: Yes, I am talking about this application, this package (pointing at Netscape) What do you like
about it? Do you think is a good way to get the information you need?
R: I think is all right because I don't know another use for ...
I: You don't know another browser.
R: No, I only learn a little bit from this program.
I: And what did you dislike?
R: It so slow (laughs).
I: Slow, OK. Any other thing you disliked?
R: So slow and not too much information yet.
I: But I am not talking about Internet...
R: Oh, yes, sorry. Anything else ... I don't know if in "Help" ... I think they can explain you all the
(pointing at the menu bar).
I: But you never use (the menu bar).
R: I use once or two and it wasn't useful
I: So you think is not easy to understand the help and the tutorials. Why do you think is difficult?
R: The language, and if you are more lazy you have to read all the time using help, help. help.
I: Ahh, you spend more time if you use help because you have to read ...
R: Yes
I: And do you think if it was written in your own language it would be faster and easier?
R: A little bit, I think
I: Have you used any application in your own language. of any other thing?
R: A program?, a Spain program ... in my language it is more easy for me find the information
completely, more easy.
I: What is the name of the program? Do you know it?
R: I put the command search ...
I: Yes, but what is the ....
R: "Ecut" Spain and they appear on Telematicos de Madrid.
I: So is it a PC package? Do you use PC or Macintosh? or any other system.
R: I use Macintosh.
I:OK this is already answered because you don't have to look for a handbook, in this case to
operate ...
R: I don't like to press the buttons I don't what are for.
I: You're afraid of pressing the wrong buttons.
R: Yes, because I don't want make something really, really wrong with the computer. I never
press the button ...
I: ...That you don't know.
R: If I don't what it is for.
I: Now, please tell me everything from buttons, functions, preferences, instructions, commands,
etc. that you find within Netscape, difficult to use.
R: Another thing that happen me because I thought that when I press a button something appear,
as an information after, if I come back or home or anyway in Internet again I thought if I was of a
command something like this, the information disappear but then suddenly when I press
something I see again the same information and I don't want to use that information I thought the
own machine delete the information. I mean if you use for example (she goes down the page) this
one ( pointing to a link) "Moshka news" and after I decide to go out and I push another one and I
press to go back and then appears me again the "Moshka news" I thought the machine ... why this
has to be there como acumulando en cantidad, sabes? (like accumulating in quantity, you know)
make wrong so lot of times.
I: Makes you?
R: Make me loose.
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I: You felt lost, but you felt lost...
R: Because I don't lind again what I was using, then I have to come back overall and comeback to
choose again what Iwas working.
I: So it is very easy to get lost in...
R: I think sometimes if you don't know, yeah and go around, around.
I: What would you suggest to improve the usability of Netscape? I mean... ,
R: A system for not loose, you want to (erase) what you were using, maybe like a home but you
don't have to go at horne. Only with a button, I use this (pointing to a link) if it doesn't interest
me then Ipress the button, and outside.
I: And go back to the place you were?
R: Yes.
I: But that's the back button for, no?
R: Yes, but some times pressing the "Back" it came another ...
I:Another place that you don't want?
R: Yes, a place that I don't want and why I have to see again, must can't use, or three times.
I:For example, if you go to this (opening "Go" from the menu bar) did you know that you can go
to the places you have visited, for example here you visited this one ...
R: Maybe there is a button but I don't know yet.
SECOND INTERVIEW (GERMAN PARTICIPANT T)
I:What difticulties you found in the Nemeton server?
T: 1 tried every button, what it could do, because I read the handbook and I couldn't get any help
from it, so I clicked every button to get help, this didn't work so I needed help, but later I found
my buttons which help me to answer the questions, these were only a few buttons like "Back" and
"Forward" and I think that's all... and I usually ... Iclicked the topics in the screen (links) this was
very easy and Idon't know what the other buttons are for, stand for. Idon't clicked the "What's
cool?" button because I don't think that would help me because I want to have something that
would break the question ... for instance what's the program for ... few things are clearer. "What's
cool?" I think is not very good. It sounds good but Idon't think is for a program ... "What's new?"
Idon't think that's a very important button. "What's new?", for program? For button Ithink you
can put it in the handbook, or elsewhere and this makes that it would not be so many buttons then,
so it will be clearer ... Idon't have to read everything then ... other buttons, the icons I think they
are OK like "Find" that is clear.
I: For example, this icon ("Find") what does it stands for?
T: Yes, I know it from Microsoft, I usually don't work with Macintosh, therefore it can be
different and Iknow lind is the same icon.
I: Do you know what the picture stands for?
T: "Find"? Yes, I think it's a glass. "Print" it's clear. I don't know what "Open" means, I already
written down that Idon't know what it means the arrow and the point, maybe it's a keyboard but...
I: What about the other functions? (the menu bar).
T: I haven't used them because usually I think the menus are very long, if I am a little bit nearer to
the text (in the screen) in this point I think Ican answer the questions (on) time so Icouldn't try all
the functions. Ihad to look for this functions which we were having, so if Iwould have more time,
then, I can look for the full functions of the program bUJ1 haven't done it.
I: Did you find something strange or alien to your culture? ...to what you are used to?
T: I don't think so, no, no, no. It was easy to click the topic, I don't think so.
I: Would you have preferred that this was in your own language instead of English?
T: Pardon?
I: Would you have preferred that this was in German instead of English? Would it be easier for
you?
T: No, no, I think I understood everything. I liked the topic, are spacious (he is referring to the
web page)
I: (Pointing to the Netscape page). But also this functions ...
T: Oh, the icons.
I: Yes, the icons and the menus (opening "Bookmarks").
T: Bookmark, bookmark, I don't know what bookmark is ... "File" I think I can open something
and helping is clear, "Directory", "Options", I think Ican find the something in the menu ...
I: So for you it doesn't matter that these are in English (menu).
T:No
I: You don't prefer your own language?
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T: No, this was OK.
I: What do you like about this system.?
T: I think it's very good. It has all the functions in one line, its not very difficult, so I don't have to
click and then I have plus functions, more functions. I think it would be better if I only see the
functions I will use or I need, for instance, "News groups" and these things I haven't use so I think
when I look in the topics maybe you can hide them because I can't click them and maybe you can
hide them, I don't know.
I: And what do you dislike?
T: A little bit the colour, its a little bit difficult the violet, the violet Its hot very good for the eyes I
think, and because it's a little bit dark (the background of the page) so maybe you can put other I
think you have 256 colours on the (machine) so you can have a lot variety, I don't think that violet
is good. I don't like it so much, yes ... I don't know what else.
I: Do you usually use-the helps, and the tutorials, and the handbooks?
T: That's a big no, that the texts of the helps and the tutorial are a little bit to long for me so, to
learn Netscape and so, I can't learn it in short time, because I have only half an .hour to answer, I
think it be very good if you have a short "Help" but you have to write it "short help" (He is
pointing next to "News groups") I think everybody will click it first and then you can put the name
of the functions on left side and a very short, one or two sentences for every function and I think
that this can help very, very good. And you can put them in there maybe the most important first
and so on. Before you begin I can read because (the other way) its too long, too many topics. I
think that was the main problem I had with the "Help".
I: What do you think that the Nemeton is all about?
T: The Nemeton is about... I think is a...yeah, OK something in the Internet, so I can get a lot of
information, I can get information with it I can maybe somewhere is a data bank and I can get
information from the data bank. I think so, yeah and
I: But about what? It's about what?
T: It is a data bank I think about everything I think it can be about everything. It is like a
newspaper and it can also be a lexicon or like a dictionary there are a lot of possibilities. Like a
library.
I: But this specific database?
T: Yes, yes.
I: Do you understand what is the content about?
T: About this database? I think there are a few topics in this database yes, I don't know which
topics we have in the database now, I only look for the Shamen ones, but I think it can be more.
I: Do you know what the Shamen is?
T: Oh, I think its a group, a group of singers.
I: Can you tell me more about or list, everything, the functions and the buttons that you find
difficult to use?
T: I only use a few because I tried every button and that brought me into trouble so I haven't used
them again ...and I found a way of how I can answer the questions so I haven't try the buttons
again, so I only use backwards and forward and that's ail, that was enough for me. The task was
only to answer the questions, not to know everything about the program (laughs).
THIRD INTERVIEW (CHINESE PARTICIPANT J)
I: What problems you have communicating with your partner?
J: Yes, I think the most difficult thing is you want to communicate with your partner and same
time you want to searching things for yourself and the two things you can not do at the same time.
Its the problem, because if you have a screen of answer, you know, the communications bit, and
aIso you have ail the information you can search from,. two screens, then its much easier, you can
look at that, and look at this (one side and the other) I think you would save a lot of time for both
of us. That's my opinion but maybe it's not good enough (laughs).
I: What would you suggest to overcome this? A window? Two different windows?
J: Yes, for example if you click the "Visitor's Book", something like that, and you have another
window which will activate from time to time so you don't need to reload.
I: Can you tell me about the difficulties that you had while using the Nemeton server?
J: Well, the structure is quite OK, I mean it is clear, but for me the most difficult thing is ...1
haven't use this before and I don't know which item is under which category, something like that,
I have to browse from the beginning, but once you know the contents, then it will be easy.
I: Do you have an idea of how to overcome this problem?
J: I think you have to use it, to be able to say you know when the structure is OK.
I: The experience ...
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J: Yes, but I think everything is the same, I mean, once you use it, then it will become easier. No
better idea.
I: If you could design this, what would you change?
J: You mean design this server? well I am no designer, this is first thing, I am only the user, in
user's point of view I think ... I don't know whether you have a full page of everything, it must be a
homepage, isn't it? and from the homepage you can go forward, backward things like that... but I
am not very familiar with those buttons to be honest (Netscape's buttons) open, image, it doesn't
explain itself sometimes. This is the one thing, maybe I need more transparence for my
functionality.
I: So, for example this icons (same ones) you don't understand them?
J: I am not very clear, I know for example ... This "Find" I know I can find, but I'm not very, very
clear of this. As I said, I've never used this before, maybe some of them appears in the other
applications, but maybe not.
I: And what about the other functions? (menu bar).
J: I never use other functions.(laughs).
I: Do you use "Help" or tutorials?
J: I suppose- have (unintelligible).
I: Have you used "Help" before?
J: In the Internet I never use help, because first of all you getting the information and is not as
quick as you wish it be, and secondly you have to search things and you don't have time to call
help. I always guess and if it is wrong then I do it again, maybe quicker than help. Even within the
help you have a lot of different items. That's my ... because I am a little bit lazy.
I: Do you understand what is this server about?
J: The server is all about pop music
I: Pop music?
J: Yes, actually about Shamen, the history of the band, its all about that. I have the impression that
all is for the Shamen pop band. I don't know whether is an advertisement (laugh). I guess if
someone its interested in the band its good for them. I'll never use this server
I: I know that English is not your first language.
J: No, but I try very hard to learn (laughs).
I: Would you have preferred to use a version of Netscape, of this functions (scroll and menu bars)
in your own language.
J: In my own language ... no, not really, no.
I: You do not prefer it?
J: Well, I am saying that English is not my first language, but Chinese is also ...
I: Very difficult?
J: It is not also my first language in term of computers, because before I came here I didn't use a
computer in China, that's a long way away from now, it is about ten years. At that time computers
were PC's only very basic in AT or XT something like that, so I am not familiar with the Chinese
terms of the buttons so, English is better, at least in my case.
I: Can you list everything that you found difficult to use?
J: You mean anything that I found difficult to use?
I: Yeah, for example, including buttons and links, for example the visitor's book ...
J: The visitors book well at the begin it is difficult to use because you don't know when the answer
will come back ... you have to reload to get answer from visitors book, which is not... I didn't
expect to do that because I am used to other systems you know a kind of dialogue you can get
answer when it comes, you don't have to wait, it just comes and in the screen it will pop out the
answer before you do anything its like a message or something like that. With this one you have to
reload the screen, maybe its because of the software, or maybe your hardware, I don't know.
I: OK. Did you find any other thing difficult to use?
J: Well the other things are quite straight forward ... Like the buttons are very well but also some of
these are ..(pointing at the second row of buttons, i.e. "What's cool?" etc.) you have to go into the
subject to see what are you doing for example "What's cool?" does that mean like the
temperature? ... Or maybe the pop group, I mean the jargons of the band.
I: What do you like most about Netscape?
J: You mean the server?
I: The browser.
J: I think you get a lot of functionality's in it to help you. It seems to me that I haven't explored, at
least of 90% of the functions I have only use 5 to 10% of the potential of the Netscape. I think its
better ... Looks more sophisticated than other servers, I mean other packages for Internet and
World Wide Web. Not that I don't like but the one I use, Mosaic, It looks a little bit more ...
simple.
I: And what do you dislike? That is not simple? Or ...
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J: Well, yeah. That is not that easy to use, for the beginners, I mean .. I suppose it is not easy for
the beginner but it will be much easier if you are using it a lot of times, that you know which is the
shortcuts, what are the shortcuts for your answers or for your going around and finding things.
I: Did you get lost frequently?
J: Actually no, just once that I didn't know which way to go, backwards or forwards, but I think its
quite well ... if you ... if you get lost you can always go back to the home, but you lost your page of
your server.
I: And how about... And when you use the Internet with other applications, do you feel lost?
J: Till now I found difficult things, how can I search a subject? or get some new information from
any server, not only this server, Where can I find it? I want to find something I interested, but
how? or how quickly? I found I spend a lot of time, you know browsing around, because some of
them have several levels you have to go into that, and into another level, and another level, so it
takes a lot of time ... I think that the biggest shortcoming for the Internet at the moment is speed
and also is the way you get the information from.
FOURTH INTERVIEW (ENGLISH PARTICIPANT W)
I: What problems do you think you had communicating with your partner?
W: Not really any problems just sort of... main problem was my understanding of the questions
because I don't really use the Internet that much and I am not that familiar with the Shamen ...
I: But with your partner you don't have any ...
W: It was a little bit slow in the communication, whereas if your were actually sat with somebody
you could be both, you know looking and trying to answer the questions a bit quicker.
I: What would you suggest to overcome this problem?
W: Probably a little video of them, so you can actually see them, I think that would be better.
I: Can you specify the difficulties that you found while using the Nemeton's server?
W: Just to know your wayground really. The difficulty of knowing were to go, to abstract the
information for questions, that's because I don't use the system enough.
I: And what would you suggest to overcome this? Practice or ...
W: Yeah ...with my work schedule.
I: If you could design the Nemeton's server, what would you change?
W: The background ... is a little bit dull, but apart from that is fine, yeah is really good.
I: Do you understand what it is about? ... the server?
W: Yes.
I: Can you explain me? .
W: My understanding is just bits of information about the Shamen.
I: And about Netscape, did you find it difficult to understand the functions and the icons?
W: No, they are very simple and explanatory, self explanatory.
I: Have you used, not in this occasion, but have you used these icons (Netscape buttons)?
W: Yes, I used those in the "Word" system that I use, so I prefer those rather than sort of clicking
up here (in the scroll bar) I prefer to see the images, because its quicker and allows you to work
faster.
I: And if you didn't have the words, would you understand the ..?
W: I would actually, because in my system I haven't got words it's just the pictures
I: What do you like and dislike about Netscape system? '
W: It is difficult for me ..J don't really use it that much to say I don't like this and I like that, I will
have to pass on that one because nothing really stands out to say ...
I: Did you have ever consulted a handbook or a tutorial in Netscape?
W: No, I haven't.
I: You haven't had the need to?
W: No, because I don't really use it to my day to day job.
I: But, if you would you think you ...
W: I would, because then, when I have a free time, I will be able to read that, and get to use the
system, and get to know it a little bit better.
I: Can you list everything from buttons, functions, commands that you found difficult to use in the
browser?
W: No, nothing was difficult.
I: What would you suggest to improve Netscape? What would you change?
W: Nothing really, no.
I: Nothing about the video that you told me?
W: Oh, the video.
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I: ...To improve communications with other persons?
W: All right. yeah. That would be better, sort of a... if a few of you was ah, reading the same
information maybe (unintelligible) ...the seeks. while someone is actually using it. and ask them:
What do you think about that article?
FIFTH INTERVIEW (JAPANESE'PARTICIPANT S)
I: While you were using this database, what problems did you have communicating with your
partner?
S: I cannot use English
I: You cannot use English
S: Yes
I: That was the main problem?
S: So .. I do not need partner
I: You don't need your partner
S: Yes, because I cannot understand his English.
I: It is difficult for you?
S: Yes, very difficult
I: Where are you from?
S: Japan.
I: Japan
S: All the Japanese are not rich man, OK? you understand?
I: ...(silence) -
S: All the Japanese are not a rich man, OK? understand?
I: OK, yes (both laugh)
S: I am a poor, only for stay in the UK I am a rich man, but after my return to Japan I am a very
poor, can you understand? Now yen is very strong, only one year I am a rich man (he laughs) can
you understand?
I: OK, so you are a rich man (both laugh).
S: No, no, I am poor man (he laughs).
I: Well... can you specify the difficulties that you had while using this server? What difficulties did
you have with this?
S: Maybe, this bit is easy (pointing at the screen) to read and looking, but I cannot understand the
English. So, this is very interesting but I cannot read English well.
I: So, that was the main problem?
S: And this is a special case because in experiment, I mean my experiment is no good, no good
for my health (He means the task was very stressing for him).
I: Is no good for your health? Why is it that?
S: Every time I will back to here (he starts using the server) very, very interesting, this little piece,
you understand?
I: yeah .... If you could design this ...
S: Design?
I: Design, What would you change?
S: I don' t like this background, because darker
I: Is dark, hmm.
S: This out of bounds design is good, out of bounds design are good but this background colour is
variable for out of bounds. I... '
I: Did you understand ... sorry.
S: I do not like purple colour (he laughs).
I: You don't like purple?
S: Yes.
I: Why you don't like purple?
S: Purple is a God's colour in Asia.
I: Eh?
S: God's (points up).
I: It's God's colour, oh that is very interesting.
S: Yes,
I: So, that is why you don't like it ?
S: No, no, no (he laughs), but I don't like purple colour.
I: Did you understand what this database is about?
S: I beg your pardon?
I: Did you understand what this database is about?
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S: No, (he laughs).
I: You don't understand ...
S: Just a moment please (he begins reading from the screen)
I: So, you don't know what the information is about?
S: (He shakes his hands, as saying no).
I: No.
S: (Participant S is reading out loud the Design Research Centre webpage) I need a dictionary.
I: Can I ask you about this buttons? (Netscape's) Do you find them clear, easy to understand?
S: "Back" only.
I: "Back" only?
S: "Homepage" and "Forward" I can understand, "Reload" I cannot understand, "Image" I cannot
understand "Print" I can, "Find" Oh, find! Excuse me (he trays to re-answer the task's questions)
excuse me.
I: No, it is over (both laugh).
Participant S tries to answer the quiz again.
I: No, anyway you cannot answer anymore. It is over. Do you understand this other buttons?
("What's cool?", etc.)
S: No, but if Iuse about ten hours I can, I will be able to use this.
I: And if you see only the icons, not the words, you will be able to understand?
S: You ...?
I: If you couldn't see the words, just the icons, would it be easier or more difficult to understand?
only the pictures ...
S: Oh, pictures only? For me it's the same.
I: Its the same?
S: Because, this character is good, Ican understand. Now, I could not read English, the most of
this writing, so the same, nothing and here the same for me... good design.
I: This one is a good a design? (DRC page).
S: You design?
I: No. So, if these were in your own language would it be easier for you?
S: I beg your pardon?
I: If these were in Japanese, would it be easier for you?
S: Mmm, very good, very good, of course.
I: Have you ever consulted a tutorial or a handbook, for explanation, do you know what a tutorial
is, or handbook?
S: Maybe no need, if this are Japanese, no need (the buttons).
I: But if they are in English, you would need or not?
S: Is the same because I do not read handbook, you understand?
I: Can you suggest something to improve the system?
S: More usable?
I: Yeah, more usability.
S: It is difficult to use other computer, on the same display, window, accessory, window and
button, for example this is "opening the (?) window" click, ( he mimics the opening of a window
and then mimics writing) (this is in regard of the communication). Very useful, two displays is no
good. But how Ido not need it because Icannot read English (he is joking and laughing).
I: What do you like and dislike, apart from the language? (pointing at Netscape) What do you like
or dislike about this system, about Netscape?
S: This system? I think is good.
I: Yes but what do you like and dislike?
S: Like!
I: Yes, but What are the good things and the bad things?
S: Good!
I: It doesn't have bad things?
S: No.
I: No bad things?
S: No.
I: You liked it that way?
S: Yes, but I always Japanese best.
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APPENDIX 3: QUESTIONNAIRES REVIEW
SERVER:
Question 1
1.-The structure and information displays of "the Nemeton" server were:
British: Very Unclear 1 2 3 4 _j_ 6 7 Very Clear
Japanese: Very Unclear .L 2 3 4 5 .6 7 Very Clear
German: Very Unclear 1 2 3 4 5 Q_ 7 Very Clear
Spanish: Very Unclear I 2 3 4 .1 6 7 Very Clear
Chinese: Very Unclear 1 2 3 4 5 ..Q. 7 Very Clear
Please specify the reasons for your opinion:
Japanese: "Because I can't read English well"
Spanish: The information was well-structured
Chinese: Clear information levels, very "structure-oriented"
Question 2
2.-"The Nemeton" server was:
British: Very Easy to Understand 1 2 3 1.. 5 6 7 Very Difficult to Understand
Japanese: Very Easy to Understand I 2 3 ~ 5 6 L Very Difficult to Understand
German: Very Easy to Understand 1 2 3 ~ 5 6 7 Very Difficult to Understand
Spanish: Very Easy to Understand 1 2 3 ~ 5 6 7 Very Difficult to Understand
Chinese: Very Easy to Understand 2.1 4 5 6 7 Very Difficult to Understand
Please specify the reasons for your opinion:
Japanese: "Because I can't read English well"
German: Because he thinks there are too many unusable buttons like "Net Search" and "Net
Directory" (he does not distinguish between what is the server and what is the browser).
Spanish: Language problems
Chinese: Because of the clear structure
Question 3
3.-"The Nemeton" server was:
British: Very Easy to Use 1 2 3 ~ 5 6 7 Very Difficult to Use
Japanese: Very Easy to Use 1 2 3 4 .1 6 7 Very Difficult to Use
German: Very Easy to Use 1 2 3 _4_ 5 6 7 Very Difficult to Use
Spanish: Very Easy to Use 1 2 3 1.. 5 6 7 Very Difficult to Use
Chinese: Very Easy to Use I 2 3 1.. 5 6 7 Very Difficult to Use
Please specify the reasons for your opinion:
German: Because he got lost although then he "found a, way to get the information".
Spanish: Lack of experience
Chinese: Difficult to use because of lack of experience
BROWSER:
Question 1
I.-Understanding Netscape's written instructions, commands and information was:
Instructions:
British: Very Easy 1
Japanese: Very Easy 1
German: Very Easy l :
Spanish: Very Easy 1
Chinese: Very Easy 1
2
2
2
2
2
1.
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
!..
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
2
6
6
7 Very Difficult
.i. Very Difficult
7 Very Difficult
7 Very Difficult
7 Very Difficult
4
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Commands:
British: Very Easy 2 .3. 4 5 6 7 Very Difficult
Japanese: Very Easy 1 2 3 4 5 6 L Very Difficult
German: Very Easy 1 2 3 ~ 5 6 7 Very Difficult
Spanish: Very Easy 1 2 L 4 5 6 7 Very Difficult
Chinese: Very Easy 2 3 4 5 Q 7 Very Difficult
Information:
British: Very Easy 2 .3.._ 4 5 6 7 Very Difficult
Japanese.: Very Easy 1 2 3 4 5 6 L Very Difficult
German: Very Easy 1 .1 3 4 5 6 7 Very Difficult
Spanish: Very Easy ·1 2 3 A 5 6 7 Very Difficult
Chinese: Very Easy 1 2 3 4 5 Q.. 7 Very Difficult
In every case, why?
German:
Instructions: Help was too long to read, and he could not get any explanation from the handbook.
Commands: Only the "big buttons" were useful for him. The icons "are OK except the Open one.
(...) A lot of buttons are unclear and there isn't enough time to understand them".
Information: The text was a bit difficult to read for him because it was dark, but there was space
between topics which was "good for understanding" (again he does not distinguish between
browser and server)
Chinese:
Instructions: Relatively easy because of its similarity with other popular software applications.
Commands: Because of unfamiliarity with the software.
Information: Because he isn't familiar with the pop music business (he doesn't distinguish
between browser and server)
Question 2
2.-The way in which Netscape is structured (menus, commands, icons, information etc.) is:
British: Very Easy to Understand 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very Difficult to Understand
Japanese: Very Easy to Understand 1 2 3 4 _j_ 6 7 Very Difficult to Understand
German: Very Easy to Understand 1 2 .3.._ 4 5 6 7 Very Difficult to Understand
Spanish: Very Easy to Understand 1 2 .3. 4 5 6 7 Very Difficult to Understand
Chinese: Very Easy to Understand 1 2 3 4 5... 6 7 Very Difficult to Understand
Please specify the reasons for your opinion:
German: He didn't use menus because he didn't know how they could help him and because they
are "usually very long". "The size of buttons is good and they're easy to click. The screen wasn't
full of useless information". The information "wasn't too deep leveled". "The biggest drawback is
a lack of quick helps with short texts".
Spanish: "Buttons are clear and easy to use".
Chinese: "They aren't obvious or easily understood. They aren't any clear and quick helps for
each command and icon".
Note: in all the cases participants equated their nationality with their culture, except for the British
participant who considered herself as pertaining to a "White culture". This is perhaps
acknowledging that being British does not exclude pertaining to another culture e.g. British and
Indian, British and Scottish, British and Black, etc.
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APPENDIX 4: QUIZ QUESTIONS
Five different questions were given to each of the five teams (all questions were
taken from the website):
I.-What is "the Shamen"? A pop band
2.-Where are "the Shamen" roots? Scotland
3.-Who is the only original member remaining in "the Shamen"? Colin Angus
4.-What is the name of "the Shamen's" second LP? "In Gorbachev we trust"
5.-Which member of "the Shamen" died tragically on 1991? Will
6.- What is the name of the record company in which "the Shamen" recorded the single
Re:Evolution in 1993? One Little Indian
7.- Who made the cover art for "the Shamen's" album "In Gorbachev We Trust"? Stoppi Bastado
XII
S.-When will the new album of "the Shamen" will be released? summer/autumn 1995
9.-What is the name of Mr. C's record label? Plink Plonk
lO.-What is the name of Mr. C's Friday's club night at "The Fridge"? "Vapour Space"
11.- What are the first 4 words of the song "Possible Worlds"? We can live together
12.- Who wrote the lyrics of "Human NRG"? Angus
13.- What is the name of the magazine in which "the Shamen" appeared on its cover in October
1992? Select
14.- Who created the "Shamen montage"? James Lebon
15.- On April the 2nd1993 "the Shamen" appeared on a French TV show, what is the name of that
show? Les Noveaux
16.- When will the Glastonbury Festival will take place? 23-24-25 of June 1995
17.- What is "Nerneton's" official URL? http://www.drci.co.ukldrcilshamenl
IS.- What is the "Nerneton"? The Shamen's website
19.- What computer artist has been recently working with "the Shamen"? William Lathams
20.- What is the name of "the Shamen's" new album? "Axis Mutatis"
21.- Who wrote the lyrics of "Spacetime"? Angus
22.- Who has assisted Colin and Mr.C in their new album production? Brian Pugsley
23.- What company made' the cover of "Shamen-On Air"? "Me" Company
24.-What is the last word of the song "Re-evolution"? Soon
25.-What is "Axis Mutatis"? The Shamen's new album
Questions answered correctly:
British: 4/5
Japanese: 2/5
German: 4/5
Spanish: 3/5
Chinese: 4/5
English fluency:
The evaluator rated the participant's fluency on a point scale from 1, very fluent, to 7, not fluent:
Nationality Rating
English 1
Japanese 6
German 4
Spanish 5
Chinese 3
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APPENDIX 5: PROTOTYPE
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New Mail Message
Mail Document .
Open location .
Open File ...
Close
Saue Rs...
Upload File ...
Page Set up ...
Print ...
Quit
Undo
Cut
Paste
Clear
Select RII
Find ...
Find Rgain
Direct nru
Netscape Galleria
I n tern e t Dire ctory
I nt ernet Search
I n tern e t Whit e Page s
Rbout the Internet
Bacle
Forward
Home
St op loading
Net scape Home
What's New?
What's Cool?
Window
Net scape Mail
Net scape News
Rdd re ss Boo le
Reload
Reload F-rame
load I m~ges
Document Source
Document Info
Options
General Preferences
Mail and News Preferences
Net wo rk Pre f ere nces
Securi t y Preferences
Show Tool bar
Show location
Show 0 i re c tory Butt 0 ns
Ruto load I mages
Document Encoding
Saue opt ions
Boolemarles
Hist ory
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APPENDIX 6: MMA EVALUATION INTERVIEW
FRONT PAGE:
Interviewee: D
Expertise:
None 1 3 4 5 Expert
Language Fluency (English):
Not fluent 1 2 3 4 Very fluent
Time living in the UK: 10 years
Year of Birth: 1968
Gender: M
Culture: SpanishlEnglish (Gibraltar)
MMA EVALUATION
BROWSER
Representation Intended meaning Assessment Participant's Definition
(R's 1M) of 1M
Home Point of departure ./
Reload Load (charge) again ./
What's New? What is Novel? (what websites) X "name of an anti virus program".
File Organised related material or ./
items; Metaphor of a box or
folder for orzanisinz documents.
What's Cool? What is Good? (what websites, X "Cool is Cold", The button's
according to Netscape) purpose may be to show "What's
wrong with the program, if it has
failed"
Question mark icon: envelope and question mark ./
in e-mail icon meaning "e-mail?" (the function
is opening Netscape's electronic-
mail window)
Handbook Manual ."
Net "Web"r'Netscape" ~
Directory Listing; Metaphor of book listing X "drive c:1 and drive a:" (as in
names, addresses and telephones PCs).
of individuals and companies.
Software Applications, programs "Browser Tool' to glance or leaf (through ./theWWW)
Location "Place", (webpage's URL ./
address)
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Upload Transfer X Nil
Set up Arrange .r
Stop Cease .r
Bookmarks Metaphor of something used to .r
mark a page in a book (selector
or marker of webpages).
Preferences Settings .r
Toolbar Available devices (Stripe of icons .r
representing the program's main
devices)
Encoding The way something is coded X "security codification"
(character set encoding a
document uses).
Netscape Name of the company which X Nil
designed the evaluated browser
Galleria Showcase of Netscape customers X "Art Gallery"
White Pages A Phone Book in America and X "The Internet Yellow Pages"
other countries; Metaphor of a
directory to find the names and
addresses of people (Internet
users).
Netscape News Netscape's window of X Nil
"newsgroups"
Address Book Metaphor of book with addresses .r "Phone Book"
to represent a window with e-
mail addresses (the function =
creating and modifying files
containing e-mail addresses).
History Record (of visited websites). .r
Frame Section; (some webpages are X Nil
designed in various sections, or
internal windows).
Source Origin .r
Clear Erase .r
Paste Stick .r
Copy Reproduce .r
Info Information .r
Mail Send by mail, post. .r
Quit Withdraw from .r
Undo Cancel, annul .{
Load Charge .r
Window Window frame metaphor (GUI .(
frame-like structure).
Open button Icon: an arrow, a point and a X Nil
icon keyboard representing the
opening of a "location" by typing
the address in the keyboard.
Security icon Icon: Broken-unbroken Key X Nil
representing security status
Find button Icon: a pair of binoculars .r
icon representing the discovery of a
word(s) within the current pa_ge.
Images button Icon: a circle, a square and a X Nil
icon triangle representing "an image".
Nil = Not Interpreted
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_",'."
WEBSITE
Representation Intended meaning Assessment Participants' definitions
(R's 1M) of 1M
"The Forum" An interactive project of the same X Nil
name, involving a presentation of
the band live in the Internet.
"Diary" Metaphor of book for recording X History
appointments, etc. (The band's
upcoming presentations dates).
"Axis Mutatis" Title of the band's latest album. X Nil
"The End" A nightclub called "The End" X Nil
"Merchandise" Goods (T-shirts and other .,f
"Shamen" goods, for sale).
"Feedback" Input (links to "tea rooms", X "(sound) when you place a
"visitor's book", "discussion microphone near a speaker".
zrcucs". etc.)
"Screensaver" "After dark" .,f
"Radio" Transmission of the band's music X Radio station
(webpage where the music can be
downloaded and listened to)
"Infobase" Data base X Basic information
Nil = Not Interpreted
Which interfaces were easier to understand?
___ Browser 1
./ Browser 2
___ Both
___ None
___ Website 1
./ Website 2---
___ Both
___ None
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APPENDIX 7: CATEGORISATION OF SPECIFIC
ROOT -CONTEXTS
Problems understanding intended meaning were classified in those determined by
English-specific root-contexts (ESRC) and those determined by other culturally-
specific root-contexts (OCSRC); (browser and website).
Represent. Participants Group A
A B C 0 E F G H I J K
Home UCSKC -OCSRC -UCSRC
Reload I::SKC ESKC
What s new? ,OCSKC UCSKC --UCSRC UCSKC --ucsRC
File bSKC OCSKC
<: 001 UCSKC UCSKC ~SRC OCSKC U\.-SK\.-OCSRC ESRC OCSKC
pme-mail OCSKC UCSKC bSKC U\.-SKC UCSKC
Icon
HanJOOOk cSK\.- ESRC bSKC OCSRC bSRC bSRC
Net l:SKC ESRC
Directory UCSRC (JCSRC bSKC -UCSRC UCSKC tJCSRC U\.-SK\.-OCSKC
Software UCSKC bSKC bSKC
Browser UCSKC cSKC ~C l:SKC ESRC ESKC bSRC ESRC bSKC bSKC
Location -UCSRC UCSKC
Upload t.SKC t.SKC ESRC t.SKC ESRC bSKC bSRC OCSRC bSKC
t.SKC
Set UP ESRC
t.SKC
Stop DCSRC
Bookmarks bSKC bSKC ~c OCSRC
Preferences OCSRC OCSRC UCSI{C
l:SKC
Toolbar
l:SKC
Encodinz ESKC UCSKC UCSKC UCSKC r:SRC UCSKC OCSKC t.SKC
_~Kl-
Nctscare l:SKC r.sRC ESRC
r.SKC
Galleria u\.-SRC (X:SRC lX:SRC OCSRC bSRC UCSKC UCSKC 'GCSRC UCSRC
VC.,Kl-
White Pages GCSRC OCSRC OCSKC OCSRC UCSKC -UCSRC OCSKC
VC.SKC
News UUSKC OCSRC U\.-~KI...OCSRC tX:SKC (X:SRC -nCSRC
OCSRC UCSKC
Address OCSKC
OCSKC
Book
History UCSKC UCSKC UCSKC UCSKl- OCSKC UCSKI...
OCSRC
~rame UCSKC OCSRC UCSKC OCSRC OCSKC OCSRC UCSKC ESRC
UCSKL u\'-.,KC
Source OCSKC
UCSKC
Edit
Tlear
OCSRC
l'aste
ULSKC
Conv
OCSKC
Into IOSKC
\Ialf UCSKC
QUit I-.SKC
CiiJo ESRC
Loif ~SRC
Window (JCSKC
~nrum UCSKC OCSRC (X:SKC r.SKC lJCSRC OCSKC UCSKC l:SKL
OCSRC VCSKC ESRC
AXISMutatis OCSKC uc"SRC OC:SRC ueSRC lX:SKC l)CSKL uCSRC OCSKC
(JCSKC UCSKC (X:SRC
l)lai:Y UCSKL OC:SRC UCSKC UCSKC OC:SRC (J("'SKL OC:SRC GCSRC lJLSKC
The end OC~SRC UCSKC OC:SKI...ULSRC UCSKC OC:SRC OCSRC
OC-SKC ~ UCSKC UCSKC
\lerchanalse U\.-SKC ESRC -UCSRC l:SKI...ESRC
ESRC
'FeeuoaClC UCSKC bSRC UCSKC t.SKC
-ESRC
Screensaver UCSKC OC:SRC b~ OCSRC
.R.iOlO UCSKC UCSKC ULSKC OCSRC UCSKC UCSKC -OCSRC ~CSRC UCSKC OC:SRC
NemelOn OCSKC lJCSRC OCSKC OCSRC UCSKC OCSKC OCSRC OCSKC (JCSKC oc~
lJCSRC
Infobase bSKC ~SRC ESRC ESRC ESRC
ESRC
Total 4 3 3 7 7 14 7 4 8 9 6
ESRC:
Total 16 6 13 13 12 21 16 19 14 18 12
OCSRC:
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Represent. Participants Group B
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Home OCSK(';
Reload UL~Kl.. OCSRC
(") In e-mail OCSRC
icon
Sottware OCSRC OCSRC OCSRC OCSK('; ULSKl..
Browser lJCSRC OCSRC OCSRC ULSKl.. OCSRC
Location OCSKC GCSRC LlCSRC'
Page Sctuo OCSKC
Upload OCSRC OCSKl.. ULSKl.. UCSK('; OCSK('; U(.;SKl..
Bookmarks lJC'S'RC
Preferences u(';SK('; UL~Kl.. u(';SKl..
Toolbar OCSRC lJCSRC u(';SK('; OCSKC u(';SK(';
"'Show OCSRC OCSRC
Location
-snow OCSKC
Directory
Buttons
Auto Load OCSRC ocsxc
Imazes
EncoduU! u(';SKl.. Ut..SKl.. u(';SK('; U(';SK('; :X;SK('; u(';SK('; u(';SK('; u(';SKC ocs~ OCSK('; LlCSRC
Netscape Ut..SKl..
Galleria OCSRC Ut..SKl.. OCSRC --ucsRC Ut..SKl.. Ut..SKl.. OCSRC -OCSRC UUSK('; u(';SK(';\JeSRC
White Puees u(';SKl.. u(';SKl.. u(';SK('; lJC'S'RC u(';SK('; u(';SK('; u(';SK('; u(';SKC OCSRC OCSKC OCSK(';
News u(';SK('; UCSKC OCSKC OCSRC OCSKC OCSK('; OCSKC OCSRC Ut..SKl.. OCSK(';
Address
Book
History OCSKl UCSKC GCSKC oc~ OCSRC OCSRC
Frame OCSRC OCSRC u(';SKl..
Source OCSK('; OCSK(';
Forum 'ERC OCSRC OCSRC ESRC ESKC OCSRC ESRC 'ESRC
AXISMutatis ~~RC OCSRC OCSRC OCSRC OCSRC OCSRC OCSRC OCSRC OCSRC OCSRC "OCSRC
Diary OCSRC
The end u(';SKC UCSK('; OCSK('; -ucsRC' OCSKl UCSK('; UCSK('; LlCSRC' U(';SK('; u(';SKl.. OCSK(';
Screensaver lJCSRC OCSKC -ucsRC' OCSKl OCSK(';
Nemeton lJCSKC OCSRC GCSKC OCSKC OCSRC OCSKC (JCSKC OCSK(';
Radio OCSRc: OCSRC OCSRC OCSRC OC~
Total 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1
ESRC:
Total 13 10 10 16 11 18 11 11 10 16 II
OCSRC:
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APPENDIX 8: MMA ANALYSIS GROUP B
(BROWSER)
SPECIFICITY OF REPRESENTATIONS IN GROUP B
(BROWSER)
Representations Participants Total Specificity (%)
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 lO 11
Home x I 9
Reload x x 2 18.1
What's new? 0 0
File 0 0
Cool 0 0
(?) in e-mail icon x I 9
Handbook 0 0
Net 0 0
Directory 0 0
Software x x x x x 5 45.4
Browser x x x x x 5 45.4
Location x x x 3 27.2
Upload x x x x x x 6 54.5
Set up 0 0
Stop 0 0
Bookmarks x I 9
Preferences x x x 3 27.2
Toolbar x x x x x 5 45.4
Encoding x x x x x x x x x x x II 100
Netscape x 1 9
Galleria x x x x x x x x x x x 11 100
White Pages x x x x x x x x x x x II 100
News x x x x x x x x x x 10 90.9
Address Book () ()
History x x x x x x 6 54.5
Frame x x x 3 27.2
Source x x 2 18.1
Clear 0 0
Paste 0 0
Copy 0 0
Info () 0
Mail 0 0
Quit 0 0
Undo 0 0
Load 0 0
Window 0 0
"Open button" icon x x x x x x x x x x x 11 100
"Reload button" icon 0 0
"Key" icon x x x x x 5 45.4
"Stop button" icon x x x 3 27.2
"Find button" icon x x x x x x 6 54.5
Images button icon x x x x x x x x x x x 11 100
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PARTICIPANTS' INTERPRETATIONS OF THE BROWSER'S
REPRESENTATIONS (GROUP B)
Some functional definitions were included in order to clarify the representations'
intended meanings for the reader.
Representation Intended meaning Participant's Definition
(R's 1M)
Home Point of departure. "Default page" (the latter
Metaphor of house or place interpretation implies that the
where one lives. function is partly understood, but
its representation is not).
Reload Load (charge) again "Go back"
Question mark in e-mail Icon: envelope and question mark Nil
icon meaning "mail?" (the function is
opening Netscape's electronic-
mail window)
Software Applications, programs "The mouse, the printer and the
keyboard"
Browser Tool to glance or leaf through Nil
(the WWW)
Location "Place", weboaze's URL address Nil
Upload Transfer "Load again"
Bookmarks Selector or marker (of Nil
webpages); Metaphor of
something used to mark a page in
a book.
Preferences Settinzs Nil
Toolbar Available devices (Stripe of icons "Shows you how to use
representing the program's main something"
devices)
Encoding The way something is coded "Save document under a certain
(character set encoding a name", "to put a code on
document uses). something", "giving it a web
code (security)", "put a lock".
Netscape Name of the company which Nil
designed the evaluated browser
Galleria Showcase of Netscape customers "Art work", "Art gallery",
"gallery of information",
"paintings".
White Pages A metaphor of a Phone Book (the "Blank page to put things on",
function includes a directory to "set your own site", "blank
find the names and e-mail ' pages", "general information",
addresses of Internet users). "the Yellow Pages of the
Internet",
Netscape News Netscape's window of "News about the Internet",
"newsgroups" "newspaper", "new available
resources", "latest news about the
Net", "news flashes", "news
about Netscaoe".
History Record (of visited websites). "History of the Internet", "past
information", "database"
Frame Section (some webpages are Nil
designed in various sections, or
internal windows).
Source (in "Document Origin "Starting point" (since this is the
Source") 1M of "Home" we considered as
potentially problematic).
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Open button icon Icon: an arrow, a point and a "Dots"
computer keyboard representing
the opening of a "location" by
typing the address in the
keyboard.
Security icon Icon: broken-unbroken Key "Open"
representing security status
Find button icon Icon: a pair of binoculars "Two people"
representing the discovery of a
word(s) within the current page.
Images button icon Icon: a circle, a square, an arrow, "Pointing"
and a triangle representing "an
image".
Nil = Not Interpreted
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APPENDIX 9: MMA ANALYSIS GROUP B (WEBSITE)
SPECIFICITY OF REPRESENTATIONS IN GROUP B
(WEBSITE)
Representations Participants Total Specificity (%)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
"Forum" x x x x x x x x 8 72.7
"Diary" . 1 9x
"Axis Mutatis" x x x x x x x x x x x 11 100
"The end" x x x x x x x x x x x 11 100
"Merchandise" 0 0
"Feedback" 0 0
"Screensaver' x x x x x 5 45.4
"Nerneton Radio" x x x x x x 6 54.5
"Infobase" 0 0
PARTICIPANTS' INTERPRETATIONS OF THE WEBSITE'S
REPRESENTATIONS (GROUP B)
Representation Intended meaning Participants' definitions
(R's 1M)
"The Forum" An interactive project of the same "Information about the band".
name, involving a presentation of "like a galleria"
the band live in the Internet.
"Diary" Metaphor of book for recording "To write about what you think
appointments, etc. representing of the band"
the band's upcoming
presentations dates.
"Axis Mutatis" Title of the band's latest album. NIl
"The End" A nightclub called "The End" "An article", "end of the site",
"finish", "go to the end", "the
end of the world"
"Screensaver" "After dark" "To save the screen", "save the
screen to come back later". " to
save the program". "to save info
of the site into _your files"
"Radio Nemeton" Transmission of the band's music "The radio station which plays
(webpage where the music can be their songs", "a radio show"
downloaded and listened to).
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APPENDIX 10: PROTOTYPE (REDESIGNED)
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New Nauigator
New Mail Message
Mail nocument.,
Open Location-
Open File_
[lose
Saue Rs.••
Get rue.,
Page satup.,
Prtnt.,
Quit
Window
Mail
Discussion Groups
Address Book:
Fauourites
History
Rdd to List Netscape Home
New Sites
Best Sites
Netscape Galleria
I ntemet Directory
I ntemet Search
People Search
About de Internet
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